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Abstract
This essay discusses groups of individuals. Both are described as very abstract
things. This theory is applicable to a lot of individual kinds, which tend to
organise themselves to groups. Some examples are cells, animals, humans,
economies, nations, The property all of them have to share is the possibility of
information processing, although the minimum can be one single method of
comparison. The second issue extends to quantum physical deductions and a
detailed, fermionic explanation of gender. The theory uses mainly quasi-static
description, but has at least revealed a standard thermodynamic law:

d d dH T S V p= +
The two terms at the right side display the two main parts of the following
content. The properties derived from the axioms show similarity to real thermo-
dynamic gases. Publications of social science in the past had left well-known
problems unsolved. One of them is feedback of experience another are unselfish
individuals, a third one is diversity. The three named problems and probably
others are vanished in the models of this theory.

From this theory one can deduce those    spontaneous    actions.

• Dialogue without former voluntariness by analysing the environment,
• symbiosis derived even from parasitism by some established dialogue,
• learning by optimisation of costs after communication,
• hunting ground protection and marking derived even by communication benefits,
• leadership established by competence and following analysis of diversity,
• fractal group structure meaning sub- and super-grouping caused by leadership,
• rise of constitution after experience of destructive leaders.

 With the help of this theory one can explain:

• why humans are generalists compared to animals,
• why an attraction between individuals occurs,
• why ”intelligence” is something not only in us but    between    us, too,
• why cloning can reduce the efficiency of groups,
• why dictatorial and totalitarian regimes have a smaller lifetime than democracy but ”good”

monarchs raised flourish states in history,
• why radicalism and extremism are forcible by propaganda and radical and extreme people are

very unselfish,
• why a plebicitic democracy tends not to join super-structures,
• why a single indirect representation of people is optimal,
• why constitutional institutions raise instability of the whole system by blocking others,
• why super-structuring of nations needs modern communication possibilities to succeed,
• why the fight for female rights is close related to the fight for free birth control,
• why artificial life will never show any creativity, if authors try to use their artificials

completely without letting them get own benefits.
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 This theory has not yet been quantitatively verified related to most details,
although the coincidences with the experiences of the reality seem to be very
good. But quantitative efforts will be an important future task. The needed but
not yet granted financial support prevents the quantitative verification until this
issue.

 Possible expendabilities are:

• mathematical defined gender specific attraction and repulsion,1

• repulsion between individuals at small distances,
• change of individual number by birth and death rates or competition of

species2,
• social level optimisation at first class groups (as later defined),
• calculation of fractal dimension of theoretic and real structures,
• dropping simplifications and examination of results by this way changed

conditions.

                                                
1 The gender free, mathematical part and the explanatory, gender-describing part have been not

unified yet. For many circumstances the gender property can be neglected. For a better understand-
ing the separation seems to be an opportunity by reduction of complexity. But unification
including quantum wave functional description will be an important future task.

2 Explaining the interaction of species by information processing excludes independent competition
for the same food, energy or other resources from the frame of this essay. (21) shows that true
selective extinction of species is only possible, if there is independent competition. The possible
prevention of die out of species caused by human acting on the environment is therefore at most
dependent on the scientific and popular knowledge of their existence. Other papers have included a
description of competition for example: (25).
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 How to Read this Essay?
 This essay may have readers with several different levels of understanding and
information need. Because of this only reading from the beginning to the end
may not be applicable in every case.

 Types of readers may be:

• social scientists
• natural scientists and engineers
• politicians
• people without academic knowledge
• Dr. Sheldrake´s fan community

 The last type may cover all former types, too. They have knowledge about
phenomena, which can be better understood with this theory, as I hope. Because
of this pre-education starting directly with the chapter: "Appendix I: Dr.
Sheldrake´s Publications" may be reasonable. Further reading may be dependent
to the covered other reader type.

 The essay has three main parts: some verbal introduction first, mathematical
formulation second and verbal conclusion and following at last. The pure verbal
parts at the beginning and at the end are recommended for all readers, who want
information first. Going into mathematics is needed, if verbal declarations should
be logically validated. The mathematical part starts with: ”Basic Communication
Benefit Formula” and ends before: ”Minimal Information Processing”. The most
difficult part, which includes complex (but not solved) integrals, is: ”Common
Accounts of Benefits (pV)”. All other mathematical parts should be
understandable by using the four arithmetic base operations and techniques for
rearrangement of equations and relations. This means that typical all people with
mathematical base education, as taught in schools leading to academic study
capability, should have the possibility to logically validate the theory. But
capability is less important as reading time. Logical validation will need much
time surely, because of the length of the deductions. Although some of the
readers may have the time, most will not have it.

 If one is not satisfied by the verbal parts or is stimulated to receive more informa-
tion, reading a little careless about the mathematical parts may be reasonable. It is
not always needed to check the dependence of one formula to the next. But the
following conclusions after deduction will give the needed further information.
This approach may be very good suited for natural scientists and engineers,
because their education will give them the capability to understand much only by
overlooking.

 The main addressed readers are social scientists and politicians, who may be not
very attracted by mathematics. But the verbal information given along with the
mathematical deductions should be of interest for them, too. Spending more time
pays off!
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 Definitions and Axiomatic Foundation
 Clear definitions are essential for understanding. Important are differences to
definitions that have been used before by other publications.

    Individuals    are single entities, which can build a group. Because of the abstract
theory many kinds of individuals could be described this way. Examples are
cells, animals, humans, economies, nations. The only property that all individu-
als have to share, is the capability of information processing. The minimal
information processing needed is the comparison of two signals. The source of
one signal must be external to the individual.

     Benefit    is an abstract result of behaviour of an abstract individual trying to stay
alive and further trying to live optimally. The increase of benefit is the origin for
group building and further structures of individuals. It is very important that this
definition is abstract! Keeping the benefit abstract as long as possible is the only
needed simple method letting every thinkable and unthinkable feedback of
experience get entrance into theory.

    Intelligence    is ”the capability to generate benefits”. This definition is narrower
than the not fixed common interpretation of this term. ”Intelligence” is a widely
used property of individuals and groups in this essay.

     Activity     is the part of time an individual or group spends for generating a benefit
for a specific job. Activity is a number without dimension and can be normalised
in the way that the whole activity is 1, which any individual or group spends for
everything it is doing. Every specific job can only have a fraction of activity.

 1 = ∑Ai
i=1

n

 n: number of jobs

     Communication     is a super-term of ”information processing”. The last is com-
monly meant to be something solitary. But the first has the same characteristics
and is commonly meant to need partners. The essay will show that a complete
understanding of communication includes solitary information processing and
therefore includes any kind of interaction with reality an individual might have.
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      Groups    are communities of individuals. Later we shall recognise that building a
group is only possible, if individuals communicate3 with each other. In this con-
text individuals and groups are models. This means that certain properties of the
real individuals and groups could probably not be described by this theory.4 5 6

                                                
 3 Here one should recognise the equal root of the words ”community” and ”communication” in the

English language, which tells my definition of groups! There is no such similarity in German,
where ”Kommunikation” is a  loan-word.

 4 At this position I have to criticise: (66) Olson, M: The logic of collective ac t ion ,
because his definition of the meaning of organisation is much less abstract. Defining the equal
trials to reach some goods (if collective or not) as a base for group structure can not be useful over
time. Because individuals aiming every time into the same direction must have their feet cemented.
A better definition is cited in the same book: (6) Aristoteles: Nikomachic e th ic .  The
philosopher tells us: ”Because of the benefit ‘polis’ has emerged…”. The group definition above
differs from Olson´s. My opinion is that only because of the equal interests one can not talk of
groups. Building a group needs interaction of individuals and Olson´s theory itself has told us that
big, abstract, non interacting ”groups” are unstable and do not exist. Small groups could be stable
this way, but not because of the collective goods that they reach, instead, as I think, because of
their possible interaction. Forcing individuals to contribute to a group like trade unions or
national states is nothing but a communication system. This way Olson´s theory can be modified
and integrated and is this way very helpful for understanding.

 Why is this explanation needed? Looking at recent study results like:
 (58) Lundvall, Borrás: The globalising learning economy: Implications f o r
innovation p o l i c y : ”…a more systematic approach is still badly needed, both in terms o f
conceptual and theoretical frameworks, and in terms of the object of study…”,
 One can find the ”interest groups” as often used and always understood term. It is ”always”
understood, because Olson´s theory had big influence until today in social science. But all well
known limitations of Olson´s theory and the told wish for the ”badly needed”, overcoming theory
arose because of Olson´s use of concrete benefits (equal to interests) and abstract groups, where
instead abstract benefits and concrete groups would have been much more applicable.

5 One should recognise that all game theoretical approaches have the same problem of fixed interests
or forced conditions like the famous “prisoners dilemma” tells. Thank god for your freedom related
to most circumstances of life!

 6 It seems that one can not define a group and the derivable benefit exactly at the same time. There
seem to be an uncertainty relation like Heisenberg´s in physics. One should consider ( 4 1 )
Hofstadter, D: Gödel, Escher, Bach, because he told the existence of something like that
in other relationship. Probably uncertainty relations are something common, but defining them
by formula is not frequently possible [I] . See the chapter “Quantum Physical Discussion” for an
attempt.
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     Structure    is the total result of:

• Dependence of individuals to leaders and vice versa.
• The behaviour of other groups acting as individuals or leaders of super-

groups.

Gender    is a complementary property of information processing. The definition of
the complementary states “female” and “male” is done only by considering
energy accounts.7 This is uncommon but conforms at most to nature’s behav-
iour. The sometimes resulting deviations to the common attributes are as well
interesting.

Female   : The less energy consuming, complementary information processing
device.

Male   : The more energy consuming, complementary information processing
device.8

(      pV       )    will be used to declare that something belongs to the grouping and volume
dependent part of the equation:

d d dH T S V p= +
(       TS       )    will be used to declare that something belongs to the structuring and
diversity dependent part of the equation above.

There are more definitions around but with less common importance. So the
definitions will be done where the term is used first.

                                                
7 Nature seems to show in seldom cases a multiplicity of gender. Such behaviour is not analysed in

this book, although neuter and hermaphroditic states are considered.

8 Are those gender definitions something arbitrary? In fact they are, but I think this is truer for the
common use of gender attributes. If one would like, female and male can be exchanged and used
reversed related to energy consumption. Even the words themselves are an example. Because
sometime human males including myself seem to eat twice as much as their wives, the definition
conforms well to human behaviour.
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Axioms are needed in every theory. We have to be thankful that we have to use
them, because the need for axioms is the guarantee for freedom of thinking, too
(18) . If someone tries to hurt this theory essential, the axioms will be her/his
target. Here the axioms are stated in words, not in mathematical formulas. Later
in the mathematical chapters the first two axioms can be found again in formulas.

{1} The first axiom is named ”Capability of Association” (pV).9

Communication as defined above can raise association, if the partner is capable
of doing so. Looking at a dialogue, the first partner has to give some benefit to
the other (voluntariness is not a prerequisite). With the help of the external
benefit and the internal comparison and information processing capability the
second partner is able to increase her-/hisself ”intelligence”. Therefore the second
partner is able to generate more benefit as without the dialogue.10

{2} The second axiom is named ”Benefit from Diversity” (TS).11

The part belonging to grouping and volume dependence (pV) will show that
individuals with more competence (intelligence and association capability) than
other group members have time to other operations. If they use it to analyse the
diversity of the group, they can generate even more benefit for themselves and
for the group.

{3} A last axiom is named ”Learning by Trial and Error”.
If the only interaction with reality is communication and information processing,
interests, aims but as well groups and structures are something that are results of
comparison and calculation. Because of no applicable common truth experience
needs trial and error. Changing conditions force new trials. Here this axiom has
not a mathematical formula yet, but inputs some disturbance into the group and
individual operation over time in the way that a found optimal process and
structure may be inadequate later. For specific systems one can probably
implement some disturbance by mathematical formulation.

                                                
9 The multiple semantic in English of ”association” needs the clarification that at first associations

in mind are meant. One can talk about stimulation of ideas, too. But one will understand in the
following chapters that association in mind leads to social association. This justifies the multiple
semantic.

10 There are other papers describing association in mind (56) , (57) , (90)  and non-linear effects
leading to co-operation: (10), (17), (25), (37), (45) , (71) , (77) , (81) . Neural networks act
the same way: (70) , (72) . Further there are already done “Artificial Life” experiments showing
this behaviour by simulation (100) as well for robotic circumstances: (13), (60).

11 Papers describing such behaviour are (7) , (8) , (21) , (36) , (45) , (76) , (81) , (88) , but the
quantitative results of (89) are striking [L]!
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Benefit, Intelligence and Activity
The basic relation between benefit, intelligence and activity is the formula:

d

d
( ) ( )

B
t

I t A t= ⋅

The variables mean:

t: time

B: benefit

I: intelligence12

A: activity

d

d t
: differentiation regarding the time variable

As stated above the activity of individuals is spread about various jobs that have
to be done. One should notice that intelligence might depend on the single job13:

I I I= =( )i i

i fixed and an element of 1 to n

n: number of jobs

The benefit relation changes to:

d

d

B
t

I A= ⋅∑ i i
i=1

n

The strategy to get the optimal benefit for a species would be to increase the
intelligence of the individuals regarding the jobs that need the most activity.

If multiple jobs have to be done during the same time, the activity for all has to
be shared and every job that is worked out in a parallel manner can reach only a
fraction of activity. It is obvious that the same results can be achieved, if all jobs
are done in a serial manner with the maximum activity of 1 applied to them.
Working in this way means dividing time and not activity. This will reduce much
the effort for calculation of advantageous benefits, but surely it is not how
individuals act, because there are different job priorities (20) . Scheduling of
priorities is a job like others and has to be counted as others. This tells further
that this job is not something special, which one have to consider special, if one
is only interested in total accounts as is the case in all following chapters.

                                                
12 Please remember the narrow definition for intelligence equal to ”capability to generate benefit”.

13 A vector interpretation may be reasonable during future works.
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With this serial approach every benefit of job activity can be replaced by this
integral:

B t t= ∫ I( )d

The integration boundaries are the times of starting and ending the job by serial
job order. Activity is replaced because she evaluates to 1.

Later one can frequently recognise terms like this:

B I t= ⋅
The common assumption is that I is timely constant during the integration and t
is the integration period resulting from end time minus start time.
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Communication as Information Processing
Looking at communication one can find several kinds, which can be reduced to
two different behaviours. The following examples have information flow to both
sides:

a     dialogue    of two partners,
a work group communicating with each other.

The last example can be divided into multiple dialogues. Dialogues can emerge
spontaneous and stabilise themselves as shown below.

reading a book,
looking television,
listening to a lecture

are examples that show information flow only to one side. There is no cause that
pure      monologues    can be stable over time. Typically there will be some price the
reader, watcher or listener has to pay for the service. Including the payment into
the description results to a dialogue.

One can as well find mixed systems like:

panel discussion,
seminar,
television accompanied with advertising and channel quoting

they can be divided into one part that is describable by dialogues and another part
that is describable by monologues.

To complete the definition of communication as read above, we look at behav-
iours like searching for food, what an animal or a cell may need. One can find
that sensing reality, comparing results in any way, which is equal to raising
association, and generating benefit out of the results is exactly what happens too
to people reading a book, looking television or listening to a lecture. In this way
any experience of nature can be described at least as a monologue.

Using nature purely in monologic ways is something that can not be done over
time. The increasing benefit out of this behaviour will raise the population of the
individuals. By emptying the resources this parasitism of nature will be stopped.
So every monologic communication will have a price that one has or others have
to pay for the service. Because of the last it is true that there is no real monologic
communication, if one includes paying of prices as an information flow back to
the first partner. On the other hand describing something as a monologue is a
simplification that should be allowed in many cases and finite times.
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Parasites and Symbiosis
A common behaviour of individuals is consuming and therefore loosing goods
during live. Working against this, individuals derive benefit from their environ-
ment by taking new goods. Taking and consuming at the same rate would be the
only very unstable system, which do not need storage of goods. Little distur-
bance of the taking rate will cause the individual to malfunction and die. There-
fore any real individual has some storage for goods, which it needs for living.14

By this property individuals will be as well goods for other individuals that find
the stored resources useful, too. Parasitism is something very common in reality
and needs no special parameters to occur.

The parasited individual has three alternatives to react. The first is dying, because
parasitism is complete and not enough resources are left for its own use. The
second is working against the parasite, what needs some effort and therefore
consumes extra resources. The third possibility is letting the parasite do his
actions without any reaction against him, because the efforts would be higher
than the loss by parasitism. Mainly the last alternative could tend to change of
behaviour of both spontaneously, if at least one of both has the following
minimal information processing capability.

As stated above communication can be described as: sensing reality, comparing
results in any way, which is equal to raising association, and generating benefit
out of the results. The simplest way for achieving this are two different sensor
signals that are compared. In terms of a microprocessor the sensor values are
only stored in the processor registers. The benefit of the calculation could be
direct reaction like position change. For example the parasited individual can
measure its resources, and therefore can estimate the loss of them. The second
signal could be the concentration of food external to the individual. Looking on
the parasite we probably will find a sensor, which measures external concentra-
tion of food. A second sensor signal could be the concentration of metabolic
products.

If both individuals are capable of association, the following could happen. The
parasite will find some food resource and during consuming this, metabolic
products concentration does not increase harmful. The parasited individual will
detect increased loss of resources, but it will find more external food, too.

                                                
14 These reserves are a prerequisite for unselfish benefit contribution, too, and therefore as well for

communication as one can see later. It tells further that any living individual has the possibility to
communicate.
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Symbiotic Attraction:

Figure 1. Symbiotic Attraction
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The calculations upon the sensor signals15 can tell both of them that staying close
together is an opportunity, if position change is the result of either calculation.
Producing more or optimised food for the partner could be an alternative result.
This way spontaneous symbiosis can emerge. The former parasite is now a
partner and the feelings, which are equal to associations, have changed from
repulsive to attractive.

One can recognise and mathematics below will show that the resulting benefit
given by a dialogue, will be more than both individuals together can generate
alone.16

If jobs of a species are mostly some dialogic communication, optimising this
capability will result to more benefits than any specialisation for monologic jobs
can ever reach. This is the cause, why humans can be described as generalists
able to run, climb and swim, but all this not very good.

The superior benefit out of communication regarding other specialisation’s has
lead evolution to build more and more complex cell systems and more and more
animals with communication capability until humans have been developed. They
carry evolution forward by building more and more complex structures of
humans until nations and unions of nations are constructed.

                                                
15 For experiments showing similar behaviour but without starting at parasitism take a look at:

(13) , (60) , (61) , (74) . Some experiments including parasitism are: (25) , (45) . Some social
science description is: (102).

16 I had first found a verbal formulation of this regarding human groups at: (14).
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Learning as Data Storing and Post Processing
At the examples above storing data was not needed. But having this capability
will even more help individuals during the association process of their brain. Out
of one sensor signal and internal data recording one can construct a system that is
able to examine its environment like the individual above with two sensors but
no data storage. The source of the second value that has to be compared to the
sensor signal, would then be generated out of the stored data. For the example of
parasitism the parasited individual could be changed in the way of being only
capable of measuring food concentration and recording the values. If its position-
ing system makes normally random walk, the decrease of food concentration can
lead to undo the last step, which would result to going to the local concentration
maximum. In this way symbiosis can emerge as before, but the parasited
individual will never notice that it is parasited.

Reading internal data is like reading a book and can be described like other
monologic communications. Learning means storing data and calculation algo-
rithms and using them as appropriate.

Comparing both examples tells further that direct dialogic communication can be
replaced by post processing of stored data (4) . If all parameters are equal and
fixed, the benefit from using learned behaviour should be equal to the benefit
from direct reaction to communication in this case. This is not evident, if
parameters can change. Therefore communication can not be replaced by
learning. On the other hand using (internal) learned behaviours will give mostly
optimal results very likely with less effort than (external) communication.
Because of the more effective use of resources by being capable of learning, this
possibility will emerge spontaneously.
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Leadership and Structure
Prior to symbiotic behaviour there has to be some benefit, which is given to a
potential partner unselfishly. Although voluntariness was not a prerequisite, one
can assume that species with long experience of communication measured in
terms of evolution, will have some instinctive tendency to unselfishness (for the
first step).17 The symbiotic offer followed by back flow of benefit and even
more benefit as partners can generate together solely is the cause for group
building. The mathematical formulation can be found below. There we shall find
that every one of a stable social group has to contribute unselfishly to the group,
but can recognise a back flow of benefit that equals at minimum the former
contributed benefit.

Differences of intelligence and association capability lead to different times an
individual has to contribute benefit to the group. Because of this there will be
individuals with some time left for other operations. One possibility is recording
the behaviour or opinions or other properties of the other group members. Doing
this there will be an extra benefit that can be generated only using the diversity of
the group members18. The leader can use this extra benefit for support of her/his
leadership. In this way leadership emerges out of groups spontaneously. Having
established leadership structure has been established, too, because the leader is
an additional property.

                                                
17 This assumption is not needed for the theory. It may be not true for humans. If it is not true,

humans would have to learn it after birth only by experience. For cells building complex systems
it is likely that this behaviour is already programmed in DNA or elsewhere, because of the relative
short life time of a single cell compared with the complex cluster. But doubts are allowed, because
different states of ontogenesis of cells are known starting from yeast as the simplest and as single
cells organised eukaryonts (21) . Probably both is true, because only eukaryonts may have the
possibility of Lamarckian inheritance of learned behaviour by object-oriented DNA program
structure including data (1), ( 4 9 ) ,  (50 ) , (79) . The data seems to be the best place for enquired
change resulting to different individual DNA introns, as observed, without destroying functional
program code. Darwinian mutation and selection including the Baldwin effect (62)  seems to be a
very good proven way of evolution, but changes of behaviour are not explained in this essay by
looking at specific, including genetic algorithms. For an artificial eukaryontic system compare
(11) and (74). For a mixture of thermodynamical and biological optimisation take a look at (7).

18 The base for this statement, which is the same as axiom {2}, is simple mathematics. A fine
explanation can be found at: (36). A very easy understandable hint is given by the question: What
is the information a number can carry? It is obvious that the amount of information a number can
carry is proportional to the amount of digits the number shows and this amount is proportional to
the logarithm of the number.
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The Structure of the World:

and more…
and more…

Figure 3. The Structure of the World
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More complex systems have individuals build from sub-groups but as well
leaders that are groups of individuals. As mentioned at the abstract individuals
could be cell clusters known as animals or economies build from companies and
so on. This way a thorough fractal structure from cell organelles to nations and
unions of nations could be build and described with the same methods.
Complexity is gone in methods but is nevertheless there regarding the uncount-
able parameters and fine structures one can find in reality.19

Pursuance of her-/his leadership could mean directly consuming more benefits
compared to others of the group. Because differences of intelligence and associa-
tion capability should be recognisable by other group members, the group can
recognise rivals of leadership, too. Supporting her/his leadership would then
lead to contribution of benefits from the extra (TS) part to the group, if rivals
were around. As long as the group estimates that benefits from rivals would be
less than from the leader, the group members will support the leadership. If they
hope for more benefit form another leader, the first will not be supported
anymore. Probably even membership will be cancelled. Because of the wider
resources that the elder leader can use, only cancelling all benefits derived from
the group can hurt her/him essential to resign20.

If there are no recognisable rivals around, the leader will tend not to give any of
the extra benefit to the group members. This opportunity on the other hand will
lead others to rivalry. Probably it is not easy to difference benefit of diversity
(TS) from benefit of group communication (pV). This way an absolute (no
rivals) leader can get into trouble, too, if she/he tries to consume more benefits as
the stability condition for the group allows. The unstable group will push badly
contributing members out or will be completely reformed. Loosing leadership
and as well membership is very likely by those conditions.

The statements above show that leadership is as well an attractive position as a
dangerous one. Not well behaving leaders have to focus not only loss of
leadership, but loss of membership, too. The last could be followed by loss of
live, if group membership and communication benefits are essential for it.

This problem has lead to several leader strategies to stabilise the own position.
One is violence, terrorism and restricted information flow. One can look at this
as a special kind of communication, which keeps the stability condition of the
group valid by forcing the members to contribution without voluntariness. The
problems of this strategy are that communication is mainly only established as a
dialogue between the leader and the single group member. The group member
does not recognise much or any benefit and would leave the group if she/he
                                                
19 Although super-structuring of nations and merging to “global players” is on fashion today, there

are old in- and foresights: (8), (55), (59). For recent insights take a look at (10) , (13) , ( 2 7 ) ,
(32 ) , (33 ) , (44 ) , (52 ) , (61 ) , (66 ) , (77 ) , (98 ) .

20 Only one male leads a group of hyenas. He is the only male that is allowed to copulate with the
female members. After changing the male leader the elder one is excluded from the group and can
not have any hunting succession after fall. Therefore he is bound to die.
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could. The stability condition decreases therefore from first class to second class
or even less, if the system reaches parasitic behaviour.

As we shall recognise in the mathematical formulas below the stability condition
of second class give less benefit as the first class condition. If the system is
parasitic, all communication benefits have gone, although leadership has derived
from the former group benefit. This strategy does not make sense in terms of
benefit but may be seductive, if forcing contribution is always needed leading
bigger groups like nations (66). Violent expansion of the group will further lead
to better benefit (for the leader) out of the (TS) part because logarithm of the
number of group members is a multiplied parameter.

Because of the essential meaning of benefit for grouping and structuring the
violent leader behaviour can not have long lifetime. The error rate will rise,
because group and structure intelligence is low. The leader has last her/his
position for a while but breakdown will occur. Probably the leader can die
peaceful before this event. This will be his only hope.

A better strategy of stabilisation of a leaders position is raising constitution. After
some experience of violent leaders groups will tend to declare constitutions not
only to give rules for interaction but as well to let leaders re-enter the group as
normal members without having to focus loss of membership after resigning.
Although constitution may not come easy, one has the right to say that she will
emerge spontaneous after enough experience. For cell clusters the information
about constitution has to be distributed to any cell. In this way DNA or another
ancient information recording and distribution system has emerged spontane-
ously.

Mixed approaches to stabilisation of leadership that have aspects as the first
strategy and as well as the second are monarchism and feudalism. For this
strategy one needs some kind of constitution, which has not the need to be some
written law. But the constitution has to be something to what most group
members would agree. Because any experience of reality raises standard group
behaviour, reality is not a good base for stabilising leadership. Therefore
transcendental ideology known as religion works best to solve this requirement.
Another good property of religions is that all (or most?) of them try to expand
their members by communication. If leadership and religion use symbiosis to
benefit from each other, it is likely that religion will tell people that leadership is
something procured by god. Religion will then be supported and protected by
leaders.

The last approach has worked well over centuries as long as people had not
much external information sources that were not controlled by leaders or
religion. The complained fall of importance of religion during our days comes
along with the raising importance of democracy and free individual communica-
tion. On the other hand we should not under estimate the importance of religion
for setting up communication, group constitutions and support of unselfishness,
which had lead to stable and well behaving structures in the past. By every
synagogue, church, mosque and alike in the centre of a town it is shown that
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religion was (and is?) a centre of communication. Even without symbiosis to
leadership this properties of religions are the cause for their spontaneous emerg-
ing. This parts religion can play with success now and in future, too. But if the
group structures of religions themselves are not well defined (democratic), it is
likely that other more well defined systems create more benefit for their members
as the religion can. More loss of importance can be foreseen then. Another
problem of religions in our days is the dependence to words of prophets or god
that are many centuries old. Most religions have solved this by interpretation
change over time. But this was a very slow adaptation. As change in all parts of
live seems to be more rapid today as in the past the traditional behaviour of
religions could brake them out of race.

Looking back to the abstract, we have to define the ”good” monarch, who sets
up a flourish state: If she/he gives much of the structure benefit (TS) to the
group, the group is able to bloom up and individuals would appreciate this (16) .
If the cause of doing so is not rivalry to other potential leaders but morality or
religiosity or some feeling of rationality, people would appreciate this more,
because it is something, what they would not expect. [J]

The ”good” behaviour is something very rational in terms of group benefit,
because there are indirect, iterative effects of an increased benefit in this way.
The won benefit could be used to do more unselfish communication steps, to
increase communication therefore, to increase association effects and at least
increase benefit again. This benefit increase (pV) would reach the leader, too. A
typical concomitant of group blooming is the increasing number of individuals
by reducing the ”hunting ground”21 area a single individual needs (mathematical
formula follows below). This increases the structure benefit (TS) by the
increased logarithm of the number of individuals. This part was the source for
leadership and gives directly benefit back to the leader after some times.

Although this ”good” behaviour is very rational, until this theory no mathemati-
cal formulation was there to show this directly. Therefore ”feelings” for rational
behaviour were needed to give leaders the capability to behave this way in the
past. Because feelings are nothing but complex calculations without step by step
consciousness, the likelihood to have those ideas of rational behaviour was not
equal to zero during the past. On the other hand the very indirect benefit increase
caused by this behaviour was the cause for people not to expect it and for most
absolute leaders not to use it.

The strategy of monarchism and feudalism use one single person as leader. This
is only sufficient, if this person can effectively analyse the diversity. As number
of group members and sub-structure increases, this efficiency will become low.
Then sub-structured leadership by parliaments and government groups are
needed to do the job.

                                                
21 I would much more appreciate the German term ”Revier” but the English ”hunting ground”, but I

had not found a better English term. Let me know, whether you know something sounding better.
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The statements above apply to economies and companies, too. If a company is
small, having a ”good” owner like a ”good” monarch will raise prosperity. If a
company gets bigger and multiple sub-structured, this will not be true any more.
Having many shareholders and a leading group may help. But less money is
spend for shareholder income as for employing. This means that better influence
of employees should result to more prosperity and shareholder income, too.
Defining some constitution for influence of employees is a good idea.22 Probably
something like this is established in every big (and small) company, even if there
is no written description. [J]

In human structures leaders are often defined by the super-structure and not by
the group members. This is a way to reduce fights caused by rivalry for
leadership. Further it reduces the likelihood of leadership by “competence” and
increases the likelihood of leadership by “analysis of diversity”, as both defined
below. But rivalry can not be totally avoided by this strategy and the new leader
needs acceptance by the group in the same way, as it would result by direct
emergence of leadership out of the group itself. Such externally placed leaders
have to focus some conflict of loyalty. They think that they have to be thankful to
the super-leader for their position and may really be kept dependent to her/him.
But if they want to keep the position, the group should have the experience of
opportunities given by the leader. If the super-leader is as well subjected to such
sub-group dependence, a conflict should be much better avoidable as it is
possible, if the super-leader assumes to be an independent dictator. Only
communication over all structure levels can avoid the conflicts of loyalty.

Problems of exploitation, which one has seen in the past and until today, can be
identified as violent and terroristic leadership as described above. All limitations
to benefit and timeline apply. Unfortunately revolutions may as well create
propagandistic and dictatorial regimes. This way nothing has been won.

                                                
22 One may consider the German law: ”Betriebsverfassungsgesetz”.
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Propaganda and Extremism
The symbiosis between leadership and religion and the controlled individual
information sources in feudal structures can be interpreted as some kind of
propaganda. Propaganda is well known for other political systems of the past
and today. If we look at the activity of a free communicating individual, we shall
recognise many partners and many directions. We can stay abstract, if we iden-
tify ”directions” as special defined activities, which are trials to get maximal
benefit. Being more concrete one could define multiple ”interests”. Regarding
free communication we can find that an individual has a cut or intensity reduced
number of partners and directions of activity, if it is subject to propaganda.
Therefore benefit will be reduced.23 Let me repeat the formula, where benefit rate
is the sum of special intelligence and activity:
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During propaganda individuals would try to maximise benefit as well as during
free circumstances. But they would recognise that the cut or intensity reduced
parts of the sum would have less weight for optimisation than before. Because of
this they would try to get more ”intelligence” out of the areas, which are left
unreduced.

If an individual does not like politics during freedom or bound to propaganda,
she/he would increase by education and communication her/his intelligence in the
left unpolitical areas. If propaganda has chosen this areas well in the way that
they have very low dependence to politics, people behaving this way would get
even less interested in politics than without propaganda. The decision between
maximising political or non-political intelligence is like a bifurcation in chaos
theory. [(36)]

If an individual is much interested in politics, she/he will recognise a reduced
offer of possibilities at areas with lower regards to politics. She/he will then try
to increase intelligence using political areas. If she/he has sympathy with the
political direction preferred by propaganda, she/he will not feel much restricted in
this way. Best adaptation to the preferred direction would then give best benefit
(during short times).

If she/he has antipathy to the preferred political direction, the individual will feel
much restricted by propaganda and leaders behaviour. Because of this the
                                                
23 [K*K] has stimulated/contributed the following extension: There are many filters an individual

may be subjected during free operation. It may be education, social relations, own preferences and
alike. It is not possible and often not an opportunity to drop all filtering. But the quality
difference to propaganda is the principle ability to use the information source and rearrangement
or reduction of filtering by the individual itself. Whether this is always possible even for
democratic systems may be of question. Optimisation of this ability for all will be always a target
of politics of today and of future.
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individual will tend to find ways for getting the lost benefit from restricted areas.
This causes breaking the law and building or supporting prohibited sub-groups.
A decrease of benefit will be seen by this behaviour, but the individual probably
will go this way, because she/he hopes for much more benefit, after overcoming
the restrictions. The two possibilities can be understood as a bifurcation, too.

The short time decrease of benefit is the cause that the adaptive behaviour will
describe the majority of people and the people going into resistance are the
minority. For people, who have no extra resources for living but focus some
fight for survival every day, it will be very unlikely that they go into resistance.
If people feel antipathy to the propagandistic government but have not enough
”feeling” of rationality (compare the ”good” monarch above), they would tend to
leave politics and would act as some one with low political interest, what will
leave them at least completely without political interest as shown above.

People, who are acting adaptive, would not hear much about contrary opinions,
which propaganda suppresses. But much about the propaganda contents.
Because of this they have only associations with this content and can increase
their (political) intelligence only in the direction, where propaganda leads. This
effect stabilises propagandistic and ideological systems, although benefit
generation is low.24

During propagandistic circumstances radicalism and extremism will bloom. The
cause for this is first polarisation of political direction the way described above.
Second there is another influence coming from social level in first class groups
as defined later. If an individual wants to be part of a first class group, she/he
has to contribute some benefit for the group. Members with higher intelligence
have to spend less activity for the group as individuals with a lower value. One
can describe this as a difference of unselfishness and valence. Individuals, who
estimate their valence for the group as low, would be very unselfish and would
spend much activity for the group, if they unconditionally want to be members.
The trick of propaganda will be to tell individuals that being a group member is
something very worth for aspiring it, the trick of dictatorial and totalitarian
systems is further that always only a small number of individuals are really a part
of the group as defined above. Therefore the very unselfish, hard and radical
working individuals will either never have a chance to be a member or would
reach only very low positions of a more complex structure or both will be true, if
some of them should be shown as positive examples. This leads at maximum to
extremists, who will blow up themselves unselfishly by bombing others, who
they estimate as enemies to the group, to which they want to belong. This helps
the regime not to give them any group membership, because they are extin-
                                                
24 Harmless situations of live show equivalent adaptations. For example couples tend to behave

similar after years of living together. Other examples are told by two German proverbs, which
mean in English that group members tend to adapt to leaders behaviour. The first goes: ”Wie der
Herr, so das Gescherr.” This means translated: As the master so the bridle. But the semantic means
not only inanimate subjects to mastership. Living ones are included, too. The second tells: ”Wes
Brot ich es, des Lied ich sing.” This means translated: I sing the song, of whom´s bread I eat.
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guished. Using war in this way is very effective, even with coincidence to
generating more benefit (TS) by group expansion as shown later.

Declaring some other individuals or groups as enemies is helpful for propagan-
distic systems, because the unreal group, which propaganda describes, has to be
defined in a certain way. As the group itself is unreal, describing it is difficult.
An easier way is describing, who is not part of the group. More likely is
describing, who is an enemy, because it raises the need for unselfish protection
of the unreal group by individuals.25

If propaganda is established as well in the groups, who are in resistance to the
majority, extremism is very likely to occur there, too. If not, one will find a
significant less radical behaviour as shown by some of the individuals belonging
to the majority.

Remember the footnotes to communication having the same root as community
and to association having multiple semantic as given before. Those linguistic
identities to definitions and deduction results of this theory would tell that people
speaking a Roman language have a better understanding, what a group really is,
and are better protected against propagandistic abuse, if this theory would
describe reality well.26

It is no question that the propagandistic behaviour gives less benefit as a relative
free system could produce. On the other hand absolutely free systems could not
exist, because the base interaction between individuals would raise communica-
tion, association of ideas, grouping, structuring and at least constitution
spontaneous. Even at the lowest level, there are rules implied for differentiation
between parasitic and symbiotic behaviour.

Relative free systems are characterised by some kind of constitution and by very
many bifurcation’s along the trail, at which one can decide to do things, and
which directly lead to a so called ”chaotic” behaviour. The chaotic behaviour can
be described as a status continuum. Only in this way the local and probably the
global optimum can always be found, even if parameters are changing.27

                                                
25 This chapter is clearly inspired by the German history and by the holocaust. There is a possible

misunderstanding, which I like to prevent. Describing something like the holocaust as a logical
result may hurt Jewish people and other victims of this tragedy again. But if you alternatively
think that this was a never understandable catastrophe, as some philosophers do, all the killed
people would be senseless wasted, because we can not learn anything about it. Knowing how
things happen biologically or sociologically and how illness hurts is needed to heal wounds,
whether they are beaten physically or in mind. Some acing during healing may occur and I
apologise for  that. [/]

26 The tight connection between language and mind are told as well by other papers: (17) , ( 1 8 ) ,
( 4 2 ) , ( 4 6 ) .

27 Today this is not evident out of this theory, but I am very sure that one will show that in future.
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Political and economic structures have changed from fixed by ideology to
constitution based freedom in developed countries. One problem of this situation
is loss of leading through live, what probably young and minor experienced
people may feel. The only way to help them is letting them build groups and
structures their way. The possible active help is giving them some understanding
of unselfishness, of leadership and constitution, some time and place for
communication and some resources, so they can give benefit unselfishly to their
groups. But the helping elder people should focus that the results are very likely
not what they would expect. If this happens, it would be the best success,
because of the rise of intelligence and creativity. Communication between elder
people and youngsters should secure that the new groups are integrated into the
whole fractal system by keeping symbiotic behaviour on this level, too.

Intelligence and creativity do not mean the same, because freedom of ideas and
behaviour, which might result to optimal creativity, may not be very intelligent,
if constitutions rules are broken. This way people, who seem to have lower
creativity, but behave like guards of constitution, help maximising intelligence of
groups and structures as well as more creative ones. The interaction of those
different people would give best benefit. [(18)]
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Aggression and Terrorism [+]28

The analysis before lacks the view at aggression as a standard behaviour of
living beings. It can be recognised for animals, too, and it seems that for
example poison-producing plants can not be excluded. The animal view is
helpful for understanding and a translation to human behaviour will be easily
possible. As an example we are looking at the species "wolf":

If a foreign lonely wolf likes to get accepted and a member of an already existing
mob of other wolfs, she/he needs to get into communicative contact. The sure
reaction of the mob will be an attack. There needs to be some reason, to change
this repulsive, standard behaviour. If the attacked foreign wolf behaves strong,
she/he will reject the attack. Another strategy may be to start an attack first. If
she/he shows some co-operation later, the behaviour of the mob will surely
change. Why?

First the mob recognises the possible new member as strong and the attacks are
the needed communicative tools to measure and exchange the relative value of the
strength. A strong and co-operative member will be surely a benefit for the mob,
because it will raise the hunting succession. The opposite is true, if the new
member seems to be weak. If she/he gets accepted, the result will be some
benefit decrease, because earnings need to be divided by one more, but the
likelihood to increase the hunting succession is low. The same is true, if the new
member is very strong but not co-operative. The member may keep most
earnings for her-/himself and use the others as slaves. Therefore there will be no
acceptation of weak or uncooperative individuals.

Strong and co-operative are the need properties for acceptance. Weak and
uncooperative behaviour results to secure repulsion. The membership to a social
group was an implicit benefit (by using their information and unselfish contribu-
tion and saving costs or increasing earnings this way). Trying to be a member
and attacks to the existing members are therefore not contradictory.

Acceptance of foreign individuals is a principal benefit to the group, because the
differences of experience and genetic deviations totally named diversity result to
benefits, which the former group members can not produce themselves.
Rejecting the week and marrying the strong - this is a basic principle.

Related to humans you will find this principle starting at classes of children up to
professors. Surely you find it all over. For example the professors behaviour
show a very high wall of repulsion, because their social group is close related to
the subjected groups of assistants and students, which have to be educated. If
this succeeds, there may be not very much difference between professors and

                                                
28 Few days before the attack at the USA, which destroyed the World Trade Centre in New York, I had

prepared a letter to [+]. Deadly aggression was already analysed and the terroristic act is for sure a
typically example.
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subjected individuals any more. Therefore the likelihood to produce rivals to the
own position is high.29

If you recognise this behaviour all over the range of species, it is likely that many
human conflicts are based on this. For example look at the migration of Arabian
people to the south of Spain.

There is an implicit parameter related to wolfs including the foreign one, which is
a base of the conflict and would be a base of the arrangement of rank after
acceptance. The steps of attack, defence and co-operation lead to some meas-
urement of individual parameters: physical fitness, completeness and operating
faculty of teeth, knowledge of rules of community behaviour like submission but
including attacking.

Our implicit assumption was that those measurement principles were the same at
the mob of wolfs and at the foreign one. This results to right operations of the
foreigner and of the mob and to some implicit agreement to the fitness estima-
tion. If the foreign wolf was estimated weak, she/he will agree to this and will
stop attacking after some time and will go her/his way. If she/he was estimated
strong, she/he will estimate the same and will take the right place at the rank of
animals of the mob, which will stop further attacks, too.

For increasing the understanding one can use an experiment in mind to produce a
deadly conflict of wolfs:

We change the measurement principles, which were implicitly assumed as
identical, to be different. This results to different estimations of relative strength.
If both the foreign wolf and the mob estimate their own behaviour as relative
weak, both will go their way. They will not benefit from each other, but will not
hurt each other, too. If both estimate their own behaviour as relative strong and
will therefore estimate the opponent as relative weak, the conflict may reach a
deadly level. The mob will not accept the foreigner but the foreigner will not stop
attacking. It is very likely that the foreigner will be hurt efficiently, if she/he will
not be killed. This misbehaviour supports definition of an identical measurement
system, because deviating systems will be extinguished related to the distinct
species. Different species construction may be supported this way, too. If they
are not predators, it is likely that they respect other species individuals as strong
and estimate themselves as weak and keep distance therefore.

This example shows multiple things. First it describes a bifurcation of species
membership. Second it shows how important the measurement principle is and
how easy it is not to think about it, because it is typically assumed to be
something already implicitly defined.

If we know turn our view again to human relations, we can clearly identify the
same problems. Different language, culture, religion, ideology, trading and
                                                
29 This behaviour adds to the disadvantages coming from the sub-optimal measuring method for

scientific results, which needs to be overcome. Refer to “Appendix III: A New View of Authoring”
for details.
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political system could not be avoided because of the separated development
during history. But now different groups and individuals do not use the same
strength measurement principle. Some conflicts are truly deadly as you know
and all terroristic acts are examples.

Communication always increases information-processing capabilities by stimula-
tion, but using non-violent communication will be much more effective, because
violence instead reduces information-processing capabilities by destroying of
technical equipment and hurting or killing of people (the most effective equip-
ment to information processing). But even for a non-violent world verbal aggres-
sion will still be needed to break emerged walls of group bordering.

One advice to all opponents can be given right from this chapter:

Assuming to be strong is always the needed base for a bloody conflict. If you
start by assuming to be weak any hurting of others can be avoided. Reflection
and confession of the own weakness leads others to helping acts, if they really
take care. Unfortunately it is not true that nations do this confession and care as
needed. Instead even those, who tell or assume that they are the strongest,
probably care few. This may be a cause of conscious exploitation as during
imperialism or simply a matter of ignorance or a result of a psychological
inferiority complex as told by terror acts. The last is typically found at victims of
previous tragedies and tends to continue the devils circle. This emphasises the
need for a culture of weakness, care and communication. Only if     others    praise
the single individual to be strong, the value is real (as later deduced). For exam-
ple any entering migration pressure to nations is a praise, but thanksgiving for
charity and economic investments, which let people stay at their home country,
would indicate a higher value. A cool, intellectual and just reaction instead of
emotional eruption would show that people or nations could stand the aggression
and have resources left to take care. Using them for starting non-violent commu-
nication would indicate this strength to others.

Please check the following mathematical methods, whether they can be used as a
globally acceptable measurement principle. May be one can not avoid all ideol-
ogy at the textual content, but the very abstract, axiom based, mathematical
deductions are the same strategy as all natural sciences use and you will agree
that this strategy has no relation to political ideology and was globally very
successful.

Let me end this chapter by confessing my own weakness:

Assuming that I can give the world a globally acceptable measurement principle
sounds strong. But I have no scientific reputation, agreement, title, rank or
position, which can tell you that the content of this essay has any worth. My
financial situation is bad, although it turns better. Only you and all other readers
will provide, whether the proposed methods will have an effect to the world or
not.

Curing conflicts of the world needs global distributed communication possibili-
ties as important prerequisites, which fortunately are available already.
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Communication a Problem of Distribution?
Today communication of humans at developed countries is global. This was a
dream in the past. Someone will await serious changes of life by the extended
possibilities. Some others will not even get conscious about globalisation. Is
there any serious change? The answer is that there was even serious change in
the past and global communication is only a logical further extension.

As shown below the communication is much dependent to the kind of distribu-
tion of individuals. Most often a 2-dimensional area describes distribution of
them well. Looking to cells in an organism 3-dimensional distribution is much
more applicable. Having humans in mind a 2-dimensional distribution seems to
be right, is not it? This opinion was true during Stone Age. First high cultures
had first reductions of dimension by invention of characters and rivers travel
(Assyrians, Egypt's and Babylonians), by sea travel (Greeks and Romans) and
by road travel (Romans and Chinese). Invention of the book press was a further
cut. The coincidence of invention of newspapers and telegraphy to first democ-
ratic ideas should be remarked. With telephone, fax, television, and air travel
democratic nations seem to be out of fashion. Super-structures like the European
union are build and are in some trouble, too, as nations were before.30 Who will
care about that after broadcast and satellite telephony, eMail and Internet and not
yet known techniques will have led to a global structure?

The serious change and the most important invention, which is valid to all above
mentioned, is the capability to distribute communication tools as well as indi-
viduals are distributed (102) . The effect is that dimension, which describes
human communication distribution best, has changed from 2-dimensional to
lower than 1-dimensional!31 Implementing nervous systems has the same result
for cell clusters. Because of the distributed tools, reaching some partner does not
depend on her/his geographical position any more. This way geographical
distribution does not represent communicative distribution any more. If no costs
would have to be paid for communication, the dimension would be zero as for a
singularity. All partners would seem to be there without effort, if one wishes. As
long as communication costs depend on connection time, what is true for most
examples, this simple proportionality raises a single dimension.32

                                                
30 The cause for the trouble of spring 1999 of the European commission was already discovered by my

work in 1995. The problems are not solved today, so I have to state that only single indirect
representatives of people should build up this structure and similarity to nations constitutions i s
badly needed. See the chapter: ”Structures of 3rd Degree”.

31 There is probably some fractal dimension left, because of different zones of geographical distance
with different connection costs, if telephone calls are considered.

32 The metric for defining communication radii depends as well on dimension of distribution space as
on costs. See the chapter: ”Simplified Accounts of Benefits (pV)”.
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Communication radii have been much extended this way in the last century.
Although nobody has recognised this change of dimension as a serious thing, the
following expansion of group structures close behind extension to communica-
tion radii is very remarkable. But this can be understood using the following
physics methods, which show that freezing into structure is caused by long
distance communication forces between individuals.
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Basic Physics
The right to use physics is first success of reaching a higher level of abstraction,
but second because even cosmology tells that the following is really an extension
to standard physics. [((67)#)]

The term ”benefit” is a synonym to ”effect”, if one means a positive one. Physics
defines the effect as energy multiplied by time.

W E t= ⋅
One can therefore set the dimension33 of benefit to be the dimension of the
physical term ”effect”. Looking on the simple relation:

B I t= ⋅
where t is some time period, one recognises that with the statement above
intelligence has the same dimension as energy34.

Because systems generating more benefit are more stable and this is for physical
systems true, if energy content is less, one can identify intelligence as negative
energy and energy content is proportional to the temperature of a system:

I = -E ~ -T

The equation told first:

d d dH T S V p= +
describes some thermodynamic energy exchange. This formula is deduced at the
chapter: ”Thermodynamic Discussion”.

Below we shall find some intelligence of groups and some intelligence of struc-
tures that could be identified as the parts of the equation and one of them will
show a description using diversity or entropy: S  and the other will show a
description using group volume: V dependence.

If description of reality is successfully done, using the laws and deductions is
justified. The application to reality will be a future task, but there are already
many experiments, which are mostly related to “Artificial Life” research and
which seem to be in very good coincidence. The thermodynamically describable
energy input delivered by nature for keeping information processing running and
thermodynamic behaviour described by this theory seem to have the complement
sign. The first can be understood as the “outside” and the last as the “inside” of
our system derived from production and consumption of energy.

                                                
33 The measurement unit of a physical variable defines the physical dimension.

34 One should recognise that as well preparation of information (memory) as well as information
processing (arithmetic) are dissipative, energy consuming operations.
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Basic Communication Benefit Formula (pV) [J]
The assumption for the following formulas is that acting occurs in a serial
manner. One can transform all parallel actions to a serial description as shown
above.

We now try to describe a dialogue (which is not needed to be human) by
dividing it into single segments. Those segments can later be summed up again.

Looking at two individuals with equal rights and similar properties we find that
they may be exchangeable if all parameters are exchanged, too. The partners are
identified by index a and b. The dialogue begins with some news the first (a)
tells to the second (b). The serial manner of action guarantees that during this
time no other benefit can be produced. The news told to the second partner are
some benefit, which is given unselfishly and completely to her/him. This
benefit is:

B I t1 a1 1= ⋅

It is not needed that this benefit is given to the partner voluntarily (compare
”Parasites and Symbiosis”). The index 1 is placed to all variables because it is
the first step of the dialogue.

Figure 4. The First Offer

At this position    axiom              { 1 }    has to be used. It is derived by assuming some
association, which has been stimulated by the unselfish contributed benefit
coming from (a) and which is proportional to the ”intelligence” meaning
”capability to generate benefit” of the partner (b). The capability to association is
described by a multiplying parameter χ. Now the axiom is defined by
mathematical formulation:

s I Bb2 b1 b1= ⋅ ⋅χ 1

s I I tb2 b1 b1 a1= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅χ 1
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Figure 5. Result of Association

The dimension of χ is equal to the dimension of:

1
I t⋅

The resulting intelligence of partner b during the second step is then:

I I sb2 b1 b2= +

I I I I tb2 b1 b1 b1 a1= + χ 1

Now partner b answers and is generating this benefit to partner a:

B I t2 2= ⋅b2

B I I I t t2 1 2= +( ) ⋅b1 b1 b1 a1χ

Figure 6. The Answer
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Now situation changes, because partner a can then associate:

B I I I t t3 2 3= +( ) ⋅a1 a2 a1 b2χ

Figure 7. The Group Building by Association

To get further results we have to use some simplifications, which as well can be
defined partly in another way or which may not be defined for other circum-
stances. The other possibilities have to be examined during future tasks. The
simplifications are:

χ(t) is a step function in the way that:

χ( )

 

 

t =

= = −

= < −

χ

χ χ

χ

i

i

i

 i j 1

 i j 1 (all other i)0

This means that all associations, which have been there before the last step of the
dialogue, have been forgotten immediately. Another formulation is that only the
one step directly before raises association. The same result is produced, if one
assumes that all steps before sum up only to a maximum of association capabil-
ity. After some steps one would find a balance of stimulation and forgetting. The
difference to the assumption above would be only a constant, which can be
multiplied to the variable χ, but because χ is not defined by value the formula
result is the same.

We define that the whole communication time of the dialogue shall be Ω. For the
communication steps the following is valid:

Ω = ∑ t j
j=1

n
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Every step of partner a shall be of equal length. This shall be true for partner b,
too. Setting up all steps of both partners to equal length will be too much
simplification, because different communication quantities of the partners are
likely. We define for big n and independent of even or odd number:

ΩaP aPn= ⋅ t

ΩaS aSn= ⋅ t

ΩbP bPn= ⋅ t

ΩbS bSn= ⋅ t

The extra index P defines the period of time, during which benefit is produced
for the partner. The extra index S defines the period of time, during which
benefit is generated for selfish use.

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω= + + +aP aS bP bS

t t t t tD aP aS bP bS 2n
= + = + = Ω

The special part of the first step is neglected. This is possible, if many steps are
found. Very short dialogues can be influenced by this speciality.

The results are the following benefit formulas arranged by producer dependence,
if simplifications are valid:

B I I I t ti a a a b bP a= +( ) ⋅χ

i = 1, 3, 5, 7, …, 2n-1

B I I I t tj b b b a aP b= +( ) ⋅χ

j = 2, 4, 6, 8, …, 2n

B I I I t t ti a a a b bP aP aS= +( ) ⋅ +( )χ

B I I I t t tj b b b a aP bP bS= +( ) ⋅ +( )χ

First Conclusions Derived from The Benefit Formulas

The dialogue results to a benefit increase, which can not be generated by single
acting of any partner. This increase of benefit is the cause of attractiveness of
dialogues and partners. Like for standard physics one can define a force between
partners. The benefit formulas show high similarity to those found at standard
physics (for example: electrostatic or gravitational attraction). This tells that
physical methods are helpful. But the found attraction can be asymmetrical, what
is contrary to the standard physical examples.
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Monologic        Communication              as        Special        Case
One of the communicating partners will not receive extra benefit by the other
partner for the special case of monologic communication. It can be deduced out
of the common dialogic case by setting:

tP = 0.

The following formulas result, if b does not give benefit to a:

B I t ta a aP aS= ⋅ +( )
B I I I t tb b b b a aP bS= +( ) ⋅χ

In this case attraction is as well single sided and in the contrary direction to
communication.

Mixed        Systems   
Mixed systems can be identified as having some dialogic part and some
monologic part, too. They can completely be described by dialogic formulas,
because only the periods of time have to be defined deviated.

Formulas of whole Benefit

For a better understanding the formulas have been rearranged by consumer
dependence.

B B Bb iP
i=1, 3, 

2n-1

jS
j=2, 4, 

2n

= +
… …

∑ ∑

B I t I I t t I t I I t tb a aP a a b bP aP b bS b b a aP bSn= ⋅ + + +( )χ χ

B B Ba jP
j=2, 4, 

2n

iS
i=1, 3, 

2n-1

= +
… …

∑ ∑

B I t I I t t I t I I t ta b bP b b a aP bP a aS a a b bP aSn= ⋅ + + +( )χ χ

Those formulas can be split into partner part and selfish part, if partners are
described as an entity:

B = nP a aP a a b bP aP b bP b b a aP bP⋅ + + +( )I t I I t t I t I I t tχ χ

B = nS a aS a a b bP aS b bS b b a aP bS⋅ + + +( )I t I I t t I t I I t tχ χ
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Stability of a Group (pV)
If a group should be stable, the basic assumption is that the benefit from
communication has to have more value than the benefit that can be generated in
another way during the same time.

Examination of symmetries:

Let us look at the difference of benefit of partners:

∆B B B= −b a

∆B
I t I I t t I t I I t t

I t I I t t I t I I t t
= ⋅

+ + +
− − − −







n
a aP a a b bP aP b bS b b a aP bS

b bP b b a aP bP a aS a a b bP aS

χ χ
χ χ

This is equal to:

∆B

I t I t

I I t t

I t I t

t t t t I I

= ⋅

−

+ −( )
+ −

+ −( )



















n

a aP b bP

a b b a aP bP

b bS a aS

b aP bS a bP aS a b

χ χ

χ χ

The left and right positions in the brace are related to the b and a individual. The
parts of the sum can be identified as:35

Asymmetry of     unselfishness   
Asymmetry of    capability       to        use       association
Asymmetry of    selfish       solitary       consumption    
Asymmetry of    selfish       communication        benefit             consumption    

                                                
35 Probably one can define gender asymmetry by special parameters. This is a work that has to be

done in future.
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Calculation of the benefit surplus for each single individual

B
I t I I t t

I t t t I Ia

b bP b b a aP bP

a aS a bP aS a b

n= ⋅
+

+ +






χ
χ

B
I t I I t t

I t t t I Ib

a aP a b a aP bP

b bS b aP bS a b

n= ⋅
+

+ +






χ
χ

For comparison we write the formulas for ”solitary” benefit generation, which as
well means pure selfish generation even during the P-time:

B I t I taS a aP a aSn= ⋅ +( )
B I t I tbS b bP b bSn= ⋅ +( )

The benefit surplus by communication is then:

B B
I t I I t t

t t I I I ta aS

b bP b b a aP bP

a bP aS a b a aP

n− = ⋅
+

+ −






χ
χ

B B
I t I I t t

t t I I I tb bS

a aP a b a aP bP

b aP bS a b b bP

n− = ⋅
+

+ −






χ
χ

Here it seems difficult to advance. Therefore we do the following:

Calculation of the benefit surplus generated altogether

Because of the multiple possible asymmetries that were discovered above, and
because benefit difference could be of reasonable value, it is best to look at the
partners as if they are an entity. The parts of the sum have been arranged to
display the relation to the consuming partner. The left sum parts are related to a,
the right are related to b:

B B

I t I t

I I t t

I t I t

t t t t I I

a b

b bP a aP

b a b a aP bP

a aS b bS

a bP aS b aP bS a b

n+ = ⋅

+

+ +( )
+ +

+ +( )



















χ χ

χ χ

For comparison we write the formulas for ”solitary” benefit generation, which as
well means pure selfish generation even during the P-time. The arrangement
applies as above:

B B
I t I t

I t I taS bS

a aP b bP

a aS b bS

n+ = ⋅
+

+ +
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The benefit surplus by communication is then:

B B
I I t t

t t t t I I
a+ b+

b a b a aP bP

a bP aS b aP bS a b

n+ = ⋅
+( )

+ +( )








 >

χ χ

χ χ
0

The surplus greater zero is needed, if communication shall make any sense. If it
is less, communication will not be established during reasonable time. Negative
association variables (χ) can not occur (by axiomatic definition). In this case
communication would give intelligence reduction36. Because of this the positivity
of the surplus is secure.

If selfishness of individuals is needed for rational behaviour (see Olson), we
have to compare the    selfish     used parts of the communication benefit to the
complete solitary and pure selfish benefit. Again the left sum parts are related to
a, the right are related to b:

∆B

I t I t

t t t t I I

I t I t

I t I t

r

a aS b bS

a bP aS b aP bS a b

a aP b bP

a aS b bS

n= ⋅

+

+ +( )
− −
− −



















χ χ

∆B
t t t t I I

I t I t
r

a bP aS b aP bS a b

a aP b bP

n= ⋅
+( )

− −







χ χ

Comparing self-generateable benefit and benefit by partnership one gets:

∆B
I t I t

I t I t
r

a a aS b bP

b b bS a aP

n= ⋅
−( ) ⋅

+ −( ) ⋅











χ

χ

1

1

The whole partnership will be an advantage, if the following is true:

χi i iSI t > 1

or:

t
IiS

i i

> 1
χ

This relation defines the minimal time needed for selfish use, if an individual
should recognise partnership as an advantage. This time depends only on the
intellectual properties of the individual itself. As better they are as shorter the
needed selfish time is.

                                                
36 Probably one can see such reduction in reality, if someone is stressed and overloaded by

communication, but this has not to be examined here.
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On the other hand the last formula is given by crossing over of consumer rela-
tions: A part belonging to a is compared to one belonging to b and vice versa.
This means that this relation can not be easily evaluated by one individual itself.
This shows, why self-assurance depends to interaction with others, although
faculties are own properties.

Comparing terms belonging to the same Partner one gets:

∆B
I I t t t

I I t t t
r

a a b bP aS aP

b b a aP bS bP

n= ⋅
−( )

+ −( )










χ

χ

For this direct comparison between selfish benefit with and without communica-
tion it is likely that both kinds of benefit, can be measured with the same kind of
sensors. Because selfish benefit generation needs an action, which is internal to
either individual, one can extract two relations regarding either individual, which
describe obvious benefit:

χa b bP aS aPI t t t− > 0

χb a aP bS bPI t t t− > 0

The influence of the partner is there during the communicative part, but this was
unselfishly delivered:

χa b bP
aP

aS

I t
t
t

>

χb a aP
bP

bS

I t
t
t

>

or as a common derivation:

χi j jP
iP

iS

I t
t
t

>

Looking back to the benefit surplus for each single individual those relations
save a positive surplus in this case, too.

This condition for obvious group benefit can be named as    stability       condition        of
first       class    for groups. Alternatively one can talk about a ”first class group”. This
condition is derived only by social relationship. Any external conditions like
communications costs have no influence to its meaning.

The common stability condition for a group is derived from the benefit surplus:

B B
I I t t

t t t t I I
b+ a+

a b b a aP bP

a bP aS b aP bS a b

n+ = ⋅
+( )

+ +( )








 >

χ χ

χ χ
0
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by introduction of m partners, which results to:

1
2

0χ χ χ χi j iP jP i jP iS j iP jS
j=1; i j

m

i=1

m

i j+( ) + +( ) ⋅ >
≠

∑∑ t t t t t t I I

This condition for possibly not obvious group benefit can be named as    stability
condition         of        second        class   . Alternatively one can talk about a ”second class
group”. This condition is always fulfilled, but some extension to external influ-
ences as communication costs will produce more meaning.

What tells the stability condition of first class?

χi j jP
iP

iS

I t
t
t

>

This relation has many variables, so possibilities to fulfil it are manifold. To get
more information, we shall look at different scenarios:

Unselfish       contribution              is       timely        dominating

t tiP iS» 

This means then:

χi j jP » I t 1

It can only be fulfilled, if the association capability of individual i is very high or
the unselfish delivered benefit from individual j is very high or both.

A high association capability may be the case for leaders using competence for
group support. A high delivered benefit from partners may be the case for less
fitted individuals, which have to be withdrawn. Although acting unselfishly for
the group may be timely dominating, generation of group benefit by individual i
may be low.

A different behaviour of other individuals is needed, because having only leaders
is unusual, produced benefit has to be consumed and there has to be someone to
withdraw others.

Selfish        use             is       timely        dominating

t tiP iS« 

This means then:

χi j jP « I t 1

It can be fulfilled, if the association capability of individual i is low or the
unselfish delivered benefit from individual j is low or both.
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Pure parasitic behaviour may have:

χi = 0

This will be a stupid consuming of delivered goods without analysing their
meaning, but is very selfish of course. Baby’s are close to this category.

As more association capability is there as less consumption of others goods is
allowed for the selfish use. At maximum of no use of others goods pure selfish
behaviour is allowed, too. But group membership has to be estimated as not
existing.

A different behaviour of others is needed, because parasites need parasited
counterparts and low fitted individuals need benefit sources.

Selfish        use       and        unselfish       contribution       are       approximately       equal

t tiP iS≈

this gives a first class condition of:

χi j jPI t > 1

If group members have similar properties, which means similar χi j jPI t terms,
then dominating unselfish contribution or selfish consumption can not be the
case, because this will lead to differences as shown above. The equal time
distribution is a good assumption for the similar case. For later calculation it will
be a simplification.

Some        Answers
Exceeding differences of benefit generation or consumption beyond the limits
discussed at the scenarios above will lead to group reformation and to exclusion
of not well behaving members. The found differences above can be seen as
withdrawing of weaker by fitter individuals, what will lead to a more balanced
system after some time. Withdrawing, forcing contribution and exclusion will
lead to approximately equal37 social level and to the last discussed symmetrical
first class condition.38

The assumption of approximately equal properties can be written as:

I t

I t
j jP

i iP

j

i

=
χ
χ

This shows that asymmetry of unselfish benefit contribution is proportional to
the association capability ratio.

                                                
37 There is a German proverb, which describes this: "Gleich und Gleich gesellt sich gern." This means

translated: "Equal and equal (people) gladly build communities."

38 The buddhistic religion emphasises the importance of symmetry.
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The         Meaning        of        χ    

Now we have to consider, what the meaning of χ really is. The discussion of

pure parasitic behaviour above tells that χ is somehow like a filter function
operating on the received associative benefit. External loss of benefit has not
been defined so far and has not to be considered here. Internal loss regarding
association may have multiple causes. Considering intellectual properties, one
may be a little unsure, whether this properties are already described by the intelli-
gence factors I. If it is so, then χ has to be independent of intellect. But I
disagree to this opinion. One has to look at the steps of information processing
included during the benefit generation. There can be identified the base function-
ality, which produces benefit out of internal individual data and methods. With
no external communication that is all and intelligence increase is not the case. But
those internal data and methods define some intelligence and this is the factor I,
which can be found in the mathematical formulas. Looking at communication at
the next step the association capability is surely some internal intellectual prop-
erty. But one has to assume some methods and experience data, which is a
capability independent from the first mentioned intelligence. If benefit outcome
for a special individual capability shall increase by communication, the associa-
tion process has to combine external delivered benefit with the internal base
intelligence by using the associative intelligence. This way both intelligence
factors and the association variable are multiplied factors of the mathematical
formula, although χ depends to intellectual properties, too. Looking on the
development of children the intelligence of for example manual capabilities
increases parallel with the communication capabilities. If the mathematical
formulas above describe reality well, one has to assume some quadratic increase
of intelligence at least during childhood. Further some interrelations between the
base capabilities and the associative capabilities should be found. Then χ itself
would be dependent of I. At this time such considerations are neglected and have
to be done during future tasks. The dependence of I to χ is defined by the benefit
sum formulas.

Further effects may be there, because of the very likely durable increasing of
intelligence by communication, which was neglected. But other possible
dependencies can be considered. Although they are intellectual properties, too,
they can be assumed as independent of the base intelligence for the focused
benefit generation. Typically we find special names for such dependencies for
example:      will    and    force   . If will has any influence, then a high variability of χ
dependent to time may be the case. Force ducts the same way, but may be some
more stable influence.

Although approximately equal association capability variables χ do not have to
be the case for all stability scenarios above, assuming a global constant has some
attraction. The assumption seems to be well suited looking on those kinds of
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cells, which show no childhood and seem to have all capabilities of the parent
after partitioning. For following calculations this may be a simplification. A more
exact description regarding the variability could be introduced by defining:

χ χ χi i= + ∆
The stability relation above can be changed to:

I tj jP i

-1> +( )χ χ∆

χ χ
χ χ

χ
χ

I tj jP
i

i>
+

= +






−

∆
∆

1
1

χ χ
χ

χ
χ

χ
χ

I tj jP
i i i> − +







−






…1
2 3

∆ ∆ ∆

This leads to the estimation:

χ χ
χ

I tj jP
i> −1

∆

which can be identified as some variance of the stability condition given by the
assumption of a global constant χ. The variance can be interpreted as an
equivalent difference to the time ratio:

t
t

iP

iS

of unselfish and selfish communication parts.

More        Answers
Everyone of a stable group of first class must be willing (or forced) to give any
other group member a minimum account of self-generated benefit unselfishly.
Further everyone should have the will (or has to be forced to) and the capability
to use benefit coming from partners. If association variables χ are approximately
equal, then every one has to contribute approximately the same benefit. If
association variables differ reasonable, then individuals with lower association
variables must get more of other benefit. Individuals with higher association
variables may need less care.

For this case weaker individuals have to be withdrawn, if the group wants to
keep the first class condition. Alternatively weak or consciously bad behaving
individuals can been pushed out and then will loose membership to keep the
group more easily stable. Probably one can find an optimum between
withdrawing and exclusion. Those calculations have to be done during future
tasks.
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Emergence        of        Leadership    
If the symmetrical first class condition is the case, we can look at the following
ratio:

χ
χ

i j

j i

iP

jP

I

I
t
t

=

Assuming some approximately equal intelligence I (focusing on some special
benefit), individuals with higher association capability have to contribute more
time unselfishly to the group! But more likely is that the selfish to unselfish time
ratio will differ for such individuals and the symmetrical assumption becomes
invalid.

Assuming some approximately equal association capability χ, this tells that
members with high intelligence (equal to capability to generate benefit) only have
to contribute an inversely proportional long time unselfishly to the group.
Individuals with high intelligence have more time to do other things compared to
others with lower intelligence.

Both possibilities give the base for potential leadership. The first assumption will
break symmetry. With the (in calculations neglected) durable increase of
intelligence dependent to χ the potential leader can get more intelligence increase
as the others can. Then time difference of unselfish contribution will represent
the asymmetrical intellectual properties.

If will is of influence, then a higher will of using other members contributions
can be a typical leaders property. If an individual has occupied a leaders position,
it can analyse the diversity of the group and generate more benefit out of this
information (TS - see chapters below). With the conditions above spontaneous
leadership will emerge. With the extra TS-benefit rivalry of potential leaders will
emerge.

Leaders can generate more benefit surplus to the group by spending a longer
period of time for the group, which one can identify as benefit from
”competence”. Or they can analyse diversity and give the resulting benefit to the
group. The last possibility is more appreciated by other group members, because
the properties of them define diversity. This benefit could be seen as a product of
the group and not a leaders product, which in contrast would be the case for
leadership by competence.

This shows that ”Peter’s priciple” [K]: ”People move up in hierarchy until they
have reached maximum of incompetence.” may apply. But this will be not
important, if the leader uses the diversity of her/his group members efficiently.
Because of this people with high technical competence are seldom at high
management positions, and people with high communicative competence reach
those positions more easily. The same applies for cells, because nervous cells are
the most communicative species.
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How likely is the stability condition of first class?

Important to estimation of likelihood for the first class condition is the correct-
ness of the statement above that only by those circumstances group benefit is
obvious to all members. The statement seems to be right that the selfish benefits
for either case are likely to be measured with the same sensors. But important is
further that looking at the communication benefit surplus:
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the benefit part:

χ χb a b a aP bP+( )I I t t

can be recognised as existing much worse. This part is caused by an associative
intelligence increase and the resulting benefit has been contributed unselfishly.39

At first recognising capability to association needs self-regarding knowledge,
which only humans may have. Probably recognising benefit out of such
functionality was not possible at all in the past without existence of ideas found
in this essay even for humans. Because of the common usability of those
conclusions to all kinds of communicating species it is clear that this effect is
really difficult to recognise especially for non-human species. Second there is no
selfish benefit, because the benefit is unselfishly delivered to the partner. This
way the benefit seems to be only of second level quality for the generating
individual.

Because of those arguments, one has to assume that the stability condition of
first class is a     needed        property        of       all       social              groups   .

Some of the unstable latent groups described by (66) could probably be identi-
fied as groups that fulfil stability of second but not of first class. The not
communicating groups defined at (66) are never meant in this essay (compare
definitions above).

                                                
39 This part of the benefit surplus has not been used in any way before to calculate the first class

condition.
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Advantage of Unselfishness
If we look back at the communicative benefit surplus of each single individual:
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and input the stability conditions of first class:

χa b bP aS aPI t t t− > 0

χb a aP bS bPI t t t− > 0

then we can delete each last line in braces for a lower estimation:

B B I t I I t ta aS b bP b b a aP bPn− = ⋅ +( )χ

B B I t I I t tb bS a aP a b a aP bPn− = ⋅ +( )χ

As a result     benefit       surplus        only        depends       to        unselfishly        delivered       terms   .

The second term of each sum is the ”hidden” part as shown above.

Now we input the stability condition of first class groups with similar properties
with the minimal values:

χa b bPI t = 1 and χb a aPI t = 1

Then we find:

B B I ta aS b bPn− = ⋅2

B B I tb bS a aPn− = ⋅2

as direct plus hidden benefit.

Every partner receives the same amount of benefit again indirectly by the other as
he/she has received directly. But the advantage may be asymmetric. The benefit
asymmetry is proportional to the asymmetry of unselfishness. For a global
constant χ asymmetry is not the case, because the unselfish delivered benefit
parts are equal as calculated above. This way both partners give similar benefit to
the other in the direct case as well as in the hidden case.
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Other Scenarios (as Above)

The other scenarios have shown some asymmetry of selfish to unselfish time
distribution, which result to some asymmetry of partners regarding contribution.
Now we want to understand, what effects result considering the communication
benefit.

If we assume a dialogue, which means only two partners are there, then one has
to play a timely dominating unselfish part and the other has to show a timely
dominating selfish use. Those time relations can be defined as:

t
t

t
t
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with

χ χa b bP
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as a lower estimation it results:

χ χa b bP b a aPI t I t⋅ = +1 ∆

This calculation is possible, too, if similar properties are the case where:

χ χa b bP b a aP < 1  and   1I t I t >

But this is not our focus at this point. After input of the ∆-equation into the
unselfish communication benefit surplus:

B B I t I I t ta aS b bP b b a aP bPn− = ⋅ +( )χ

B B I t I I t tb bS a aP a b a aP bPn− = ⋅ +( )χ

we get:
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or further:
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Now again lower estimations are possible, if both behave extremely different as
above assumed:
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∆
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refined as:

B Bb bS
b

n− ≈ ⋅ +1 ∆
χ

B B
I t

B B
I ta aS

a b a aP

b bS

a a aP

n− ≈ ⋅ + = −1 ∆
χ χ χ

The benefit surplus of the very selfish acting individual b is mainly defined only
by its own parameter χ. The behaviour is very similar to a monologue as defined
in the former chapter. It could be that the individual does not recognise others as
partners by those circumstances and therefore does not recognise unselfish
behaviour as an advantage, although the benefit surplus was only given by
unselfish contributions (of others).

The benefit surplus of the very unselfish partner a may be low but it is mainly
defined by its own parameters, too. Better as for b is the possible influence
regarding the unselfish time contribution. If unselfishness does not seem to be
advantageous any more, this partner has the possibility to cancel such behaviour,
if she/he is not forced to contribute. Further one can recognise that the benefit
surplus of the unselfish contributing partner is proportional to the benefit of the
more selfish partner, so withdrawing pays off.

This behaviour of both partners in an asymmetric situation is something typical
for parents and children. The estimations above allow some understanding of
psychological problems during the mature of children. It is a needed condition
that the parent is the unselfish contributing partner over a long time starting with
the child as a baby. As we have seen the unselfish contributing partner has the
control about the system. This is true from the start for an acting parent in reality.
Another effect of this asymmetry is dependence of the selfish acting to the more
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unselfish contributing partner. Problems arise, if the selfish acting partner gets
conscious about the dependence. For human childhood this could be an early
event, but might be different for any individual.

There are two possible directions for a resulting reaction of the child. The first
direction is a tendency to behave more selfish as before hoping for a reduced
control in this case. I would like to name this behaviour ”natural”. For explana-
tion one should consider individual relations only described by short time benefit
maximisation strategies and with the possibility to change partners freely. A
more and consciously selfish behaving partner will receive lower unselfish
contribution by others probably until complete cancelling of group membership.
But the wanted effect of reduced dependence to others contributions will result.

For the child unfortunately the ”natural” prerequisites are not the case, because it
is very unlikely that parent’s contributions really decrease efficiently. They have
a long time experience of unselfish contribution to the child and a free change of
contribution to others is not possible, if the number of children is small. The
only possibility to reach the release of control is consciously cancelling of group
membership by the child itself. This can be found in seldom cases of the reality.

If there is any communication and therefore group membership to the family left,
the result of the first direction may be the opposite of the wanted result, if parents
increase their contribution and therefore increase unconsciously their control to
keep the child in the family. If any dependency to other group members is
needed for survival, asymmetric groups are kept more stable as well as more
symmetrical ones by this functionality. Because of this leaving the family is less
likely for young children, although some feeling of unhappiness caused by
realisation of dependency and following inefficiency of ”natural” behaviour may
be there from the start.

The second possible direction to go for a child is decreasing selfishness and
increasing its unselfish behaviour (including increasing communication). If this
is possible, then brothers, sisters and parents will get controlled by the unselfish
acting child and being itself controlled by others can be accepted much better. If
all are acting this way, the family reaches a more symmetrical behaviour. The
common problem for this possibility is that parents have to empower [ (14)]
their children and have to reduce their own power equivalently. Further some
justly competence distribution between the children of a family has to be
managed. Erroneous results of children’s actions have to be accepted, analysed
altogether and better actions have to be taught. Primitively keeping of power is a
much easier job at first look. But better benefit contribution of the children will
reach the parents and the whole family at least. The experience of effects of
unselfish contribution and of a symmetric family is of high importance for the
individual development regarding general social community.
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The same can be found looking at couples with a high degree of asymmetry.
Sometimes one lover reduces or prohibits standard communication but keeps a
minimal level for example by body talk (68) . This way the second lover can be
forced to increased contribution even by reduction of contributions of the first. If
a liaison is established and kept using those asymmetrical conditions, there will
be one, who feels dependent and controlled and therefore unhappy, although the
other may tell: ”But I do everything for you!” The partner, who has acted
tactically all the time, may get the wanted result of increased love of the other,
but will stay unhappy. Behaving this way may be only an opportunity during
start of the liaison, but has to be cancelled and replaced by symmetrical
contribution later. The last may include the risk of loosing the partnership, if true
communication would show bad personal attributes. Therefore keeping such
behaviour has as origin typically some lack of self-assurance of the tactically
acting partner, which may be not even justified.

In any case of asymmetric or symmetric group conditions some communicative
benefit surplus is there as long as the stability conditions of first class are
fulfilled. For those conditions there is never loss by unselfishness. The conclu-
sion is that communication opens a lot of benefit generation possibilities. Even if
no partner can find some benefit surplus by direct comparison of selfish benefit,
there would be some value, if communication were a real act. Communication
can stabilise itself therefore. The attraction to communicative behaviour comes
from the associative part, which gives always some benefit surplus, even if
individuals would recognise a balanced account at first. Pure rational behaviour
(66) will nevertheless and even lead to communication and symbiosis! A high
degree of unselfishness that (66) can not describe, is in this theory very well
possible. Regarding rational behaviour unselfishness is not a common benefit
renunciation. Unselfishness only supports feedback and benefit surplus is the
result at least. “Ethic is accepting a knowledge and motive above selfishness.”,
as Lotka (57) tells, is not needed but will emerge. But be sure that this is not
paradox.

In following calculations the symmetric properties are often assumed, because
extreme scenarios always need partners of the other extreme relation. Consider-
ing a group as a whole will then result to balanced effects of extremity.
Replacing the extreme counterparts by symmetrical behaving individuals will not
change the whole group accounts. Therefore the symmetrical assumption is a
good simplification.
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”Hunting Ground” Behaviour and Communication Costs
The calculations above used implicit simplifications that we have not told before.
The first is that there are resources, from which every individual can take the
needed unselfish contribution. The second is that individuals can always
communicate without effort. Both simplifications are unreal assumptions and
have to be dropped now.

As seen above at “Communication as Information Processing” it is shown that all
real experience can be described by dialogic communication. Some of those
communication kinds could be simplified by an assumption of monologic
communication. If we want to analyse some communication behaviour of a
special kind, the monologic assumption can mostly easily be applied to all other
communications that we not focus on. Analysing the interaction of individuals of
one species may need to fix other communication behaviours, which could be
identified as not belonging to the same species. For example analysing the
interaction of individual cows would lead to fix the cow - grass interaction.

This can be systematically applied by defining some ”hunting ground” and
neglecting all communication, which belongs to it. But what not should be
neglected is that benefit generation comes out of the hunting ground.

The following shows that this use of hunting grounds is allowed, if the intrinsic
communication behaves monologic. Monologic communication was defined by:

B I t ta a aP aS= ⋅ +( )
B I I I t tb b b b a aP bS= +( ) ⋅χ

This can be written as:

B B Ba aP aS= +

B B I tb b aP b bS= +( ) ⋅1 χ

The benefit deriving from the last formula can be identified as some offer given
to the individual by nature and some parameters internal to the individual, which
describe its capability to use the offer optimally. This special intelligence and
association capability can be assumed to be independent to similar variables
found during the following focused not hunting ground like communication.
Although this may be a simplification, assuming the independence shows that the
benefit rate will be constant.
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Hunting ground benefit is correlated to some area in the way that the individual
can not derive benefit always from the same point. Typically there will be some
benefit at some point, which could be consumed, but afterwards the consumed
area part needs some time for regeneration. If hunting ground benefit should be
constant over time, the individual needs an area that is big enough to deliver
always the benefit and which is able in this way to regenerate along with
consumption.

Figure 8. The "Hunting Ground"

E ~ -O
R

x

Figure 9. The Potential Pot of the Hunting Ground

This area parameter is a parameter of communication, too, because individuals
will not be close together. Therefore communication needs some kind of move-
ment to the partners, which would raise communication costs.
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The distribution of individuals about some area could be commonly described as
some n-dimensional volume. Because of this formulas depending to volume in
this theory wear the ”(pV)” sticker. For familiar animal relations the volume
dimension is 2, therefore the term area describes it well. For cells in an organism
a dimension of 3 would be mostly a better assumption. As later explained,
modern human communication can be identified by having individuals only
distributed in less than a single dimension!

In the formulas always V is used as symbol for this n-dimensional volume,
although the term ”area” may be found in the describing text.

If we can assume a homogenous distribution of individuals, the second parame-
ter to define the hunting ground area is the distance between individuals.

We now assume that environment offers per time difference ∆t an area ∆V, then
the needed hunting ground area divided by regeneration time gives this area ratio.
For a circle in two dimensions it gives:
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2

with:

rR : radius of the hunting ground area
tR : regeneration time

It is obvious that the radius of the hunting ground area may be longer as the
radius of the individual itself. In this case movement should be an individual
possibility. If these both are not true, the direct contact enables communication.

In the (inner) areas of hunting grounds the typical requirement is that no other
individual may exist. This situation should be described by some repulsive force
between individuals at low distances, but this expansion is not yet included in
this essay.

If individuals have experience of communication, they would know about the
benefits. It is more likely that they actively search for communication partners.
This may be an extra effort and may lead into areas, where hunting ground
conditions do not apply or taking benefits form others areas are prohibited by
causing repulsion. Therefore active partner search needs some reserved
resources, which can be consumed during movement. The origin of those
resources may be hunting ground benefit, which was generated before or former
communication benefit. Repulsion of others out of the own hunting ground will
occur extremely, if no communication benefit can be found by interaction of
individuals. As more as communication results to benefits as less intensive
repulsion will be. At least one can recognise effective hunting ground area reduc-
tion and increase of individuals, if communication benefits would allow this.
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It is unlikely that communication benefit will always give enough resources to
keep communication running, because of the other kind of hunting ground
benefit. Going back into the own hunting ground is then a needed procedure
after communication. In this way communication can be described as a sum of
single steps out of the own hunting ground.

It is seldom possible that individuals have no own hunting ground. With little
restrictions regarding their monastery buddhistic monks do not have one. They
can only generate benefit by communication. This is the job religion gives them.
This way keeping them bound to communication is an optimal strategy for
spreading. It only functions well, if there is another ”species”, which behave
symbiotic to them: the farmer and majority of people.

It is unsure, whether distance between individuals is really the minimal radius in
terms of hunting ground area. A weaker occupation of positions would lead to
longer distances. The average distance is recognisable, if an individual has some
understanding for its own hunting ground area. This is true, if one can assume
that searching for partners gives experience about the average distance (and about
the own hunting ground area, too). If there is no special property that let
distinguish quality of communication partners, the average distance to other
individuals will be the average step length for communication.

r

Figure 10. Communication Radius and "Hunting Grounds"
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If radius of communication is much longer as radius of the individual itself,
species will develop tools to support finding a communication partner inside its
own hunting ground (smell markers, singing etc.). In literature such tools are
often only declared regarding hunting ground bordering, but supporting
communication is often underestimated. With this circumstances reaching the
hunting ground can be set equal to reaching the individual. The optimal step
radius is then the average distance of individuals, too.

Clear hunting ground areas can be described by a potential pot with benefit > 0
inside and benefit = 0 outside the radius. On the other hand it is likely that not all
positions inside can be protected from others use. But in this case the individual
would have the possibility to nibble at others grounds, too. This leads to a less
steep potential pot but with the same volume, if other parameters are unchanged.
The average distance of the individuals does not change by those circumstances.

E ~ -O
R

x

Figure 11. A Less Steep Potential

If an individual can always fill its resources on the way to communication for
example by nibbling enough around in others hunting grounds, then no hunting
ground can be related to the individual. If all individuals behave this way and
communication delivers further benefit surplus, individuals will stay close
together. They will as long getting closer as long as the first condition will be
valid. After some time too much individuals will occupy non-communicative
benefit areas and spontaneous hunting ground behaviour will emerge.

Parts of The Individual Potential Pot

The own hunting ground forces some attraction to the individual. Others grounds
force repulsion. Both effects can be described with one common potential.
Communication raises attraction between individuals. Movement to
communication and normal live consumption are the reasons for the loss of
resources.
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Changes of Phase

If costs of communication are higher than the generateable benefit, there will be
no cause for communication and active movement steps. Using physical
terminology this status can be described as     gaseous   . Individuals would behave
repulsive by random meeting.

If benefit surplus is enough for reaching individuals of the neighbourhood, but
costs of communication would be too expensive to reach more far individuals,
one can describe the status as    liquid    .

If benefit surplus is enough for far effects to individuals beyond neighbourhood,
one will find some structure made out of communication. Using physical
terminology one would describe this status as    solid    . There will be sub-
structures, which will have fractal properties. One may think about snowflakes
for picturing this.

There are other descriptions of multiple phases: (2) , (37) , (44) , (70) . One
essay describes a fractal systematic of economies: (99).
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Common Accounts of Benefits (pV)
If the accounts of benefits are positive, an individual can use this surplus as
follows:

Increase of own biomass, generating descendants, paying communication costs.
The last would include all social behaviour.

If the balance of benefit is negative, the individual can reduce its own biomass,
generate descendants of inactive mode (for blooming during the next raining
period), die, decrease of communication efforts, if the benefit is not important,
increase communication efforts, if the benefit is important (emergency signals).

The individual benefit account is:

B I t I t U t Ui 0i 0i Xi Xi Mi Mi Li= + − − Ω

i is the index of the individual,
0 indexes the benefit of hunting ground and

t0  means: period of time spend at the hunting ground area.
UL  is the loss by metabolism (regularly life). This loss lasts over the whole

analysed, representative time period Ω.
X indexes the benefit from communication and

tX  means: communication period.
UM  is the loss by movement and

tM  means: movement period

The whole period Ω shall be representative in the way that the periods of the
single benefit generation or consumption functions should show the same
average values, as if one would do all time analysis.

In all further formulas the metabolic loss is not included, because it can be
distributed to the other parts resulting to deviated potentials but equal formula, as
if metabolic loss would be zero:

B I U t I U t U U ti 0i Li 0i Xi Li Xi Mi Li Mi= −( ) ⋅ + −( ) ⋅ − +( ) ⋅

B I t I t U ti 0i 0i Xi Xi Mi Mi= + −′ ′ ′

We do not look at the special benefit consumption, but we know that there is a
need to have a benefit production rate bigger than zero most of the time, if
metabolic loss is not already included in the formulas. If there is any surplus, it
can be spend for all life effects: regularly (stable) consumption, increase of
biomass, increase of descent individuals. If there is any real loss caused by
metabolism, decrement of biomass could occur, too.
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Communication will occur only if this is valid:

I t U t I t tXi Xi Mi Mi 0i 0i Xi− > +( )
This means that communication benefit minus movement loss has to be more
than hunting ground benefit during hunting ground residence time plus
communication time. The time sum is used, because this time will be reasonable,
if no leaving for communication is the case.

It has been assumed that movement is needed, too, during hunting ground
residence for optimisation of the outcome. If moving for communication is a
much higher effort as moving in the hunting ground, then the movement time
should be added to the sum in braces on the right side.

Now we assume that loss of resources by movement is only a function of
distance of individuals. If the movement for communication would be always
done with constant velocity, the movement time tMi  would be proportional to the
distance of individuals. The loss rate is constant, if the environment potential is
negligible. Faster velocity would raise loss rate, slower velocity would decrease
loss rate. Such loss ratios depending to velocity can be found at all real
movements like going/running or gas consumption of cars, if moving systems
operating in the optimal range. That individuals do operate in an optimal mode
may be a valid assumption. If shorter movement time delivers more communica-
tion benefit, a higher loss rate by increased velocity may be reasonable.

The loss by movement is set to:

U t u rMi Mi ik= ⋅ ⋅

ki : number of communication steps
u: loss rate per distance
r: average distance of individuals

The benefit from communication shall be set to an average value for all partners.
If no one has special opportunities, then this assumption is valid. If gender
specific communication is the case, then this assumption is not valid. Neglecting
the gender difference may be allowed, if a smaller value compared to other
communicative benefits may be assumable. Doing so is at least a reduction of
complexity of the description. But unification should be done during future
tasks. The chapter “Gender a Property of Information Processing” will give a
basic understanding of gender related to information processing.

The communication benefit is:

I t BXi Xi i Xk= ⋅

ki : number of communication steps
BX: average benefit from a single communication step
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The hunting ground benefit is a function of outcome per area:

B O
r

t
t0i R

R

R
0i= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅π 2

Because this benefit may be essential for communication to support the step
efforts, we describe it as benefit resource per communication step:

B I t B0i 0i 0i ik= = ⋅ 0

with:

t t0i i 0øk= ⋅

t0ø : average time the individual spends at the hunting ground per step it follows:
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t
t0i i R
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R
0ø= k ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅π 2

More common as for 2 dimensions above the hunting ground area may be every
n-dimensional volume, which correctly describes distribution of individuals:

B O
V
t

t0i i R
R

R
0ø= k ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

VR : hunting ground area (volume).

With:

O O
t
tR R

0ø

R

= ⋅

it results:

B O V0i i R R= k ⋅ ⋅

OR: benefit outcome per area and communication step
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With:

B O
V
t

g0i i R
R

R
0ø= k ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅Ω

another formula results:

B o V0i i R R= k ⋅ ⋅ ⋅Ω

by using:

o O
g
tR R

0ø

R

= ⋅

oR: benefit outcome per area and communication time
g0ø : fraction of time used for hunting ground residence
Ω: a representative  period of time

The division of the complete benefit into the three parts explains why the most
developed states are placed in areas of temperate climate. One can find distinct
seasons and therefore people have to store a lot of resources. During winter
hunting ground benefit was small, but storage was filled and much time was
there for communication. It is interesting that the highest Christian holidays are
celebrated during winter (Christmas) or early spring (Easter).

The benefit sum of the individual is:

B B B Bi i R X M= k ⋅ + −( )
B O V B u ri i R R X= k ⋅ ⋅ + − ⋅( )

This equation has the advantage not to include any visible time dependency.
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One can introduce common description:

If oR is a function of space and time, the following is valid:

B x y t x y tR = … … ∂ ∂ …∂∫∫∫ o ( , , , )R

The integrations have to be done from zero to hunting ground ends in space co-
ordinates and from start to end of t0i  in time. If the individual is able to maximise
benefit, it will be found at the space and time, where

o ( , , , )R x y t…
would be maximal.

Figure 12. A Non Trivial Topology
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If U is a function of space and time, the following is valid:

− = − …∫B x y t tM U( , , , )d

This is the route integral from start to end of tMi  of the spatially and timely
changeable potential U. If the individual is able to find optimal ways, it will go
through the valleys of the potential. Another communication ready individual of
the same species should find the same potential. The valleys of this potential will
then make finding the partner easier. The raising of towns and cities at preferred
positions can be understood this way. If it is needed to climb mountains of this
potential, then one will find points, where one has to decide where to go. If the
decisions are not reversible, chaotic effects describable as bifurcations will be
found.

Figure 13. The Route of Communication
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The Common Integral Benefit Sum of Individual and System (pV)

The benefit sum of the individual was:

B o V B u ri i R R X= k ⋅ ⋅ + − ⋅( )
BX displayed in detail is:

B

B
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n

n -1
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∑

The benefit surplus of communication was for partner i during a single step
talking to j:

B I t I I t t t t I I I tXj j jP j j i iP jP i jP iS i j i iP= + + −χ χ

This could be lower estimated by using the stability condition of first class:

χi j jP iS iPI t t t− > 0

B I t I I t tXj j jP j j i iP jP≥ + χ

or:

B I t I tXj j i iP j jP≥ +( )1 χ

This could be again lower estimated by using the stability condition of first class
for the other partner:
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>

B
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t
I tXj

jP

jS
j jP> +







1

With this estimation communicative benefit surplus for the individual i depends
only to properties of the partner individuals.

If t tjP jS« , which means more selfish partners, then it becomes:

B I tXj j jP>

If t tjP jS» , which means more unselfish partners, then it becomes:

B I
t

tXj j
jP

jS

>
2
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Those different scenarios show that even for very selfish behaviour of one
individual others have some benefit by the group membership of the first.
Further benefits of others are increasing quadraticaly by very unselfish contribu-
tion. The maximum of unselfishness was defined by the minimal selfish time
partners will needed:

t
IjS

j j

> 1
χ

Because of the former lower estimations there could be some small amount of
more unselfish producible benefit, but the following is likely to be a good upper
bound calculation:

B I tXj j j jP< ( )χ
2

The continuum of possible benefit surplus can be defined by:

B I t I t I tXj j jP j jP j j jP:  < < ( )2
2

χ

The left position is defined by very selfish behaviour of partners, the middle
position is defined by symmetrical (equal selfish and unselfish) behaviour and
the right position is defined by maximal unselfish behaviour of partners.

For further calculations, we use the symmetrical assumption.

The partner i communicates n - 1 times, but partner j communicates only 1 time
with i. Summation results to:

B
t

t
I tXj

j=1; j i

n
jP

jS
j jP

j=1; j i

n

≠ ≠
∑ ∑> +







1

Symmetrically simplified:

B I tXj
j=1; j i

n

j jP
j=1; j i

n

≠ ≠
∑ ∑> ⋅2

The time factors can be defined as:

t f fjP
j=1; j i

n

     
≠

∑ = ⋅ ≤ <Ω ΩΩ 0 1

fΩ: fraction of time, which is used for communication unselfishly.
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A weighting calculation of the average IØ can be done:

I

I t

t

I t

fØ

j jP
j=1; j i

n

jP
j=1; j i

n

j jP
j=1; j i

n

= =
⋅

≠

≠

≠
∑

∑

∑
Ω Ω

IØ: is the effective intelligence of the other individuals. The benefit sum can then
be assumed to be:

B I fXj
j=1; j i

n

Ø
≠

∑ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅2 Ω Ω

B

B
I f

X

Xj
j=1; j i

n

Ø

n -1 n -1
= =

⋅ ⋅ ⋅≠
∑ 2 Ω Ω

For longer times Ω and not too narrow communication radii one will find:

Ω ~  n −( )1

Or in other words: The number of possible communication steps is proportional
to the time available. We define:

t
f

Ø n -1
= ⋅Ω Ω

tØ: is the effective time of individual communication. The effective benefit is
then:

B I tX Ø Ø= ⋅ ⋅2

tØ depends on the distribution of individuals. As more dense individuals are
packed as longer the time sum:

t jP
j=1; j i

n

≠
∑

of the communication will be relative to the whole time Ω, which has to contain
hunting ground residence and movement without communication, too. If second
smell markers and alike lead to instant communication by crossing hunting
ground borders, we find:

f
V

VΩ =
n -1 R

G

( ) ⋅
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VG : is a space volume of yet undefined dimension that includes all individuals of
a group. Benefit of a single step is then given as:

B I
V
VX Ø

R

G

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅2 Ω

Because Ω is the whole time, during which representative benefit can be
generated from all types and can be consumed, too, one can set up the undefined
benefit integral from communication regarding a single step as follows:

B I
V
V

tX Ø
R

G

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∫2 d

The average communication time is then:

t
V
VØ

R

G

= ⋅Ω

Some expansion for short distance repulsion seems further to make sense. This
has to be done during a later task. Unclear at this time is the exponent of the
V/V-relationship in this case.

If distribution of individuals is a function of space and time, then the following is
valid:

W(x, y, )…
is defined as the likelihood to find an individual at a position in space. This can
be described without time dependence, if longer periods of time are focused.

B x y x y t tXj
j=1; j i

n

i G Ø= ⋅ … ⋅ … ⋅
≠

∑ ∫2 W ( , , ) W ( , , ) I ( )d

Wi : can be calculated for a single individual, if the route of movement is defined.

WG : is set up by the distribution of individuals. It means group likelihood.

W

W

G

j

= ≠
∑

j=1; j i

n

n -1

If n is a big number i can be included into summation.
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The integration of time is now possible about any or undefined period of time.
The result of the likelihood multiplication has to be:

W ( , , ) W ( , , )i G
Øx y x y

t
… ⋅ … =

Ω
This is clear, if one remembers tØ  as the part of time used for communication

during the representative time Ω.

We divide the likelihood of position of the individual and of the group into three
parts. One depends to hunting ground (r, R), one to topology (u, U) and one to
partnership (p, P):

W ( , , ) W W Wi r u px y … = + +

W ( , , ) W W WG R U Px y … = + +

W ( , , ) , W ( , , )r Rx y x y… > … >0 0 

In the case without external contacts Wp  and WP  are zero. In the case without
external contact trials Wu  and WU  are zero, too.

The term:

W ( , , ) W ( , , )i Gx y x y… ⋅ …

can be reduced to:

W W W ( , , ) W ( , , )i G p P⋅ = … ⋅ …x y x y

The cause is that in the hunting ground area of partner i the likelihood to find
another partner is zero per definition of hunting ground. During movement from
hunting ground to the partner along in topology there is no partner already
found. Communication can not take place during those phases. Therefore all
likelihood’s, which include Wu  or WU  are zero. Another formulation is that
searching partners are on divided ways.

Either Wp  depends to WP  and vice versa, because the single individual will
appreciate amassing others, and group distribution will define rules for
individual distribution. Probably iterative methods can give approximations for
real systems.
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The Common Benefit Sum of The Individual

is then:

B

x y t x y t

x y t x y x y t

x y t t

i i= k

, , ,

⋅

… … ∂ ∂ …∂

+ … … ⋅ …

− …



















∫∫∫
∫

∫

o ( , , , )

I ( , , , )W ( , , ) W ( , , )d

U( )d

R

Ø pi P2

We can extend the loss potential U  all over space, if we assume that movement
in the own hunting ground causes loss of benefit. Only oR has to be changed to
some ”effective” variable, which does not include implicitly benefit loss by
movement any more. All individuals should then recognise the same potential, if
they are of the same species (are not distinguishable after parameter exchange).

In the same way oR can be spread all over space. Its value has to be low outside
of the hunting ground boundaries. Most functions need not to be chosen
separately for every individual, because the ”own” hunting ground is the centre
of movements, too, and different communication partners are describable by
different integration parameters and boundaries. The index i has been added to
the likelihood above, because a general function is not obvious. For real systems
one could probably find one out of the group distribution and/or hunting ground
and environment potential. The possible differences of the number and kind of
the communication partners lead to the assumption that generally intelligence,
which is bound to individuals, is dependent to their spatial distribution. There-
fore an intelligence function dependent to the space co-ordinate can be defined.

As we have used before, likelihoods without time dependency are only valid, if
time integration is during a longer representative period of time. In this case oR

can be assumed as time independent, too. The same can be assumed for the loss
potential U. It will be derived from topology of space. Changes of topology can
be assumed to be very slow regarding representative time period. But we have to
integrate the route and movement itself will be time dependent.  With only small
deviations of intelligence IØ can be assumed to be spatial independent.

Simplified we get:
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x y t x y t

t W W t

x y t t

i i pi P= k ⋅

… … ∂ ∂ …
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As mentioned above I being independent from time is an often-used assumption,
too. If we assume further that optimal ways in topology are always used, the
route integral will be simple proportional to time. But we have to choose some
other ”effective” U-potential. If hunting ground outcome can be assumed to be a
constant ratio for every single individual, some ”effective” outcome o can be
defined, which only depends on individuals spatial distribution:

Further simplified we get:

B

x y V t

I x y x y t

x y t

i i

R

Øk=

…

+ … ⋅ …

− …
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U( , , ) d

R

pi P2

Prerequisites are: spatially fixed group individuals, known ways, average of
ways, constant hunting ground outcome seen per individual.

If we assume homogeneous distribution and neglect repulsing forces at small
distances, one can get:

W W
V
Vp P

R

G

⋅ =

This is the ratio of volume occupied by a single communication ready individual
to the whole group volume.

The Formula of The Common Benefit Sum of The System
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Simplified using the conditions above:
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x y V t

I x y x y t

x y t
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∫
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One has to use those sums with caution, because the integration parameters and
boundaries have to be chosen different for every individual. Probably those
parameters can be derived from some general functions for real (known)
systems.
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Simplified Accounts of Benefits (pV)
Because of the complex formulas above someone would like easier and more
informative equations. This is only possible by much simplification. It is very
sure that real systems will not behave that simple, but going back to common
formulation is always an exit to reality.

Little before, we have found this communication likelihood:

W W
V
Vp P

R

G

⋅ =

Without    stability of first class the common communication benefit sum is:

B t t t t t t I IX+ i j iP jP i jP iS j iP jS
j=1; i j

n

i=1

n

i j= +( ) + +( ) ⋅
≠

∑∑1
2

χ χ χ χ

Now simplification using symmetric properties:

t t t tiS iP jS jP ≈ ≈,

gives:

B t t t t t t I IX+ i j iP jP i jP iP j iP jP
j=1; i j

n

i=1

n

i j= +( ) + +( ) ⋅
≠

∑∑1
2

χ χ χ χ

or:

B I t I tX+ i j
j=1; i j

n

i=1

n

i iP j jP= +( ) ⋅
≠

∑∑ χ χ

Homogeneous association capability, intelligence and time distribution are now
defined as follows:

χ χ χi j Ø,  for all i,  j= =

I I Ii j Ø,  for all i,  j= =

t t tiP jP Ø,  for all i,  j= =

n - 1 ≈ n for big n

which results to:

B I tX+
2

Ø Ø
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Ø
2n= 2 χ
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Ø Ø
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If the volume V is 3-dimensional, this formula looks like a physical effect
derived from a ”van der Waals” potential of real gases! The extension by some
repulsive potential at small distances may further lead to something very similar
to the ”Lennard-Jones” potential of real gases! But this has to be examined
during later tasks.

The statement that groups may behave like gaseous, liquid or solid gets now a
firm base! The same is true for the awaited fractal description.

With     stability condition of first class the individual average benefit of
communication was:

B

B
t

t
I t

X

Xj
j=1; j i

n
jP

jS
j jP

j=1; j i

n

n -1 n -1
= >
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≠ ≠
∑ ∑ 1

Now the homogeneous simplifications above should be valid further:

B I tX Ø Ø= ⋅ ⋅2

B I
V
V

tX Ø
R

G

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∫2 d

Then the system sum is:

B B B BX+ i X
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X
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Xk n n -1 n= = ( ) ≈∑
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V
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Ø
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n= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∫2 d

Comparison of sums with and without stability condition of first class give the
stability condition of first class for the whole group:

χØ Ø
R

G

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥∫I
V
V

td 1

or better:

χØ Ø
R

G

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥I
V
V

Ω 1

In this case the communicative benefit formula of first class above is a lower
estimation of the general formula.
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At this time someone may estimate:

n R GV V=

as another reasonable simplification, what may be true. This implies steady
communication, but this is an effect of the arbitrary assumption of instant
communication after crossing of hunting ground borders, which is implicitly
dropped, if always

n R GV V<

should be valid.

Simplification of Topology

Assuming a very simple topology with equal ways, flat potential and a single
communication per step the loss:

B x y tMi i= k − …( )∫U( , , ) d

B x y tMi
j=1; j i

n

= − …( )∫∑
≠

U( , , ) d

results as:

B u r u rMi ij ij
j=1; j i

n

Ø i= - n -1⋅( ) = −( ) ⋅ ⋅
≠

∑

The stored resource of benefit, which individual i needs, is now defined as: BMi

With the help of this the following distance can be left behind on a single step:

r
B

u

r

i
Mi

Ø

ij
j=1; j i

n

n -1 n -1
=

( ) ⋅
= ≠

∑

This is the communication radius of i.
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Figure 14. Parts of the Group Volume Related to Individuals

The number of partners can be calculated dependent to r as follows:

n = ,  n =max
R I

d dr

V

r

V
∫ ∫

VI : volume of an individual (part of the group volume)

VR : hunting ground volume

The volume integral has to be done using the applicable distribution space and
the applicable boundaries.

Figure 15. "Hunting Ground" Volume Related to Individuals
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The group volume is received by volume integration from r = 0 to r = ri :

V rG = d∫
V

V V
VI

G G

max
Rn n

= ≥ =

n G

I

= V
V

For further discussion the following ratio is interesting:

V
V

B
B

O V
u r

I

R

0i

Mi

R R

Ø i

= = ⋅
⋅

This ratio describes the surplus by hunting ground benefit, which allows
individual communication radii to be extended beyond hunting ground radii.
There is the implicit assumption that communication benefits do not help
increasing the communication radii. Replacing VI  in the formula before results
to:

n Ø i G

R R
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Ø i

0

R R
2 i

d+1
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=
⋅ ⋅

⋅
=

⋅ ⋅

⋅

∫u r V
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u r r

O V
r

r

d

~

n increases proportional to the power of dimension of space plus one.

If n is fixed during change of dimension, because always the same unselfish
contribution can be given to the other individuals of the group, the communica-
tion radius changes this way:

ri

1
d+1n~

Decreasing the dimension of distribution increases the communication radius.
Modern communication tools of men change the distribution in a way that
dependence only to the power of one can be assumed, if costs are defined only
by connection time. The last can be interpreted as some virtual movement. This
prolongs the communication radii and extends group volume. Effects of
communication do not only reach next neighbours. Therefore the system behaves
as described by the physical phase ”solid”. One can say that individuals get
frozen into fractal structure.
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Summary of Simplifications

Benefit parts of the system for constant hunting ground benefit:

B x y V tR i R
i=1

n

= k o ( , , ) dR …( )∫∑

B o V tR
2

R R= n ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∫ d

Benefit part of communication.
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The time integral results to the whole representative time:

Ω = r
v
sum

v: optimal velocity

r v t rsum ij
j=1; j i
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= ⋅ =
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∑∫ d

B u r u rM Ø i
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n
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Ø sum= - n -1 n( ) ≈∑
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General        benefit       sum                of       the       system       (without       stability        of       first       class):
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Benefit       sum                of       the       system         with       stability       condition        of       first       class      :
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No End of Growth
We can define an energy relation (as for standard physics) for group benefit
(pV). Either the energy relation for group benefit, as for individual benefit
follows from the condition for a stable system:

d

d

B
t

I E= = − = const.

The stability is given by a constant number of individuals, which could be
supported in the case of this condition. It is not an actual stability condition in the
way that the actual number of individuals is kept constant. If the number would
be lower as the condition allows, further increase will be the case. If the number
would be higher, further decrement will be the case. Stability is therefore only a
long time effect.

Because the dimension of benefit was defined to be equal to the physical effect,
this relation is an ”energy” relation. From:
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follows the group intelligence:
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This can never be constant. There is always increasing benefit over time. Using
the stability condition of first class at its minimum value one can derive from:

B o V t I
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the relation:
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Øconst. n n n= = = + −d

d
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This is obviously true, if all variables are simplified to not depending on time. If
stability condition of first class is exactly fulfilled, there will be a stable condition
regarding energy relation. If the stability condition of first class is more as
minimally fulfilled, one has to go back to the more basic formula above and
always increasing benefit surplus results (which could be very small). If
communicative benefit results are obviously more as stability condition of first
class needs, hunting ground area reduction is very likely. This way the stable
energy condition is valid at most times, but always pushes of benefit increase
may occur.
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If the parameters above would be space and time dependent, this will result to a
rough potential, where local minima and maxima could be found. But for all
cases there seems to be an incessant non-equilibrium.

The energy relation for the individual can be defined by dropping one ”n” for the
group relation above.
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Basic Structure Properties (TS)
The mathematical chapters before have shown the relations of individuals and
benefit by communication. The following chapters show relations between
leader(s) and group(s) and benefit by structure. The origin of benefit in the
following chapters is diversity of group members. Using this kind of benefit
would be an opportunity, so structure is needed, because someone has to analyse
this diversity to dig the benefit. The emergence of leadership out of competence
has been found before. For the description of the benefit by structuring we use
axiom              { 2 }   , which we have to declare now in mathematical ways:

I I q IS L Ø n= + ⋅ ⋅ ln( )

Later we shall find that

I IS Ø>

is a deduced result.

The variables have this meaning:

IS : intelligence of the structure
IL : intelligence of the leader
IØ: average intelligence of group members
ln: logarithm to the natural base e = 2.718281828...
n: number of members
q: variable depending to constitution

This axiom has two parts. The first is the leaders intelligence, the second is the
intelligence derived from analysing the group. Leaders intelligence in this
concern does not have to be identically to that found before for unstructured
group membership. One can look at this (TS) part as another job, which uses
probably another intelligence (equal to capability to generate benefit). This last
variable describes the relation between leader and members with regard to
structure intelligence. Such a relation would be defined by some constitution.
The ln(n) factor of the second part is pure statistical mathematics. It describes
diversity of the group.40 If you want to know how much information a number
can carry, you should recognise that the number of digits has to be proportional
to this quantity. This means that the logarithm of the number is proportional to
this information quantity(36), (75). The same rule is valid for the information a
number of individuals are carrying.

Whether statistics are usable, may be of doubt. One can do this, if individuals are
exchangeable by exchanging all parameters, too. One may agree for cells and for
example ants. But are humans or nations not something much more complex?
                                                
40 Other papers describe order out of disorder (entropy) as well: (7) , (8) , (21) , (36) , (45) , ( 7 6 ) ,

( 81 ) , (88 ) , (89 ) .
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The answer is yes and no: Yes - there is more complexity. But as well: No - we
always neglect complexity at every distinct fractal level by using several. Even
politicians do this change of role, if they should be recognised as a private
person or a nations leader by using special role protocols for either case.

This second part of the axiom includes the average intelligence of members, too.
It is obvious that solutions for problems may be derived more likely, if
intelligence of group members is higher. Further it is likely that different
individuals have good combinable ideas, but may not have the chance to work it
out by dialogue. Leadership will support this combination of ideas, but ideas
would be of quality proportional to the intelligence of the contributing members.

For the common but simple formula the average intelligence is used. For special
discussions of real systems describing this more exactly could be a possibility.
Another hint is the tendency to equal social level of first class groups, which tells
that using the average may be a good simplification even if the average is
weighted calculated as shown above.

The right for using some variable as a constitution describing parameter is caused
by the trivial experience that the relations between a leader and her/his group are
not always equal, and that those different relations are mostly not dependent to
group members intelligence.

Intelligence in this essay has only meaning regarding benefit generation. Below
we shall find a stability condition for the structure, which will show benefit and
intelligence interrelation.

Using the logarithm to the natural base is only for better compatibility to physical
equivalents. A better understanding of possible values is given later by using the
logarithm to the base 10. Every other base of the logarithm would work as well.
Changing the base would result to some equivalent change to the constitutional
variable.
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Conclusions from Axiom {2}

Democratic    structures are more intelligent as totalitarian ones. If all other
parameters are equal, a group with more members is more intelligent. Totalitarian
systems let most individuals not be members of any groups, which have
influence. Therefore they can not contribute to the average intelligence. Further
they do not contribute to the intelligence of the structure because they are not
counted by ln(n).

It is not contrary that most other papers including (66) tell that only small
groups can exist or work properly. They are right in the way that increasing the
number of members will as well raise sub-structuring spontaneous, if derived
benefits exceed a level where costs of a new structure can be paid. Those sub-
structures seem to divide the original group. If this succeeds, then loss of benefit
may be secure. The needed behaviour is giving the super-structure its special
responsibility, but leaving sub-structures their own out of former responsibilities
of the base group.

One can recognise this sub-structuring as some possible effect following
expansion in the way that some members would have a smaller communication
radius as the super-group radius is. If this would be true for longer, then
individuals with this property would get lost to the super-group. They only will
be part of the system as members to the sub-group. This status is dangerous,
because loosing them for the super-group means loosing intelligence of
structure. Good leaders should help those individuals to get complete
communication radius again. It is likely that a fall of activity for the super-group
would be the case for the individuals. But this is not a problem as deduced
below.

The reality tends to build up    the         most       intelligent    system, because group intelli-
gence (pV) is at non-equilibrium. Therefore hunting ground reduction parallel
with increase of number of individuals or increase of communication follows.
This leads to sub- and super-structuring. All together they add up to increase
group and structure intelligence. Always changing conditions and following
trials as assumed by axiom {3} will make existing strategies and structures
unstable and cause innovation and reformation of both.

The last together with the first paragraph results to a    tendency       to        democracy    . If
one looks towards history, one would probably think that democracy and
dictatorship are two possibilities. And if one belongs to either the other system
would be future. This pessimism is not true as concluded above. The extreme
could occur, but lifetime will be short because of higher error rate.

Intelligence of structure can be increased as better as sub-structures have
possibilities        of       influence    (q) to super-structures and super-super-structures and
all beyond in hierarchy.

Totalitarian     regimes will show significant decrease of number of individuals,
which are members (with influence) of the structure.
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As higher the structure intelligence of the leader as higher the structure
intelligence of the group is. A possibility of increasing structure intelligence may
be change of leadership. The    leader        value    may be not of that much weight as the
member dependent part. This can be possible for complex systems. Only by this
asymmetry a single natural person is able to lead a structure of size of a national
state.

Structured systems have the capability to be error tolerant. This means that other
structure levels may correct errors at a specific level. For example erroneous
acting of government can be overcome by change of behaviour of people. This
way there is most times no need for structure change.

Where       can       intelligence              be       found?
A former common opinion were that only brains have intelligence and one can
find some only there. This may tell people, who estimate their own brains as
centre of world. With individuals forced by attraction to build groups this force
is an intelligence storage medium between them. As structures emerge the
structures itself are storage systems of intelligence. In the microcosmic direction
cells and even brain cells act as well. So one sees a very complex and all
including system of pertinent intelligence (27) , which must be true, because
benefit is generated overall. This may sound esoteric, but it is only deduced by
axioms, which do not have any transcendent meaning.
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Stability of a Structure (TS)
As more structure a system shows as more intelligence it will have. The repeated
application of the group and structure intelligence will show that every thinkable
sub-structure will have more intelligence as the sum of the included sub-parts.
But fine structuring to the extreme will not occur, because structuring raises
costs, too (33). The comparison of structure benefit and cost results to a stabil-
ity condition for a structure:

We define:

B: benefit
I: intelligence (capability to generate benefit)
A: time dependent activity

u: costs

d

d

B
t

: benefit rate

d

d

u
t

: cost rate

B t t t= ∫ I( ) A( )d

The stability condition is:

d

d

d

d
I( ) A( )

u
t

B
t

t t< = ⋅

We define further:

d

d

B
t

i : benefit rate of an individual,

IØ: average intelligence of individuals,
AØ: average activity of individuals.

The averaged individual benefit rate is:

d

d
A ( )Ø

B
t

I ti
Ø= ⋅

We have made the assumption of I as independent from time, what may be
allowed focusing small time periods.
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We set:

AG: activity of the group,

n: number of group members,
d

d

B
t
G : benefit rate of the group,

IS : intelligence of the structure

A ( ) A ( )G Øt t= n  41

The group benefit is then:

d

d
A ( )G

B
t

I tG
S= ⋅

Basic structure benefit is input:

d

d
ln( ) A ( )G

B
t

I q I tG
L Ø n= + ⋅ ⋅( ) ⋅

Benefit surplus is:

B B B+ G in= − ⋅

Further surplus results are:

d

d
ln( ) A ( ) A ( )G Ø

B
t

I qI t I t+
L Ø Øn n= +( ) −  = +( ) −I qI t I tL Ø Øn n nln( ) A ( ) A ( )Ø Ø

= + −( )I qI I tL Ø Øn nln( ) A ( )Ø

Benefit surplus has to be bigger than zero. With this condition one can find:

I qI IL Ø Øn+ − >ln( ) 0

I qI IL Ø Øn+ >ln( )

I IS Ø>

This was former stated after declaring axiom {2} mathematically, but is now
deduced by needed benefit surplus, if structuring shall make any sense.

                                                
41 There may rise the question, if the average value is a good description. The mathematical deduction

of this chapter is very similar to the one found at (66). But this reference is more exact by letting
individuals have different contribution. Comparing this my deduction is a simplification. If
number of group members are high, this is likely to be allowed and results should be the same. For
small groups this may not be true, but examination has to be done during further work.
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The cost rate a single individual has to pay for structure is:

d

d

u
t

Ui =

U: structure dependent variable, U ≥ 0.

The cost rate of the group is then:

d

d

d

d

u
t

u
t

UG in n= ⋅ = ⋅

The cost rate has to be smaller than benefit surplus rate:

d

d

d

d

u
t

B
t

G +<

n n nL Ø ØU I qI I t< + −( )ln( ) A ( )Ø

I qI I
U

tL Ø Øn+ − >ln( )
A ( )Ø

We assume that it is approximately valid:

I IL Ø≈

resulting to:

qI
U

tØ nln( )
A ( )Ø

>

or:

qI t UØ nln( ) A ( )Ø >

This is the    stability       condition        of       a       structure   .

This condition can be used to define a growth law for n:

n e Ø Ø>
U

qA I

We shall use this formula later in the chapter “Quantum Physical Discussion”.
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Concluding we find that a structured group is as more stable as the left side of
the stability condition increases or the right side decreases. One can tell this by
words:

• If activity of group members is high, the group is more stable. If there is a
reduced activity related to politics as today sometimes complained, the
political system gets destabilised.

• If costs of structure are reduced, the system is more stable. Totalitarian
systems may have low internal costs, because other people have to pay for
such groups, to which they are not members. Therefore costs are relative low
regarding produced benefit for few structure members.

• Increase of average intelligence stabilises the systems. For humans this means
education and public media are stabilising opportunities.

• If the group individuals have more influence relative to leadership, the
stability is better.

• If the number of individuals can be increased, the stability increases, too.
This may lead to violent expansion of states.
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 Individual Sight on Structures Above
 Looking on human structures there is the human as base individual and groups
of humans, which may be individuals on higher levels. For common application
the individual sight is meant as belonging to some base individuals, at what level
we ever want to start.

 

Figure 16. Individual Sight on Structures Above
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 The activity an individual can spend for contributing to super-structures has to be
estimated as constant over time and independent of number of levels of super-
structuring. If the individual is free, it may choose this activity only regarding to
own interests. This is not true if there is some forcing to contribution. The last is
found at least since taxes have been invented. The individual interests will be a
parameter to distribution of activity, but some external fixed base directions can
be assumed.

 Distribution of activity is found either horizontally regarding different structures
or vertically regarding sub- and super-groups of the same structure. Some
examples for structures are:42

• molecule, peptide, cell organelle, cell, organ, animal, mob of animals
• city, district, country, nation, nations union
• companies department, company, economic lobby, world trade association
• club, regional union of clubs, national union of clubs, world club union

 Further examinations only focus on vertical distribution. If a new level of hierar-
chy is added as highest super-structure, one can assume that such an operation
does not change activity for the whole hierarchy. Only redistribution of the
fractions of the fixed maximal value may occur. If quality of this structure does
not change much by adding a level, this assumption may be true. If quality
change is obvious, horizontal activity redistribution may occur, too. This possi-
bility is neglected during the following.

 We look at two different structure hierarchies now. The activities are defined this
way:

A ( )0 t : activity, which would be there without any structure

 A ( )i t : activity for structure level i

 A ( )j
′ t : activity for structure level j after extension

 A ( ) A ( ) A ( )0 i jt t t= =∑ ∑ ′

i=1

k

j=1

m

                                                
42 (52) tells by quantitative results that it is right to treat different structures equally. [L]
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 The costs rate U, which an individual has to contribute and is able to contribute,
can be assumed as constant. The last is true, because taxes can not be increased
endlessly. The first is true, because some stable conditions can be assumed
during not too long times. We define:

U0 : costs rate, which could be paid for all structures

 U i : costs rate for structure level i
U j

′ : costs rate for structure level j after extension

 U U U0 i
i=1

k

j
j=1

m

= =∑ ∑ ′

 If structure levels can always be described with the formula of axiom {2} above,
then self-similarity of structures is obvious. This is a standard property of fractal
systems. For simplification we assume now that q and IØ are global constants of
the structure. This may not be true for real structures, but this examination
should be done during future tasks. The results based on simplification may not
be blindly applied to real structures, but they will give first views of basic
functionality.

 IØ is surely different for any group, but letting base individuals have influence
on all levels ln(n) is the variant parameter and IØ of base individuals can be used
as a lower estimation for all levels. Structuring on higher levels will only
increase this value by involving higher sub-structure intelligence’s to averaging
calculations.

 The stability condition is valid for the sum of all groups of the structure, too. For
individuals this sum is even more important, because the need for a structure
change may only be obvious, if the sum of costs increases beyond the sum of
benefit.

 Now we place a new super-structure on top of an existing structure with
activities named by A. The new structure has activities named by A´. The
number of structure levels were k. After increase the new number of levels is:

 k + 1 = m.

 Placing the new super-structure has to generate benefit surplus. Therefore the
following is valid by using the simplification I IL Ø≈ :

 U t I qI Ii
i=1

k

L Ø i Ø
i=1

k

n∑ ∑< + −( )A ( ) ln( )i

 U t qIi
i=1

k

Ø i
i=1

k

n∑ ∑< A ( ) ln( )i
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 Now the next simplification is introduced: The activity for the base individual
should be equal on every structure level. This assumption is naturally arbitrary.
For the most cases we estimate that activity will fall with higher levels. But the
following calculations shall only show that stability condition keeps valid after
placement of the super-structure with this assumption. Improving this the result
will lead to another limit function for activity per structure level. It follows:

 A ( )
A ( )

i
0t

t=
k

 A ( )
A ( )0

j m
′ =t

t

 U qI
t

0 Ø i
i=1

k

k
n< ∑A ( )

ln( )0

 U qI
t

0 Ø j
j=1

j

m
n< ∑A ( )

ln( )0

 In this chapter our interest is to tell one solution of the stability condition for all
structure levels with the simplifications above applied. The increase of the ni  is
assumed to be exponential. Real systems naturally will not behave in such a
simple way, but at first approximation exponential expansion for example of the
number of members of city to region to country to nation can be found. The
dependence as mathematical formula is:

 n ei
i= 2Z

 Z > 0 shall be a constant of the whole system.

 Placement of the new super-structure means unchanged parameters of the
existing structure:

 n e  for all i ki
i= ≤2Z

 Placement of the new super-structure means expansion of the whole number of
individuals like change from nation to European union. The applicable
assumption is:

 n em
m= 2Z

 in a way that:

 n e  is valid for all i m.i
i= ≤2Z
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The stability conditions become:

 U qI
t

Z0 Ø
i=1

k

k
i< ∑A ( )0 2  and U qI

t
Z0 Ø

j=1

m

m
j< ∑A ( )0 2

 With:

i
k k +1

2i=1

k

∑ = ( )
 and j

m m +1
2

m k + 2

j=1

m

∑ = ( ) = ( )
2

 this results to:

 U qI t Z0 Ø k +1< ( )A ( )0 , with summation i

 U qI t Z0 Ø k + 2< ( )A ( )0 , with summation j

 Concluding we find that with

 U qI t Z1 = Ø A ( )0

 and:

 U1 0>
 it follows:

 U U U U U U0 k k +1 k + 2< < < … < < ( ) < ( )1 1 1 1 12

 If U U0 < 1 is valid, the stability condition is valid for all structure levels
assuming the simplifications above. Second the benefit rises proportional with
the ordinal number of the level. Third     one    solution of the stability condition is
exponential increase of the level members.

 Because A ( )i t  is a proportional factor of the stability condition, one can derive a
limitation for permitted fall of activity with the structure level. A ( )i t  may fall at

maximum proportional to i-1, if all simplifications apply.

 Probably a higher fall rate can be assumed, because all simplifications have been
a lower estimation. But the above can be determined easily. If one could find in
future that a fall proportional to i-2  is permitted, an endless number of structure
levels would fulfil the stability condition, because the infinite sum of activities
would converge to a finite value. Would it not be a horrible utopia?
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 Structures of 2nd Degree

 The Representative Constitution

 In the chapters before structure was at first degree, because only a single leader
and a group were defined by the base axiom {2}. No sub-structures have been
focused so far. Only at a level, where a group is build of base individuals and
where the leader is a single base individual, too, this description is detailed and
complete. For most cases the leading can be found to be a leader group. The
same way group individuals can be sub-groups of individuals. Therefore at most
cases the axiom formula is not detailed. But it is (as all axioms) always valid.
Dependence to sub-structuring should be found by examination of the value of
IL  and/or IØ. Focusing only first degree of structure has already lead to
interesting results, but all of them had neglected IL  influence by the simple
assumption:

 I IL Ø≈ .

 Now we are interested to better understand the influence of IL , which can be
replaced by the formula of the leader group. We get out of axiom {2}:

 I I q IL Li i Øi i= + ln( )

 I I q I q IS Li i Øi n Øni n= + +ln( ) ln( )

 The last formula has two logarithms and can be named as structure intelligence of
second degree. The leader group has been detailed described and has i members.
This may not be a complete description, because the i individuals, the n
individuals and the (Li-indexed) leader may be further sub-structures.

 A simple example for a structure of second degree is a club build from n
members and having i board members. An example for a structure of further
degree is a national state, which is build from n individuals, which send i
individuals as representatives into parliament, which elect government. If
government is described again as a group, one gets a structure of third degree.

 One can always assume the simplification that the i members are not included in
n by dividing intelligence and activity of a single individual into two parts
belonging to either part of the formula. Further n » i can be assumed. This lets i
to be neglected regarding n.
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 The formula above can be called a ”naturally” extension of the axiom formula by
new input of the axiom into a part of the base. But there is another extension
possibility. We can set:

 I I q q Is L l c Ø n= + +( ) ln( )

 with

 q q q= +l c

 The indices represent:

 l: legislative part
 c: citizen’s part

 This way one can show the difference of a structure with a leaders group (as
first) to a plebiscitic structure. To be more exact we have to write:

 I I q q Is Li l c Øn n= + +( ) ln( )

 This is compared to:

 I I q I q IS Li i Øi n Øni n= + +ln( ) ln( )

 For the plebiscitic structure only government and people exist. For the represen-
tative structure government, representatives and people exist. Focusing at the
representative structure people have submitted a part of their competence ( q l ) to
the representatives. This way intelligence of representatives can be extracted
from the term of peoples and not from the leaders group as before. But for both
cases the same formula results.

 We have been started from a standard formula and have used it for two first of all
different group structures. Naturally the variables do not have to be equal. But if
we further assume that formulas should for example show the same national state
first with plebiscitic second with representative constitution, then n and IØn

describe the same people and are equal in both cases. We change variable indices
now to better display the relations:

 I I q q Is g l c Øn n= + +( ) ln( )

 I I q I q IS G R Øi C Øni n= + +ln( ) ln( )

 The indices represent:

 g, G: government part
 c, C: citizen’s part

 R: representative’s part
 l: legislative part
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 If both structures should represent the same nation, we have to assume that the
government behaves equal in both cases. This way the following is valid:

 I IG g=

 For the plebiscitic case people have to do legislative tasks, which is described by
q l . The other possibilities of influencing structures behaviour will be described
by qc . For representative constitution only the last are left for people. The aim
for separating both parts was comparison. Therefore it is valid:

 q qC c=
 Both formulas become:

 I I q I q Is g l Øn c Ønn n= + +ln( ) ln( )

 I I q I q IS g R Øi c Øni n= + +ln( ) ln( )

 Whether representative constitutions are more intelligent as plebiscitic, would tell
the relation:

 I IS s>

 or

 q I q IR Øi l Øni nln( ) ln( )>

 Because of:

 ln( ) ln( )i n<
 this is not obvious. We shall further examine this relation later.

 The stability condition for a structure:

 qI t UØ nln( ) A ( )Ø >

 can be rewritten with the variable names used before. The first condition shows
dependence of the representatives group, the second shows dependence of the
structure for representative case and third for plebiscitic case:

 q I t UR Øi iiln( ) A ( )Øi >

 q I t q I t U UR Øi c Øn i ni nln( ) A ( ) ln( ) A ( )Øi Øn+ > +

 q q I t U Ul c Øn l cn+( ) > +ln( ) A ( )Øn
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 Comparable circumstances are only there, if the costs for both structures are
equal. Therefore it has to be valid:

 U U U U U= + = +l c i n

 The left civil rights coming from q qC c=  are equal. Therefore the costs for this
rights must be equal:

 U U U Un c i l= ⇒ =

 Now the representative and plebiscitic stability conditions are compared:

 q I t q I t U UR Øi c Øn i ni nln( ) A ( ) ln( ) A ( )Øi Øn+ > +

 q I t q I t U Ul Øn c Øn i nn nln( ) A ( ) ln( ) A ( )Øn Øn+ > +

 We want to estimate, which structure is more stable: representative or plebiscitic?
To get an answer one has to focus only on the unequal terms of the stability
condition. So we have to compare:

 q I tR Øi iln( ) A ( )Øi

 with:

 q I tl Øn nln( ) A ( )Øn

Now we do some estimation of the
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 ratio:

 A club may have 100 members and 10 board members, which results to:
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 A typical national state will have lower than 1000 representatives for
100.000.000 people, what results to:
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 A typical city may have 100 representatives for 1.000.000 of people, which
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 Because for legislative tasks the representatives activity is much higher than
activity of normal people could be, if representatives do their work as main job.
So the following applies:

 A ( ) A ( )Øi Ønt t » 

 Because of the special education and long experience of legislative tasks a
representative will have, and because it could be a sub-structure intelligence of all
the staff members of a representatives work group, the following applies, too:

 I IØi Øn>

 Because of the near local and personal connection, which representatives have to
government, the following applies third:

 q qR c>

 If this condition is met:

 
A ( )

A ( )
Øi

Øn

t

t
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I
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q

⋅ ⋅ >Øi

Øn

R

c

3

 then representative constitution is more stable and therefore generates more
benefit as the plebiscitic constitution. A real measurement can never be done,
because only one of the compared systems can be real. But it is very likely that
the last condition is commonly true. It is a heavy argument for the correctness of
the structure axiom that mostly representative constitutions are found in reality.

 Coming back to the not obvious better intelligence of representative structures as
seen above, one can state that ideas found by people during drinking in pubs
may be as good as ideas of their leaders. But the typical not acting behaviour
after pub visiting makes the difference, although communication in any way is a
first step.

 There is another very interesting effect of plebiscitic constitutions. Probably
because of long back leading history and proudly further done tradition people of
a well accepted plebiscitic constitution will have higher political activity as in the
case of other circumstances. If this activity is essential to keep the stability
condition true, such a nation will not join super-structures, because people of
that nation would have to contribute some activity to the super-structure, which
would result to reduced activity for the own nation with following destabilisa-
tion. A feeling for this effect could be a cause for people of Switzerland not to
join the European union.
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 Structures of 3rd Degree

 The blessings by forcing parliament fractions to equal voting

 Starting from the representative structure above we introduce a new government
group the ”natural” way:

 I I q I q IS G R Øi C Øni n= + +ln( ) ln( )

 with:

 I I q IG L G Øj j= + ln( )

 results to:

 I I q I q I q IS L G Øj R Øi C Ønj i n= + + +ln( ) ln( ) ln( )

 The chapter before has shown how important increased activity, intelligence and
government relations are to representatives and representative constitutions. The
same dependencies apply to a government group compared to people. But there
is a big difference, if the comparison of government is done to the representa-
tives of people. In this case there can not be found any significant increase of
activity, intelligence or prime minister relations in the way that representatives of
second degree, which give a structure of third degree, would have any meaning
to people. The same is true for all other structures of higher degree. Therefore
this higher degrees do not need to be examined.

 More over such structures are dangerous in the way that one institution might
block the other. If the high active representatives or government members get
frustrated, because they can not do the work their way any more, activity will go
down. But because activity is the most important factor to stability of the
structure, the system is destabilised by blocking.

 All constitutions have rules written or not, which shall prevent blocking:

• Government depends on parliament and election of another government
solves blocking.

• The most daily decisions are unblocked by disciplinary behaviour of fraction
members known as force to equal voting.

 The force to equal voting can be described by a different structure formula:

 q IR Øi iln( )

 is broken into:

 q I q IA Øk O Ølk  and lln( ) ln( )

 i = k + l
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 resulting to:

 I I q I q I q IS L g Øjk O Øl C Ønj + k l n= + + +ln( ) ln( ) ln( )

 By invention of a representative constitution it has been prevented that:

 q IC Øn nln( )

 has blocking influence. By forcing equal voting an oppositions group

 q IO Øl lln( )

 has been introduced, which has low enough influence to avoid blocking on this
level. A hybrid structure:

 I q IL g Øjk j + k+ ln( )

 has been build from the government and from the parliament fractions, which
support them. The stability of the system is at maximum, because the members
of this group are not dependent to external frustrations. This hybrid structure has
the properties of a structure of first degree and is in the simplest case identically
to the leader group of a political party.

 The hybrid structure gives the biggest part of the structure intelligence, which is
not directly contributed by citizens, because:

 j + k > l,   and g O Øjk Ølq q I I> ≈

 The hybrid group is more intelligent as the former structure:

 
I q I q I q I

I q I q I q I

L g Øjk O Øl C Øn

L G Øj R Øi C Øn

j + k l n

j i n

+ + + >

+ + +

ln( ) ln( ) ln( )

ln( ) ln( ) ln( )

 or:

 q I q I q I q Ig Øjk O Øl G Øj R Øij + k l j iln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( )+ > +

 because:

 q q q q q qg G O R g O,  ,  ≈ ≈ >

 and:

 I I I IØjk Øl Øj Øi≈ ≈ ≈

 By redistribution of members the more mighty term of the government has won
an increased number of members. The weaker term, which now only contains
the opposition, has lost members.

 All this functionality can be found in real systems. For this the validity of the
axiom is further secured.
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 Thermodynamic Discussion [N]
 At the chapters before all axioms and deductions have been made by using
physical methods. The most important point of view, which needs more
discussion, is the negative energy equivalence to intelligence. The argument for
this is that the system is always at disequilibrium. Therefore we have always
neglected some external energy resource. This lets us assume an inside and an
outside of the system as told in the beginning. But is not hunting ground benefit
such a resource? And is it not better to have more energy offered by nature
resulting this way to a more stable system?

 Let us look at individuals, which do no communication. They completely depend
to hunting ground benefits. A stable system needs a constant energy sum.
Increasing the energy input rate by nature does not stabilise the system. It gets
destabilised. More input increases the number of individuals proportional, if we
assume for simplification that biomass is a global constant for all individuals of
the species. Reduced input decreases the number and destabilises the system,
too. Stable conditions equal to a stable number of individuals are only the case, if
the rate of energy input is equal to a negative energy consumption rate by the
sum of individuals. This negative energy consumption rate means further that the
used negative energy multiplied by time results to the individual hunting ground
benefit.

 What about communication benefit? If individuals are allowed to communicate,
is this derived out of nothing? The answer is: No! Communication has only
meaning, if individuals do not exactly the same job and have not exactly the same
experience. Acting different results to different use of resources of nature. It is
obvious that a single individual can not use all possible offers the same way. But
working together with different other individuals results to a specialised pro-
duction of goods and to a possible general consumption. Every commercial
trading is therefore a communication system (35), (63). Communication benefit
is derived in the same way out of nature’s offers as hunting ground benefit, but it
is a possibility for an optimisation. The same conditions apply for communi-
cation benefit as for hunting ground benefit. There has to be an equal energy
input rate to have stable conditions and the surplus by communication needs
equivalent input by nature, which was already available before communication,
but was not used. But opposite to the first not communicating system there is an
intrinsic instability, because stimulation of ideas will result to improved
possibilities for a better use of natures offers. This way the used energy input
delivered by nature can be increased. If the total input is a fixed value, the
amount of unused energy input has to decrease with the same value. Probably all
optimisation has a maximal possible outcome therefore. But I think we are far
away on earth yet and almost all areas of the sphere bowl around our sun are
unused today.

 Is there not too much simplification? Above we have assumed a constant
biomass for all individuals, but we all know that this is never the case and
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therefore very arbitrary. But a variable individual biomass does not change any
results of our logical deduction to qualitative answers. It will not even change
quantitative results, if longer periods of time are examined. The only but impor-
tant help by simplification is that readers can follow the deduction of results very
easily.

 Simplifications are often used for other areas of theoretic science, but there has to
be a good explanation for doing so. Further doubts are always allowed. This is
as more valid as simplified results do not describe real systems efficiently.
Because this theory is in coincidence with many publications, one can assume
that the quality of the simplifications is not too bad. But a closer examination
should be done. The main argument for using simplifications is that they help to
a first understanding. For example in a previous version of this theory only
symmetrical first class conditions for groups have been examined, because I had
not got the ideas, how to interpret the more complex asymmetric possibilities.
The symmetrical system was defined by simplification. This was a needed step
for me to get important information and only after understanding this informa-
tion, it was possible for me to drop the symmetrical assumption.

 The Status Sum of Groups

 The best theoretic approach to thermodynamic results is using a status sum of the
examined system. Thermodynamic variables can then be derived by differential
operations upon the status sum. But this approach is more difficult, because the
status of the system has to be described in a certain way before. For example the
potential between individuals has to be known. Therefore it was not possible to
start the entire theory with this approach. Further we have to use very simplified
potentials derived from the chapter ”Simplified Accounts of Benefits (pV)”. The
much more complicated common results can not be handled this way in the frame
of this publication. One can doubt, whether they ever can be handled without
definitions of parameters (for example by analysing a real system).

 There are more difficulties, so direct copying of thermodynamic deductions is
not possible. All examinations of gases by thermodynamic theories need kinetic
energy of the molecules. Individuals do not have such a property in this theory.
They have instead some hunting ground benefit reserved, which can be under-
stood as some interaction independent potential. Using this reservoir for an
abstract movement to communication (including paying for telephone lines) can
be seen as playing the same role as some kinetic energy of standard thermody-
namics. The communicative benefit gives the interactive potential. Something
very similar can be found for standard thermodynamics, too.
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 A base assumption for thermodynamic description is ”weak” interaction. All
quasi-static deductions above have not in any way told a quantitative result.
Therefore we do not know, whether interaction is strong or weak, but the quasi-
static behaviour is not affected. Future dynamic considerations should be aware
of problems arising from strong interactions. In fact the economic experience
tells us hints that this interaction (and then surely every other communicative
interaction) is of the strong kind:

  A strong attraction occurs in the atomic core for example. The theory to describe
this is called “Quantum Chromo Dynamic” or QCD. The name was derived from
the “colours” which has been invented to define certain properties of the “quark”
particles. But more important to our considerations is that the strong attraction
needs so called “gluons” as exchange particles. The difference to others is that
they interact not only with the quarks but with themselves as well.

 What is the similarity to economics? As we have seen before the cause for
economic exchange is social exchange. It seems that nothing more is needed to
define it. But for support of the exchange and for a quantitative measurement
possibility of the exchange value humans have invented money. One can recog-
nise money as a materialisation of the interaction and therefore as a materialisa-
tion of the exchange particle.43 Interesting is that human properties include
meanness, what can be understood as attraction to the interacting particle and not
as a social relation. More over it typically replaces some social relation. It is a
poverty of description to explain poverty as a lack of money. The better
description is a lack of social relations and includes rich children, who have no
relation to the social environment, from which their parents have got their
money. Overcoming of meanness and solidarity with the other poor people, who
have really a lack of money, would be a very good strategy to help either. If a
high income is equivalent to the amount and value of the social relations of the
group or individual, there is no argument against it from this theory. The
possibility is a need for the emergence of leadership and for a successful
analysing of diversity. So please stop the popular demand of driving down
income of parliament representatives!

 For further deductions it is assumed that standard thermodynamic systematic is
useful. The status space is a needed property for the description. In this theory
this space has to be identified with the abstract distribution space of individuals.
There may rise the question, whether the abstract distribution space caused by
communication tools can be applied to the not interactive potential as well. The
answer is that if hunting ground benefits have in reality some origin, which
would be naturally described by another space system, a projection into the
distribution space regarding communication should be always possible. For
example food has typically some 2-dimensional origin naturally for humans. But
they need some regularly input of food all the time. Therefore it is easily possible

                                                
43 But I do not think that it is really identical.
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to transform the food origin to a timely input rate, which has the same dimension
as distribution space regarding connection time.

 Our definitions of group volume and hunting ground volume before tell that the
number of possible states of the system is exactly the number of individuals.
Here our standard method applies: As complicated any individual may be, at any
level of examination any individual is described as an entity of single variability.
Complicated sub-parts have to be described by some sub-structuring and
therefore by different levels of examination. The system as a whole is a very
complicated fractal structure, but simple methods can be applied to any level.

 The entropy of a single level is given as:

 S = k nln( )

 because:

 Ω = n
 is the status sum in our case.

 In a chapter before, we have seen the following formulas:
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 or:
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 This is the intelligence of a single individual derived by group interaction. We
define the intelligence derived on a single communication step as:
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 n can be defined using this entity as:
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 This way no explicit communication benefit formula is used and this formula is
valid for all possibilities.

 The maximal group volume is given, if group intelligence per step reaches some
metabolic minimum, because loss by metabolism defines a minimal needed
benefit per step:
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 If hunting ground benefit can always pay for metabolism and movement to
communication, the maximal group volume gets infinite. If hunting ground
benefit is of more value as any loss, then the maximal group volume gets
negative showing that reduction of hunting ground volume is possible. Only if
communicative benefit is needed for overcoming losses, the maximal group
volume has a meaningful value. If different benefit kinds are the case and not
every hunting ground benefit kind can be used for paying costs, the equation
above should only include the relevant amounts.

 The equation defining n by ratio of volumes and following of benefit parts can be
changed to:
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 This can be input into the group interaction intelligence formula:
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 With:
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 n can be defined using the group intelligence:
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 If ∆V  is zero and IG is bigger than zero, then n is infinite. In this case there is
steady communication and the not vanishing surplus lets grow the number of
possible communication partners to infinity. A stable system would have ∆V
equal to zero after a long time development. This seems to be a problem. But
assuming instant communication after crossing of hunting ground borders is
arbitrary. Dropping this simplification is easy, because using ∆V  always bigger
than a minimal value would result to an adjusted description without a need for
further refinement. In the case of a long timed, stable system one can assume
then that the movement to communication is done only because of searching in
the hunting grounds of partners. This tells that:

 ∆V a V= ⋅ n R

 is a justified definition. With a as a parameter of the species. n becomes as stable
long time value showing maximal population:
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 In the extreme case of a sparsely filled group volume the following assumption is
valid:

 V VG R » n

 n becomes then:

 n R

Ø G
G≈

⋅
⋅V

u v V
I

 The IG dependence is of interest, because the used energy input by nature is
probably of the same value. If one would look at the same volume populated at
different times by a different number of individuals, the energy input of nature of
value IG is very different, too. Therefore the last formula above shows the
starting phase of growth and the square root formula shows the later continuing.
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Growth the Cause of Death [B]

 The common “energy”-relation at the chapter “No End of Growth” told a linear
increase of IG with time. This would lead to time dependent growth functions
derived from above, which start linear and tend to become square root like. This
behaviour is coincident with the animal and man growth functions for the
biomass discussed in (73) . n has to be identified with the number of cells and
not with the biomass, but  a proportional relation is likely for young cell clusters.
One discrepancy is there in the long run, because ageing results to a reduced
biomass with time. But a wrinkled face tells that biomass may decrease by
ageing but there may be further growth. This can be a growth of cell volume
(sub-structure dependent) or a growth of cell number (super-structure dependent)
or both. Papers at “PubMed” (3) , (5) seem to prefer the first possibility
accompanied with an increased death rate of cells. Because birth and death rates
are not analysed in this version of the theory already, some lack of description
has to be assumed for ageing.

 If growth is the main cause for ageing and a partly destruction of cell content is
not possible without sacrificing function, then the found behaviour would be
logical. Functional parts of organs are always build by numerous cells of an
equal kind. Killing or not replacing some after normal cell death during ageing
keeps relative stability of the super-structure, but a lingering performance loss
may result. Otherwise the increase of cell volume and as well of the accompanied
“hunting ground” volume would lead to growth beyond the maximal group
volume and would result to communication problems following with sub-group
separation and no more symbiotic but parasitic interacting behaviour. One would
name this “cancer”. An included description of such a structure level interaction
by a later version could heal the explanatory lack of the mathematical theory.

 It is interesting that rejuvenation of plants is possible by cutting. But “lifting” of
humans only helps at few body regions. Only optimising communication
possibilities of cells can be achieved by health care, but immortality will be never
possible. Prolongation of lifetime needs reduction of input resources close to the
minimal level defined by the stability condition of first class for groups. But
falling below this level results as well to sub-group separation by deficiency
decease. It is well known that overfeeding as well as underfeeding increases the
tumour rate.44

                                                
44 For references please search PubMed at “http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov”. Because I estimate this as

already entered into common knowledge, I neglect the multiple references.
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The Thermodynamic Formula

 

A volume sparsely filled by individuals:

VG max

VG

Figure 17. Population a Short Time after Disturbance (Start of Relaxation)

 If a stable and completely balanced system gets disturbed, the number of
individuals typically can not follow directly, although it can be assumed that
short after the disturbance there will be another stability condition.

 The cofactors to IG of the status sums above are all independent to communica-
tion effects. Therefore using a first class condition or a general formula is not
important. The deduction could be done in the same way for any benefit rate,
whether communicative benefit is included or not.
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 If a system relaxes from a disturbed and sparsely filled status to stable (equilib-
rium) conditions, the following situation is given:

• Communication is a seldom process at start and therefore can be assumed to
be weak regarding hunting ground benefits.

• All parameters regarding hunting ground and movement costs are fixed.
• There is steady (energy) input by nature, which every individual can use,

although the usable input increases because n and communication benefit
increases, too.

• There is a fixed maximal group volume, which can be filled with more
individuals, if communication is a needed resource. Actual group volume
starts with a minimum and extends during relaxation, but multiple groups
would unify to a big at least. This allows describing all individuals by the
same actual group volume parameter.

• Pressure or better suction between individuals varies during relaxation and is
caused by the increasing communication benefit.

• If we assume that increased individual benefit causes directly production of
descendants, but does not increase individual properties, this behaviour can
be recognised as constant temperature and variable entropy. The same is true,
if biomass variability is of low meaning related to the number of generations
of descendant production.

 For this relaxation the thermodynamic formula given from the start of this essay
is the best description:

 d d dH T S V p= +
 where temperature and volume are fixed, but entropy and pressure are variable.

 Before in this chapter we have used only the pressure (suction) and volume
dependent intelligence parts. Effects of temperature and entropy would go
unnoticed and unused, if structuring would not occur.

 In all the chapters before we used quasi-static systems for description. No
dynamic development had been studied so far. Here we have seen that dynamics
could be introduced using thermo-”dynamics”. Doing so is outside the frame of
this essay and has to be done in future.
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A volume almost completely populated:
(Substructuring is neglected, but will emerge.)

VG max

Figure 18. Population after Relaxation
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 Quantum Physical Discussion
In the versions before there was questioned after the “Abstract“ a possible
expandability:

“Are there uncertainty relations either between group structure and benefit kind
or axiomatic and freedom of thinking or stability and creativity in the way that
you can not define both of them exactly? (It looks similar to Heisenberg´s in
standard physics.)”

This can be extended to the statement that seriousness and joking or happiness
and sorrow seem to have similar properties. The last two pairs are built from
parts, which are valued as something positive or negative for humans. Joking is
consciously done disorder but sorrow is disorder by external influences.
Consciously done ordering (for example by pairing) derives happiness. But
externally defined order derives seriousness. This shows that the individual
influence defines the valuing. Better democratic influences increase therefore
really the impression of happiness of the citizens. One should consider the US
American constitution regarding happiness of citizens.

Now I think that some explanation about uncertainty relations is possible and the
quantum physical property will be given very similar as it was derived by
historical developments. The simplificated benefit sums are mainly used, but
verbal statements give some generalisation.

The word pairs above can be categorised to be related to order (pV) and disorder
(TS) for always the left to right sequence. This rises the question, whether the
physical uncertainty relations can be derived from a more general procedure of
optimising effect (or benefit) accounts. The social and as well physical
experience is that maximising order (for example by freezing) or disorder (for
example by heating) are both not an optimal way of generating something
interesting.

For quantum particles one would maximise order by measuring the exact
position or the exact impulse. On the other hand such an operation would
maximise disorder of the conjugated other parameter. Looking only on the single
parameter the order maximisation deletes any disorder and vice versa. Such an
action seems to be like freezing or burning human fingers. You would not like
both very much, as well as quantum particles would like to be somewhere in
between. Both reactions must be a result of the impossibility to clear one part of
the two terms on the right of the main equation without maximising the other
one:

d d dH T S V p= +
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Although I never heard (or understood) such an explanation during my study,
the first and historical introduction that I found in (28) at pages 13ff show
exactly this meaning. The law found by Wien depends to disorder (TS) and the
Rayleigh-Jeans law depends to order (pV). In the following it is shown that a
similar approach as found by Planck is used dependent to the former formulas to
derive some interpolating function, which will lead to quantum properties. Those
historical laws relate to energy density, what is not the best variable to look at in
our case. Better suited is the individual number n.

At this time some consideration about variable signs is needed, because of the
assumed I ~ -T relation and because Planck´s historical quantum law depends on
temperature. In the whole essay we never really introduced temperature or
energy. Only in the chapter "Basic Physics" such a relation was remarked. All
done axiomatic and deductions can be understood to be "positive defined" and
related to the "inside" of the system. The used variables are therefore all positive.
Introduction of the relation to temperature changes the examining view to the
"outside" and is as well a change of system of relation. The complement to I and
more variables complements would change the sign but the formulas would be
valid in this case, too. ("<" and ">" relations may change to the opposite as
well.)

Because there is not already any relation between inside and outside by value,
one can define it freely for one pair of variables. Formula relations would then
give other pair values. Our definition is:

I TØ k= −

This definition will be used in the following subchapters and changes the
"internal" intelligence to something, which is "externally" defined.

To understand this "change of view" operation, one should consider freezing of
ice. We all know that this needs reduction of temperature and energy is removed
from the system. If you would further assume that water molecules would like
structuring and would applause to freezing, they would tell you that this energy
loss is a real benefit to them. After initialising some basic structure like some first
stage snowflake more freezing in a hurry would not be what they like. Some
energy input as well as further cooling would result to a system far from
thermodynamic equilibrium for some longer time and impressionistic snowflakes
can be built. Do they behave much different to people? [(84)]
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Deduction of Quantum Properties [Y]45

There is the implicit quantum property of dedicated individuals at any level of
examination as explained before. Therefore we do not need to introduce this
basic property. More interesting are the related dependencies of used variables.

From the stability condition of a structure we have got this formula:
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This looks similar to Wien´s law. It seems to be a good description for big n
values. One should remember that the exponential function is only a lower
border for n.

From the chapter before we got this growth function as stable long time
condition. Because of the needed individual interaction this equation is not only a
border to an extreme.
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We know there is another growth function, if other parameters apply, but
examination of results using the other have to be done during future tasks.

Therefore we use the given growth function, input the common energy relation
found at “No End of Growth” and use the species hunting ground search
parameter:
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45 A stimulated error correction at a central position.
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This looks similar to the Rayleigh-Jeans law, but there is a time dependency.
Defining some new function can reduce the formula above:
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This simple formula looks very nice. Remembering the complex integrals of the
chapter: “The Common Integral Benefit Sum of Individual and System (pV)”
one recognises the additivity of the hunting ground benefit and of the movement
loss. Influence of structuring costs is a multiplied factor of the formula above.
Remember further that the complex integrals were given by using the stability
condition of first class leading to some linear dependence to intelligence. Without
this assumption as done as well before a quadratic dependence of group intelli-
gence to individual intelligence would be the case and taking it out of the square
root would be possible in the same way, too. Therefore one can assume that
writing the simple formula by hiding all external dependencies in the D-function
is possible generally including the common description. But for further deduc-
tions we continue to use the multiple simplificated dependencies.

It looks a little strange that the time dependent function D is related to integer
values of n. But as well –T ~ I as n can be time dependent. Typically an
increased consumption of energy is needed to prepare an embryonic state. Later
the individual number increases by one during birth and release of the descendent
individual is accompanied by reduction of energy consumption of the parent
individual back to the starting value.

If the Wien like growth function as well as the Raleigh-Jeans like should
describe the same group first as subjected to leadership resulting to structure and
second subjected to group interaction, then both n values should be equal for
either case. This leads to the same argumentation as for standard quantum
physics. Both functions have to be recognised as good descriptions in the case of
many or in the case of few group members. For a general description a Planck
like interpolation is needed. But simpler as in the historical past only the addition
of the functions solves the requirement. Using the "≥" operator shows the
bordering property of the exponential function.

n e Ø

Ø≥ + ⋅
w
I t ID( )

Because of the benefit from both parts, they both contribute to a probable reduc-
tion of "hunting ground" volume. This way they both add to a possible number
of individuals.
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There is a minimum of this function. The conditions are:
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For a visual impression the graph of a similar function is shown below.

y e e x
1
x= + ⋅

Figure 19. y = exp(1/x) + ex

Because of the included exponential function the minimum condition can not be
solved directly. Therefore we consider different scenarios of the w to IØ ratio.
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0) w = 0:

In this case the minimum condition tells as well: D(t) = 0 and further: n = 1.

This condition is well suited to a solely operating individual without any group
or structure interaction.

1) w « IØ:

Because w is greater than zero, there is some structuring already there. Because
the main part of w  may be determined by the structuring costs U , one has to
assume that only a very small group contributes to those very small structure
costs. In this case a dedicated leader can not be supported and valuing the small
benefits from diversity have to be done by the group members themselves.

In this case 1 can replace the exponential function. Because the minimum for n is
searched, we know another parameter. If there is really some interaction, the
minimal n has to be equal to 2:
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For those circumstances the minimum condition would tell:
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but this minimum would show as well no interaction as case 0). Therefore the
minimal interaction has to be more than the function minimum in this case.

2) w ≈ IØ:

This condition tells that benefit from structure is enough to equal the contribution
of a single group member and paying structuring costs. Therefore a single leader
can be separated. In this case the ratio of both results to 1 and the exponential
function results to e. The minimum condition changes to:

D( )t
I

= e

Ø

The minimum of individuals is: n = 2e > 5 = 4 + 1. This case is equivalent to the
function graph above.

There is a very interesting effect by this leader separation. If the job of analysing
diversity was not done by the group itself before, the leader placement, which
operates like adding only 1 individual, seems to generate suddenly the benefit
amount of e individuals. Therefore it is likely that the leader occupies more
benefit for selfish use as the others do. This may be justified for paying structur-
ing costs, but opens possibilities of unjust cost and benefit distributions, too.
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3) w » IØ:

Only a big group can exist this way, because the structure costs exceed much
what a single member could contribute to the structure support. Replacing D(t) in
the formula for n with the minimum condition results to:
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Therefore a simplificated minimum condition can be expressed in this case, too:

D( )t
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Ø Ø

The last is equivalent to the pure group interaction formula without any structur-
ing as given before.

The "≤" relation tells further that by a timely increasing of benefit from group
interaction the following may occur:

• overflow production
• member increasion (including violent)
• sub- and super-grouping (reformation)
• structuring costs reduction
• increasing influence of members (qAØ) to the structure

This shows again the destabilising character of growth not only for groups as
described before but as well for the group + structure combinations.
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Uncertainty Relations

The minimal amount of group benefit given at the minimal number of group
members equal to two defines the minimal interaction. Using this condition
above results to an uncertainty relation using both definitions for D.
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All parameters on the right side are defined from the environment (including IØ
as remarked above) or are constants. If the parameters are time independent, one
can reduce the right side to a single constant. The remark for the common
integral sum as given above for D applies as well in this case for the right side of
the equation. Therefore the following, nice reduced formula will be valid in the
general case, too.
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The last is an     uncertainty        relation     identical to the standard quantum physical
comparing physical dimensions. But now time is related to intellectual
properties. Further the reciprocal value of the intelligence is the minimised
variable not the effect h as the first formula tells. Therefore time and association
capability are the conjugated variables. If time advance increases, association
capability will decrease. This assures a finite reaction effort to any event.
Consider this:
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If one would measure the reaction value by counting intellectual quantum opera-
tions instead of measuring reaction time, then equal events would need an equal
amount of intellectual quanta. But a high intellectual activity would generate more
quanta compared to low activity, what results to the psychological measurement
(impression) of a smaller amount of time past, although an external measurement
seem to contradict, but it is a different relation system. The external relation
system is the only one, on which people commonly rely. Therefore time advance
seems to be more rapid during high intellectual activity compared to low activity.
[ U ]

Because of the reality of those impressions for humans, the conclusion is that
intellectual time measurement is dependent to intellectual quantum counting. The
result could be expressed in a more radical way: Time and therefore as well age
depends on the intellectual activity during live. But this dependence would be
valid not only for nervous cells, but as well for other kinds. Therefore you
should not neglect sportive activity. On the other hand a high activity may result
to a higher repair and replacement need by a more frequent use. Where is the
optimum?
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Capturing the Mind

The combined formula of the number of group + structure members expands to:
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The left part of the sum is related to (TS) and the right part is related to (pV).

Benefit surplus from diversity (disorder) increases, if w  increases. Benefit
surplus from group interaction (order) increases, if hunting ground benefit is
nearly completely spend for communication costs and if association capability or
time increases.

For a fixed number n order is increased, if disorder decreases and vice versa.
This can be applied to the verbal descriptions named at the first paragraph of this
chapter:

          order                             disorder                  
• axiomatic freedom of thinking
• stability creativity
• group structure benefit kind
• faith hesitation
• inside outside
• consumption production
• pV TS
• seriousness joking46

• happiness sorrow
• own influence external condition
• elder people youngsters

                                                
46 There is a very complete description of psychological effects by joking: (26) . The following

summary tells, how tight in coincidence this relative old publication is to this book:
The simple seriousness – joking relation does not analyses details, but (26)  does. It seems that a
wit opens a complete substructure of the same systematic as deduced before. The two basic
principles of a wit are first saving of psychological effort (pV, pages: 34, 52, 96, 107, 120) and
second sense from nonsense or freedom of thinking (TS, pages: 34, 46, 52, 97, 103, 106, 107).
Further attributes are complementarity (page 101), dialog (the wit as a gift, pages 116 and 120),
non-linearity (more as the sum of the parts, page 110) and the uncertainty (page 107). The laughter
as a result of the wit indicates to my opinion the reception of a particle. The only critics, which I
have to tell, is that there is an unclear definition of “psychological effort” and of “energy levels”.
But a clear definition of “benefit” by the identity to a negative “effect” as defined by physics i s
only possible by a clear understanding of artificial information processing, which was not
developed before 1940.
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One can not maximise or minimise both parts of the pairs above at the same time.

The uncertainty relation above results to dedicated energy levels of interacting
individuals. Finding this behaviour all over nature tells that humans and other
complex structured individuals are members of the family of elementary
particles. This means further that our experience of the world by information
processing leads to granularity of reality and vice versa, because it is accompa-
nied with the ever lasting fight (or co-operation!?) between order and disorder.

Looking at the need for axiomatic (order) out of freedom of thinking (disorder)
we seem to turn in cycle deductions. It is as well true that we always shall get a
quantum world by using axiomatic deductions, as assumption of a quantum
world with following evolution (21) will lead to (in our case) human axiomatic
logic as a description tool.

Is there any possibility to escape? Before this chapter I always thought that
humans are able to break any endless looping and are therefore not like a Turing
machine47. But I have to think about it again.

More information about Turing like machines follows during the next main
chapter.

Quantum Energy Levels

To get some standard physical values we have to do the change of view from
inside to outside as described above. This means replacing inside variables by
outside variables.

I TØ k= −

The formula for n:

n e
-

Ø Ø Ø

Ø R R
Ø≥ +

⋅ +( )
⋅

+( )
⋅∫U

qA I
t

u v a o V a
I

2

1
1

1

χ d

needs to stay positive. Structuring costs U have to be replaced by some structure
dependent energy take out: -U´ . The environment looses the amount related to
the potentials to the consuming individual: -uØ´, -oR´. Association capability is
replaced by a reciprocal effect, which describes take out from the environment by
communicative stimulation: -χØ´. The square root dependence was deduced from
a quadratic equation above. The negative square root is as well a solution and has
to be chosen in the case of the outside view.

                                                
47 Turing has made evident that no machine, which functions by logical principles, can recognise

that it operates at an endless loop for stopping then.
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The change results to:
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One should recognise the change of the relational operator to "≤", which is
caused by multiplying the structures stability condition by -1. Clearing the minus
signs at the exponent does this implicitly.

The multiple scenarios above tell that the quantum energy values for small n are
simply:

E
T

n
pV k

n -1
≈

For big n the determining formula is:

n e  n kk
n
TS< = ′ > ⋅

′w
T E w T, ln( )

The sum for a specific level can be estimated to be:

E E E Tn n
pV

n
TS 1

n -1
n k= + > +



 ⋅ln( )

because the parts have a contrasting, asymptotic behaviour.

For a real value of E one needs information about the externally defined tem-
perature difference. But our suns surface temperature, which is around 5000K,
should give an upper bound. For n = 2 this results to:

E2
23 201 380662 10 5000 10= ⋅ ⋅ ≈ ⋅− −.

J
K

K 5 J

For the human environment this value probably may be two magnitudes less:

E2
2210≈ ⋅ −5 J

It is interesting to compare the energy of the base level of a hydrogen atom:

E1
1810= ⋅ −2.18 J
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Time Granularity

If we consider the effect quantum given by physical theories with the value:

h
2

Js
π

= ⋅ −1 055 10 34.

and extend this with the deduced energy quantum above:

E2
2210≈ ⋅ −5 J

then we get a relation for the minimal time quantum:

th ≈ ⋅
⋅

= ⋅
−

−
−1 10

10
2 10

34

22
13Js

5 J
s

It is important to remember that the intelligence = energy quantum is dependent
to some externally defined temperature difference. Therefore the values above are
something typically for humans or computers. For the last a maximal meaningful
operating frequency of around 5000GHz would result.

Let us consider actual assumptions of parameters short after the big bang (86):

T ≈ ⋅1 1032 K

at:

t ≈ ⋅ −1 10 43s.

The first parameter results to the energy quantum of:

E = ⋅ ⋅ ≈ ⋅−1 380662 10 10 1 1023 32 9.
J
K

K J

The temperature amount determines this minimal time quantum:

th ≈ ⋅
⋅

= ⋅
−

−1 10
1 10

1 10
34

9
43Js

J
s

This is exactly the same magnitude of time as was given as the second cosmo-
logical parameter related to the temperature at this time. I am very surprised about
this coincidence. At the Internet (80) I found the term “Planck time” for this
value and I assume that cosmologists have determined this time in a similar way.
But the important news from this theory is that one can never go further into the
past of the universe, because it describes really the first occurrence of a time
quantum, which is of this amount.

Going beyond the frame of this essay I assume that another uncertainty relation
can be determined, where the time quantum is directly given and not as indirectly
deduced as above. Today I have no idea how to do this, but I hope that the
indirect deduction results to stimulation of further efforts.
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Cosmology

There is another very interesting result, if intelligence is negative energy derived
from consumption. What is the energy sum of production and consumption? If
there would be no intelligence, cooling down would be much less effective.
Does standard cosmology count the right energy sum of the universe? If particle
radiation occurs by information processing, how does this affect the universe?

The negativity of the energy consumption tells that there is an equivalent
reduction of mass by Einstein´s law:

E m= ⋅c2

Which results in our case to:

I
m

c2 = −

The recent cosmological research needs the assumption of a positive cosmologi-
cal constant, which is equivalent to an anti-gravitation, to get theory in coinci-
dence with observations (47). Probably intelligence is the cause for this and the
homogeneous distribution all over the universe would tell that intelligence is
there over all. Further there are relations to the development of the universe. If
the universe expands endlessly, as is the common opinion of today in science,
then life or any other intelligent behaviour of matter would vanish at least (48) .
But this would directly affect the "cosmological constant", which would become
a variable, decreasing parameter, which would therefore loose the "anti-gravita-
tional" attribute proportional to the extinction of life. This may result to an
important change of expansion behaviour of the universe and the models have to
be improved. I can not tell today, what the future dynamics would look like by
applying this, but a closed universe could be reinvented.

If we assume that anti-gravitational communication is possible for every elemen-
tary particle, then structuring may be neglectable at start of the big bang, because
of the high temperature, but a single big group has to be assumed as well. In
parallel with expansion structuring would easily come by cooling down, but the
big group would disintegrate into many. At the end if temperature reaches zero,
there will be not any grouping but a high diverse structure made from pure
individuals, if expansion would really last forever.

My cosmological education is very small. But looking on the multiple shortcom-
ings of standard cosmology I feel that there could be some enhancement by a
thorough application of energy and time granularity as well as effect granularity
and further by anti-gravitational aspects of intelligence.
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The frequent use of "anthropological" argumentation by cosmology for example
at (38) tells that these arguments need a mathematical description. This book is a
starting point and for the future the observer's part can not be neglected any more
by the implicit assumption, that she/he is not a part of the system.

Parallel to my efforts there are theoretic, cosmological improvements already
done. (67) shows fundamental coincidence.
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 Minimal Information Processing

An Introduction

This chapter was included, because some of the readers may be not familiar with
information processing as it occurs in our artificial computers. Because they are
artificial, the principles are clearer and easier to understand as information proc-
essing in living beings. Nevertheless all those principles are defined by the same
basic rules. The extension to biologic functions is possible and will be done
later.

People, who have much knowledge about computers, may skip this subchapter.
But some recapitulation could be helpful for them, too.

Parts        of       a        Computer
Here we do not want to get into much detail. The main parts are:
• processor or CPU (central processing unit),
• memory,
• user interface,
• energy supply.

Because of the dissipative nature of information processing, as seen before, the
energy supply needs no further description. The user interface can be identified
to be something like sensorial and motoric parts of a natural individual. Today
there is much restriction compared to those admirable functions of live, but
development goes on. In the first chapters of this book those external sensors
were very important. Here we are interested in the remaining other two parts.

It is commendable that those different functions like information storage and
information processing are done with very similar constructed electronic base
modules. This is very common for most computer freaks and does not cause any
thinking about the difference. What a pity! In the chapter “Gender a Property of
Information Processing” you will get very astonishing and important news
derived from this difference.

Computers         Memory
In the following CMOS48 devices are shown. They are the least energy consum-
ing devices and because energy or better benefit (defined as energy consumption
multiplied by time) is most important to information processing, they are
favourable. More on those energetic aspects can be found at the subchapters
below.

                                                
48 CMOS is a short cut for “Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor”.
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DD Bit
i ii

Figure 20. Static One Bit Memory
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Functional Description
A detailed description of a single FET49 is given later. For now it is enough to
think about it as an electronic switch. There are two complementary kinds, which
have different voltage/current characteristic. One opens at a low voltage at the
control input and shows an arrow pointing away from the input. The other kind
opens at a high voltage at the control input and shows an arrow pointing to the
input line. The placement and connections are done in a way that always the
inverse voltage is switched to the output.

Suppose the line D contains some well-defined charge. If the charge is low the
corresponding field will open the third FET counted from the top of the graphic.
If the charge is high the corresponding field will open the FET at the bottom. In
both cases the complementary FET is closed. Therefore line /D is charged
reversed to the D line. Now the same procedure happens to the two complemen-
tary FETs above and the repeated inversion of the signal causes recharging of the
D line, from which we have started.

The two complementary, stable and static voltage connections are shown at the
next page.

                                                
49 FET is a short cut for “Field Effect Transistor”.
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DD Bit
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DD Bit
i ii

Figure 21. From Left To Right: The "1" State And The "0" State of The D line
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During introduction of the static one bit memory, we have found the simplest
logic unit, too. It is the inverter. As well the FET pair on top as on bottom of the
“Static One Bit Memory” are inverters. The scheme of a single inverter and its
truth table is provided here.

D /D

Figure 22. The Inverter.

D (Input) /D (Output)

0 1

X =

1 0
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This is a symbol schematic for an inverter.

Figure 23. Inverter Schematic.

The changing of the output voltage of an inverter depending on its input voltage
is shown in the next graph. 0 and 1 are the two digital logic states as commonly
used. X stands for an undefined state. This means that the input voltage is
between the switching points of the hysteresis. The logical state is preserved this
way. The equality sign “=” describes the behaviour. More on logic units follows
below.
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Inverter Hysteresis
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Figure 24. Inverter Hysteresis

It is a matter of the design of the FETs that wide areas of input voltages do not
change the output status. If the input is between the switch points, both FETs are
closed and the supply voltages are disconnected from the output. Therefore the
charge at the output is conserved. CMOS devices are very good in keeping the
charge. One could assume that a single inverter would be enough for the data
storage. If one neglects any loss in an ideal case, this is true. But charge is lost in
a real device, although the loss rate is small for CMOS. More important is the
loss by charge distribution during driving connected devices. This is a need, if
the stored information should be used in any way. Only the double inverter is
self-driving and can deliver further charge into the output, if something gets
connected to it. How this is done, show the next graphs.
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DD Bit
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Figure 25. Memory with I/O Unit
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For using some memory one has to contact it to the external world. The greyed
area of the graphs shows the storage part. This part could be multiplied for
multiple bits of storage. The white area shows the driver unit for external access.
Typically only one unit is needed for a single data line. In personal computers of
today the databus is 32 to 128 bits wide. If only memory chips are needed, then
this number is exactly the number of driver units needed on the memory side.
There will be the same number of drivers on the processor side. Compared with
megabytes of storage this number is very small.

There are more than only storage devices around, which are identified by special
addresses. But all have a small number of I/O driving units. Beyond defining the
applied chip device addresses are need inside the memory to access a specific bit
or bit group.

Another important property is the direction of information flow. One has to
specify, whether data is read from the memory or written to it. During the read
operation a back coupling to the storage is allowed. During the write operation
the output must be suppressed, because otherwise the incoming data may be
disturbed, if the logic levels are different. The following graph show two internal
lines named /Wi and /Ri. Both are only used for accessing this special bit. The
index i indicates that meaning. This lines are results of a demultiplexing of the
external derived address lines with following ORing to the external provided
global /W and /R lines indicating write or read access. The global /W line directly
accesses the I/O unit by suppressing data output from the memory during the
write and it is shown as a third new line. The dashes upon the names of the lines
indicate active low signals. Those signal levels are preferred by TTL50

convention. The both internal access lines connect the memory to the I/O driving
unit or disconnect, if another storage unit should be accessed. During the write
operation not only the external output is suppressed. The internal back coupling
is as well broken to assure that the internal D line is only prepared by the external
given D data.

For a proper operation the timing of the different signals is another important
property. For example the write enable line /W should be only active during a
period were data on D is kept stable and valid. But those considerations would
go beyond the scope of this introduction.

                                                
50 TTL is a short cut for “Transistor to Transistor Logic”. For elder so-called “bipolar” devices the

high level is less energy consuming as the low level. Signals, which do not change frequently,
should be made active low therefore.
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Figure 26. Reading, Writing and Internal Connections

It is possible to save some space by replacing the static memory by a condensa-
tor. This results to a higher number of bits per chip, but needs a little more
complicated way of operation.
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Figure 27. CMOS Dynamic Memory

The condensator has no direct back coupling. Therefore charge gets lost by time,
because of its non-ideal behaviour. Some refreshing is needed to maintain the
information. If the internal read and write line are get active together and external
data is disconnected, the graph shows a back coupling double inverter build only
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by the I/O driving unit. Doing so recharges the condensator to the logic level it
have had before.

Arithmetic        Logic         Units
An arithmetic logic unit (shortcut ALU) is the main part of a computer CPU. We
do not look on other parts of the CPU here. The other parts are less important,
because they only support the information processing operation. This operation
is done in the ALU. One can be more common if any information processing is
recognised to have similar but perhaps smaller properties. For example above we
have mentioned some demultiplexing or alike, which may occur by the address
logic of a memory chip or externally. Vice versa the CPU has some memory
parts as well for the direct access to operands.

The only difference of a CPU to some external logic is the always needed and
forced frequent operation by some clock pulsing, which can be understood as
information pumping. Typically the effects of information processing by the
CPU result to information pumping through external logic as well, but perhaps at
a lower frequency.

Before we have analysed memory in detail. Now only the processing of informa-
tion is examined. In fact there are only three base types of logic units needed,
from which every digital information processing can be build. The first is the
already known inverter. Its properties have been examined before. For now we
conclude that this logic unit has as well the properties of a memory, because
information is only complemented but not destroyed. This is important for the
next chapter, where some more properties will be decovered.

The two other logic units are the NOR and the NAND gate. The OR and AND
operations combine two input signals to one output signal according to this truth
tables:

OR Logic:

Input 1 Input 2 Output Q

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1
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AND Logic:

Input 1 Input 2 Output Q

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

A little more complicated measured by human understanding are the NOR and
NAND, because the output is inverted compared to the tables above.

NOR Logic:

Input 1 Input 2 Output Q

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 0

NAND Logic:

Input 1 Input 2 Output Q

0 0 1

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

The next meaningful but a little more complex and rearranged FET combination,
will be the NOR and the NAND gate not an OR or AND device. Another inverter
has to be placed at the output to get the true OR or AND gate.
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Q

1

2

Figure 28. The NOR Gate

At first look the NOR device seems to be similar to the inverter only some
duplication is done to a starting pair. But those extensions are not made in an
equal way and this is very important. One can recognise a parallel connection of
the two FETs at the bottom and a serial connection of the two at the top. Further
a useful input connection is needed for driving always two FETs but always one
on top and one on bottom.

The graphic above can be found in the literature (91) , but this way the device is
never constructed on the chip. First the “drains” equal to the Q outputs of the
bottom FETs are a single implantation. But more important is that never two
distinct serial FETs are produced. A single FET with a split gate works as well.
The graphic changes this way:
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Q

1

2

Figure 29. The Optimised NOR Gate.

If you think that those differences are only a matter of optimisation for produc-
tion, you are wrong! But please wait until the next chapter for an explanation.
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For completeness the same two graphics for the NAND gate follow. There are
no principle constructive differences with the exception that all is turned upside
down.

Q

1

2

Figure 30. The NAND Gate.
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Q

1

2

Figure 31. The Optimised NAND Gate.

The following constructions derive the AND and OR from the basic devices
above.

Figure 32. OR from NOR.
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Figure 33. AND from NAND.

A combination of three FETs has no meaning for a useful logic operation, as
shown in the following truth table. But this has meaning for the considerations in
the next chapter.

1

2

3

Q

Figure 34. Three FETs Schematic (NOR).
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No logic, no memory, partly NOR constructed:

Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Output Q

0 0 or X 0 or X 1

0 0 or X 1 X

0 1 0 or X X

0 1 1 X

1 or X 0 or X 0 or X =

1 or X 0 or X 1 0

1 or X 1 0 or X 0

1 or X 1 1 0

Dependent to the wiring of FET drains to the output one can recognise a badly
designed NOR or NAND gate. The last would be reversed upside down as
described above. Therefore an extra discussion is not needed.

The truth table shows that as well the memory property of the inverter has
vanished, as it is the case for proper operating logic units. But a distinct digital
logic operation is not recognisable, because of the possibility of undefined output
values.

Why is such a device worth any discussion? The reason is given by an optical
comparison of this badly designed NOR to the optimised NOR. This follows
later, because the introduction is not complete yet.

Derivation        of        Arithmetic              Functionality
With the base modules above one can build a XOR gate by complementing the
both inputs, ANDing them two times with the original other input and ORing
both pre-results to get the output value. An output of 1 would signal difference
of inputs. An output of 0 would signal equality of inputs.
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AND

AND

OR

Figure 35. XOR from 2 ANDs and 1 OR.

An alternative producing the same results and with an optimised number of base
devices by deleting of output inverters shows the following graph.

NAND

NAND

NAND

Figure 36. XOR from 3 NANDs.

Changing all NANDs to NORs results to a NXOR, what may be a cost-effective
alternative solution as discussed later. [R]
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XOR Logic:

Input 1 Input 2 Output Q

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

Adding     two bits is at first a XOR operation. By saving the original state of one
operand and comparing this to the result by another XOR operation it can be
recognised, whether a bit should be carried forward to the next significant bit
during a multiple bits adding operation.

Subtraction     can be based on addition by arithmetically complementing the
subtracting operand. The complementation is only a little more complicated as bit
wise complementation and named “the two´s complement”.

Comparison     is done by direct pattern matching (XOR) for equality tests or by
subtraction leading to positive, zero or negative results, what means bigger,
equal or smaller as indicators after comparison.

Multiplication     is only shifting up of operand bits and adding. The first is more
some memory operation as real information processing. This is true for all shift
operations, which do not destroy information. Whether information is destroyed
or not, depends on the significance of out shifted bits.

Division     is made from down shifting, multiplication, subtraction and compari-
son. It is the most complicated of the standard arithmetic procedures and it is
rather an algorithm as a basic operation.

One should consider the relation of memory and logical operations - for example
combined to multiplication - to the non-linearity of group interaction (pV).

All more complicated arithmetic expressions are derived by optimised application
of multiples of the former base operations.

Algorithms    are built from memory operations and arithmetic expressions com-
bined with flow control. The last means jumping around in program code and
not only sequential instruction execution.

The instruction code represents the very big, distinct number, which is related to
the informational entropy  (TS).
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Minimal Analog Computing

Above the digital world was examined, but for more complex situations like
biological individuals it might not be as easy to reduce all to some digital behav-
iour. Probably this may be possible in principle, but may be a too complicated
thing to do.

Analog computing has come out of fashion since the personal computer was
introduced, but some reinvention like fuzzy logic was a needed later approach.
All of the above-told digital principles and operation units can be generalised for
the analog world, too. To achieve this we simply replace the FETs with variable
resistors. Such a replacement in reality would typically need a gaining unit, but
those details are not of interest for the analog logic operation.

The       Inverting        Linear        Variable        Resistor
As for the digital examples logic analog operations need a complemented resistor
pair. The very simple behaviour of one is resistance proportional to the input and
for the other resistance inverse proportional to the input.

Q

D

Figure 37. The Analog Inverter.
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Instead of the inverter hysteresis in the digital world, we define the following
linear response of a pair of variable resistors to an externally controlling input.

Linear Inversion
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Figure 38. Transfer Characteristic of the Analog Inverter.

The other digital base units can be constructed in “analog” as well. The following
graphs show how they work.
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The        Linear         NOR
Instead of the digital simplicity a basic NOR like analog operation unit needs this
complicate description:
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Figure 39. The Linear NOR.

Assume mainly some FET gives the resistance with a more linear characteristic
as in the digital case, then using split gates for the serial resistance is as well
possible as before:

Q

1

2

Figure 40. The Linear Optimised NOR.
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This is a plot of the transfer characteristic depending to the two different control
inputs:
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Figure 41. Transfer Characteristic of the Linear NOR Gate.
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The        Linear         NAND
Instead of the digital simplicity a basic NAND like analog operation unit needs
this complicate description:
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Figure 42. The Linear NAND Gate.
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Figure 43. The Optimised Linear NAND Gate.
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Figure 44. Transfer Characteristic of the Linear NAND.

For the linear NOR and NAND a similar characteristic is recognisable as found
in the digital world. The first prefers the low voltage levels as output and instead
the second prefers the high voltage levels. It should become clear that similar but
surely fuzzy operations could be done as in the digital case. If any decision is not
a pure yes or no, but some feeling expressed as a value out of a possible range,
the analog operations are well suited. Whether the more complicated arithmetic
functions may show a meaningful counterpart in an analog world build from the
three base parts, is unclear to me today. But examination would extend beyond
the frame of this essay.
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An interesting property of the analog processing parts is that the behaviour
changes from being linear as for the inverters case to non-linear for the analog
logic units. This shows that linear behaviour can be always complicated to
performing non-linear, if the following prerequisites are fulfilled:

• Complemented operators support the base operation.
• Operators are “wired” together in a way that information is lost by

dissipation.

The last is fulfilled as well for the obvious digital case as for the analog devices
described above, because it is not possible to deduce the exact values of both
input states form the output value.51

The importance of non-linearity is given by the ability to self-organisation and
evolution, which requires non-linear properties. (21)

Following we shall explain, why the analog world is something of interest. But
introduction is now completed.

                                                
51 This can be expressed by mathematical formulation: ”The reverse function does not exist.”
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Properties of Information and Information Processing

Leadership       and         Minimal       Information        Processing
Leadership of electronic devices related to others on a chip can be defined as one
would define it for social relations. A leader has relations to many but the
individual relates to a single leader. By the way the “one to many” or “many to
one” relation is a characteristic property one has to define for relational database
construction.

As told in the chapters before there is some interaction between group members
as well as some between leaders and members. The difference already told is
given by communication frequency. Therefore the social system seems to be an
analog like generalisation with emergence of leadership out of the group.
Typically humans cut electronic devices from the possibility to change connec-
tions dependent to own decisions, what is a property of slavery.52

Probably you have got already a feeling for how to define leadership for
electronic devices during reading the introduction above. There the optical
comparison of the badly defined three FET NOR to the optimised NOR was
recommended. The difference of both is that in the case of the optimised NOR
the “many” bottom FETs are wired in an equal way to the “one” FET on top. The
last seems to have opened an ear to every subjected group member.

One may object that the information applied to the leading FET is not derived
from the subjected ones but provided externally. The argument is that in the case
of simple electronic devices like a single FET or a variable resistor the output
value is a direct and bijective53 result of the input. If social individuals act
bijectively co-ordinated to their decisions or willing, it is of second quality,
whether decision or willing is a pure internal result or is externally stimulated.
This way an output like connection to the leader shows as well their voting as
their behaviour. Further the chapters before have shown that always external
stimulation is a needed property for any information processing system.

                                                
52 There are commendable advances, for example: FPGAs or other during runtime programmable

devices [ (101) ] . Software fulfils as well the property of freedom of action and relation in
principle, but would need to be changeable dependent on decisions of the executing unit itself.
Something like this is implemented for most “Artificial Life” simulations using computers ( 2 5 ) ,
(45), but is very uncommon for practical computing of today.

53 Bijective behaviour means that the input can be derived without ambiguity from the output value.
Using mathematical formulation one would say: “The reverse function exists.”
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Energetic        Properties
Consider the CMOS one bit memory as described above. With the exception of
some parasitic loss there is only a very time limited current flow during change
of state. During the stable state the isolation of the controlling gates prohibit
current flow. One can be more precise by identifying the short current flow
during state change of a CMOS memory as a kind of information processing not
of information storage.

It can be told that information processing is always accompanied with dissipa-
tion, because some former information has to be destroyed. As long as no
informational change takes place storage media do not need dissipation. This is
surely true for books, CDs and most other read only media, but is true as well
for most not written but writeable media as tape backups or alike.

Above we have examined the one bit CMOS memory. Now the elder bipolar
flip-flop is introduced, which behaves similar but not equal.

Q Q

RS

Figure 45. Bipolar Flip-Flop.
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Contacting S with a positive voltage starts current flow at the left transistor and
prohibits current flow at the right transistor by back coupling. This initial state is
shown with potential indication.

Q Q

RS

Figure 46. Flip-Flop´s Initial State.
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After releasing of the S(et) input the back coupling from Q stabilises the left side,
too.

Q Q

RS

Figure 47. Flip-Flop´s Stable State.
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Contacting R(eset) with a positive voltage reverses the effect and the right
transistor would open. The both informational complementary states are defined
by a left or right current flow.

Q Q

RS

Figure 48. Current on the Left Side.
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Q Q

RS

Figure 49. Current on the Right Side.

Instead of the energy conserving CMOS system, always some current is needed
to define an informational state. This seems to be not a helpful property, but has
some positive effects to the maximal switching frequency of states. Systems
behaving this way are only of meaning, if energy overflow is high compared to
possible information processing and high frequencies of operation can not be
achieved otherwise. Energy consumption may be an important limiting property
for future desktop electronics as it is already for embedded systems.

The cause for the high-energy consumption of the bipolar flip-flop above is the
lack of complementary transistors. Although the NPN transistors shown have as
well PNP complements in principle, they are at most not used for standard
memories and digital logic gates. Because bipolar transistors have always some
current at the base input, which is functional equal to the gate input for CMOS,
the maintenance effect of complementary construction seems to be not an advan-
tage compared to higher production costs and smaller account of transistors per
chip.
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Whether complementary construction is really the main cause for energetic differ-
ences may be of question. The possible cut off of currents at two different, logic
and voltage states seem to be not possible in another way. But there is a simple
example, which shows the same properties for complete other circumstances.

Figure 50. Weight at Down State.

The picture symbolises a weight mounted to some rotation axis. We can define
the down and the up state.

This way mechanical information processing can be done. At least one of the
states consumes much energy during state switch. Further some anti-force is
needed to keep the system stable. Keeping as well a stable as a changeable
system may need an always energy consuming engine even during halts. Our
experience tells that this mounting is not very well done. The better solution is
trivial.
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Figure 51. Weight at Up State.

Figure 52. Complementary Weights.
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This system is stable during unchanged informational states without energy con-
sumption. But it is surely complemented. Even the energy consumption during
change of state is less than before, because no work in the field of gravity is
needed. Only acceleration, slowing down and friction loss consumes energy, but
this is true for the not complemented case, too. If external properties define a
minimal weight for achieving the function, which would be similar as a fixed
possible scale of integration on a chip, it is clear that weights have to be the same
mass for ether case. This would mean that the total mass of moved parts of the
complemented system is the double of the first. The same is true for production
costs.

It depends on the frequency of state changes, whether the complementary system
is really less energy consuming as the single weight system. The needed accel-
eration for a change can be defined by the minimal needed frequency of state
changes. For high frequencies and high accelerations the double mass is a disad-
vantage. For low frequency and acceleration it is not. Pretty the same behaviour
related to switch frequency and increased production costs is found comparing
CMOS to not complemented NMOS logic.

It is astonishing that so far different things like electronic devices and mechanical
weights behave so similar, if they are subjected to information processing. Are
there global properties around? In the next chapter the properties of complemen-
tary parts are more exactly analysed.

Metastable        States
As shown in the chapters before all information processing may lead to
metastable states of individual communities. But the operation of information
processing may have the metastable property, too.54 The mechanical example can
be constructed to show such a property.

                                                
54 Other metastable systems by “self-ordered criticality” or SOC are told by: (9) , (39) , (57) , ( 8 7 ) ,

( 8 8 ) .
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Figure 53. Metastable Mechanical Information Processing.

The picture includes now springs for fast acceleration of movement and pillars
for keeping the weights from going down uncontrolled. At first a stable state
should be given. The up weight is protected from going down by a pillar. Then
stretching the co-ordinated spring is possible and can be connected at the bottom
of the weight. After stretching the pillar keeps the weight at the upper position
and the spring keeps stretched. The weight at the bottom gets disconnected from
its spring. Now the system is prepared for a fast state change.

An infinitesimal small amount of energy may be used to turn the pillar and the
stretched spring will change the systems informational state. It is important that
the stretching time for the spring could continue much longer as the switching
time. This may be needed because only a limited power is available. After state
change the same can be done to the complementary weight. Further it is not
meaningful to apply such a system to the single weight example, because the
optimal operation needs a long time period for stretching, what would be not
available for the single weight system, because it needs high frequent changes to
have any advantage.

It is known that opening ion channels and former osmotic pumping in nervous
cells behaves similar. Again it is astonishing that similar properties are found
related to information processing for very different circumstances. One can
further understand why metastable states are needed for reproduction and
evolutionary information processing by comparing the metastable character of
states of the “von Neumann” apparatus referenced by (21).
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Gravity       as         Medium
As seen before the electromagnetic field is not always needed for information
processing. The mechanical examples operate in a homogeneous field of gravity.
This was an implicit assumption given by familiar properties of living on earth.

But our weights, axis, springs and other parts are all made of matter and the
dominating force between their atomic parts is electromagnetism. It is not
possible therefore to be sure that gravity is the only medium of information
processing for the mechanical examples.

Figure 54. Cosmic Information Processing.

Let us prepare an experiment in mind using a double star system with a single
planet.55 It is not important for this experiment in mind, whether there is any
possibility to find such behaviour in reality. The only meaning is that there is a
principal possibility even if probability is surely zero.56 [G]

The stable pictures of the stars tell the chosen property of space co-ordinates,
which are rotating along with the centre of masses. The distance of the stars shall
be variable. Surely it is not easy to see, how this can be done by some external
gravity, but again it does not matter for the experiment in mind. What is sure on
the other hand is that this change of distance results to dissipation.

                                                
55 As I have learned, the described system is very artificial. Elder double star systems do not have any

planets, because of the chaotic 3 to multiple body problem planets orbits are unstable and at least
after 100.000 rotations they got captured or catapulted out.

56 If you do not like this example, consider the statement found in (28)  at page 130: "The status
described by (the eigen-vector) 'u...(x)' has well defined values of the observable properties A, B,
C, ..., M. This is the maximal possible content of information, which we can have related to the
system." But the author does not define the term 'information'. What do we have? Ether there is an
identity of information and observable properties or there is at least a bijective relation. In both
cases the reverse relation or identity exists and any energy exchange of matter will be a kind of
information processing, too. If this is true for microscopic situations, it is as well true for macro-
scopic or cosmological exchange.  [#]
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Figure 55. Preparing a Cosmic Flip.

A planet flip occurs, if distance of stars is small and the planet is between them.
The change of distance must be therefore well timed to the planets position.

Figure 56. Dissipation for Stabilisation.

The complement state is reached.

Figure 57. Cosmic Complemented Bit.

Do we have gone any way further? The masses are still made of matter including
electromagnetic interaction at least inside the single star or the planet. To
overcome this all partners shall be neutron stars now including the “planet”.

Figure 58. Pure Neutron Star System.

The strong core interaction is the dominating force inside all three partners.
Therefore electromagnetism is surely neglectable. Nevertheless all former steps
of the experiment in mind can be done in the same way. It can be told that cosmic
digital information processing by gravity and masses may be at least not
prohibited. The rough arbitrary and artificial forced experiment in mind tells
further that this is surely not the way it can really happen. At the introduction
above an analog information processing systems was described. Considering the
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many value possibilities of masses, velocities, rotation frequency etc. all with a
smooth and never with a jumping value behaviour the analog operation principle
has much more likelihood to occur. Considering even the chaotic behaviour of
multiple body systems and the density in the middle of our galaxy the likelihood
of self-ordered criticality by some analog information processing can not be
estimated as zero. Astronoms have found a structured universe, without a satis-
factory explanation until today. Can you imagine, how it could happen by infor-
mation processing?

Let me end this by citing Lotka (57): “With extending knowledge must come
awakening consciousness of active partnership with the cosmos”.
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Gender a Property of Information Processing
[(WOF)*(*W)]

Basic Gender

We are starting from the simplest, complementary, artificial information storage
medium: a CMOS inverter. One recognises a female and a male complement
conforming to the definition given at the essay´s beginning. The inverter is
shown below as cut through the wearing chip.

During production of the chips base material (at most a one-crystalline silicon) it
would be very expensive to produce it with a possible minimum of pollution.
The cheaper way is to prepare circumstances that a pollution of an average value
is defined.

Pollution or dotation of semiconductors can be of two different kinds. One
would enhance electrons and is therefore named “n”-dotation considering the
negative charge of electrons. The other depletes electrons and is therefore named
“p”-dotation. The areas of dotation are shown in the picture below. The base sili-
con is p-polluted by production. Other structures have to be artificially imple-
mented by further processing of the electronics. The lines on top are made of
metal and are the voltage connections at both sides and the output of the circuit in
the middle. The controlling gate inputs are lying at top of the white silicon oxide.

One sees clearly that the production of the male is more complicated and more
expensive as of the female because the n-area requires an additional dotation
step.

p 

n+

n

p+ p+n+

n-channel p -channel

female MOSFET male MOSFET

Figure 59. Gender of MOSFETs.

Calculating costs and energy consumption during production processing this
defines the gender parameters. The difference of energy consumption can be
extended over time in mind, if always some repair may be needed to keep the
system functioning. The last is a little uncommon for CMOS, but clearly fulfilled
for living systems. Ageing is found for electronic devices, too, although no
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repair methods are known and used today. But inviting it would result to no
exception from the general behaviour.

This definition of gender is done for general application to complementary infor-
mation processing systems as stated in the first chapter. The production rules for
the female complement are the base system, from which the male is build by
some extra operations. The last results to always-higher efforts during produc-
tion and update for males compared to females.

Above we have learned that complemented (CMOS) information processing is at
most less energy consuming during operation as not complemented (bipolar)
information processing. The relative small amount of extra production costs for
males is the better energy saving strategy as not complemented production but
high dissipative operation.

Gender Difference Equivalent to Fermionic Systems 57

 Observing a couple of one female and one male individual one will typically find
extremely repulsive behaviour of either, if another individual tries to occupy the
same gender relation.

The quantum theoretical definition of fermionic particles needs a vanishing wave
function at space and time, where two particles with all the same properties meet.
This is the result of the addition of two equal wave functions. The behaviour is
known as the “Pauli´s Principle”. For example electrons behave this way
resulting to multilevel atomic orbits. Could it be applied to gender relations?

Consider the CMOS inverter with one female and one male FET. Now we
connect another female FET to the output. Doing so we have the possibility to
decide how to control the behaviour of the two female FETs. If both gates
(inputs) are wired together, both FETs will always act equal. In this case we
recognise no difference of the behaviour of the system compared to the former
inverter. A bigger single female FET could replace it as well. Because space
dimensions of the FETs are in no way a parameter to our considerations, it is
discovered that this was not a useful possibility for changing something of
importance. Wiring together of the female gates is not allowed for a real change.

The need of different control inputs by this extension changes the behaviour of
the system from being an inverter to the poorly defined NOR as examined above.
There is not much difference whether one of the female FETs is wired to the
male or not. The characteristic of the badly defined NOR as described above is
received, which has lost its memory property and gives no well defined logic
operation. Now the fermionic property is found, because the likelihood to find
useful information in the area of this device gets zero by adding a FET as
described.

                                                
57 This was not my idea! A quantum theoretical joke lecture was told by one of my physics professors

during my study years ago.
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Further we have to examine the difference between memory and logic units. The
CMOS inverter has the ability to store information. This was true for the bipolar
flip-flop, too. Dynamic-RAMs based on capacitative elements have this property,
too. As a quantum theoretical formulation one can say that information storage
devices have the likelihood equal or near to one to show significant information
during some representative time periods.

Arithmetic logic units on the other hand are devices, which typically have a
steady inflow and outflow of information. Further the number of input bits is
higher than the number of output bits. This is equivalent to information loss and
energy dissipation. Because of the always-changing information flow accompa-
nied with dissipation, the likelihood to find significant information at those
devices is equal or near to zero by integration about the same representative time
periods as considered before. Those time periods have to be at least a magnitude
longer as defined by the operation frequency of the arithmetic-logic unit.

Changing the CMOS one bit memory to a NOR or NAND gate, what only re-
quires re-routing of connections, changes the devices behaviour from a storage
device to a logic unit and the likelihood for finding some significant information
there falls from one to zero. The difference of those routings is that in the case of
a memory outputs of FETs with equal gender are not connected, as it is the case
for logic operating units. This is exactly equivalent to the behaviour of fermionic
particles regarding their residence probability.

Taking Over to Living or Other Super-Structured Systems

Looking on DNA sequences, we find the information recorded in pairs of
molecules (A, U, G, C). One is always bigger and has more atoms and molecule
weight as the other complement. The energy considerations for building them up
can be used as before resulting to females and males. Although there are two
different pairing molecules: AU and GC. As long as not a third molecule is
needed for the complementary stability, it is not needed to assume a multiplicity
of gender. Thinking about a super-structured AU-GC complement and gender
seems to make more sense. The describing differences are the association
constants caused by H-bridge bindings. AU is only around 10 times more stable
as other combinations, but GC is around 100 times more stable (21) . Therefore
GC is female by having a lower energy level as the male AU. Why not only a
single base pair was introduced by nature, can be understood by reading: (82).

Looking on chromosomes, we find that the female diploid set has informational
less content as the male set. Because duplication results to a redundant function
named homology, not a significant extra informational amount is given and
recognisable by expression. The extra male Y chromosome adds extra informa-
tion compared to the female set, although it was derived from a female X at most
but not at all by cutting. The energy considerations for female and male devices
as used before can not as easily as before be applied to biochemical gender
definition. If one considers informational content as the determining parameter
the individual with XY chromosomes is the energetic male. If one considers
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molecular weight of chromosomes as the determining parameter the individual
with XX chromosomes is the energetic male reversed to the microbiologic
definition. The informational difference is very small like a single switch. But the
extra operation started by this switch, as examined below, consumes really more
energy. Therefore using this option for gender definition is justified at best.58

The energetic consideration shows why female individual processes are the bases
for individual reproduction. It is much easier to duplicate the less informational
and less energy consuming complement and derive the other one, if needed, by
putting something extra to the process as to produce a more expensive individual
first and reducing it later. Even for the CMOS case the extension of the process
not of the already produced female individual is a need, because the n-zone has
to be implemented before the high doted source and drain areas can be placed.
Biologic systems seem to behave the same way.

For the CMOS example the difference of gender was given by the difference of
processes rather than by the difference of produced FETs. If one would write a
program for FET production, there will be one single parameter for determina-
tion of the type of charge channel (n or p). Depending on this parameter the
substances for doting are chosen and a jump over a command can be done. The
last would place a low doted area, what must be excluded, if the dotation of the
substrate is equivalent. Because chromosomes are the media for recording such
instructions for biological processes, it can be easily understood, why only a
very small amount of information may result to recognisable much energetic
difference of resulting products by different flow during execution of the same
process program. In fact recent studies show this behaviour for mammal, insect
and plant gender determination caused by the SRY or some equivalent gene by
suppressing other genes, which would suppress male development steps of the
female embryo (30) , (31) , (34) , (40) , (43) , (95) .59 Further at least for
mammals it was shown that gender determination starts shortly after conception
showing an increased growth rate of the male embryo compared to the female
(22). This all conforms to the energetic definition of gender. [H]

What the reduced focus on process programming can not determine generally, is
the result of a small microbiologic extra information. If this determines two
different flows of instructions of the same program, it could trigger the more
energy-consuming as well as the less energy-consuming process. It is only a
matter of the program itself, what the parameter produces.

                                                
58 The big difference between male and female animals determined by a small switch shows that most

of the information for differentiation has to be already there on the female X or probably on other
chromosomes. The switch only controls the expression. Further the individual specific properties
of gender of males may be at most defined by crossing overs between the both female X
chromosomes during the mature of the mothers egg cell, if they are solely defined by the X
chromosome.

59 The SRY seems to have more functionality as the described suppression of suppressers ( 1 9 ) ,
( 7 8 ) .
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Further it is not sure that a more energy-consuming process always results to a
more energy-consuming individual considering maintenance. If similar programs
are needed during the maintenance operation, this is true and this dependence is
very likely. But a sophisticated construction specialised for reduction of mainte-
nance costs is thinkable. If one likes to determine a male property out of a small
informational extra, it is not commonly sure that this results to an energetic male
process and produces an energetic male individual after execution.

As we have seen until now, gender can be defined on every level of informa-
tional complexity. The fractal system as defined in the chapters before can be
extended with gender equal to fermionic properties on every level.

Homosexual behaviour can be understood, if one recognises that the microbio-
logical gender definition may be not in all cases a predetermination for the gender
of the super-structured level of organisation, which is the human, animal or
plant. This is easily given, if we accept that information storage and processing
are the origins for gender definition. The kind of information processing is much
different on every level of organisation. An individual gender predefined by the
sub-organisation seems to be something arbitrary and artificial using this point of
view. That it is possible and successfully done for most cases, is one of the
beautiful wonders of live. But homosexuality regarding the microbiologic level is
surely nothing unnaturally.

The division of our body into symmetric half’s and the separation of our brain
into two hemispheres may have gender as origin.

Problems of family interaction can be understood, if gender is more frequently
recognised as an informational as only a reproductive difference. The fermionic
property is very useful to explain for example the daughter-in-law to the mother-
in-law repulsion. I am not sure, whether it is generally possible to determine the
information shared between a human female and male person, which should
vanish by an overlay of fermionic wave functions. But for example (55) tells
and I agree that there is some informational self-extension by pairing.

One can assume gender to be the cause for constitutional definition of the
frequent found two-chamber system of a national or super-national organisation.

The gender property is as well true for the cosmic flip-flop as introduced above.
A double star system is often build like a single star system from an aggregation
disk of dust, which have been separated into two centres. Because of the same
origin of both stars, they are rotating in the same direction. This result to a
female and male complement because the natural position of the planet will be
defined by co-rotation related to one of the stars and the extra energy consuming
state will be defined by contra-rotation related to the other star. During co-
rotation mode one self-rotation period less is needed to fulfil a complete star
rounding compared to contra-rotation mode, if other parameters of the stars are
equal. Typically the stars slow the planets self-rotation by tide effects and vice-
versa. Those effects are proportional to the number of rotations per rounding
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period. Therefore the higher self-rotation frequency per star rotation results to a
higher dissipation of energy. This conforms to our gender difference definition.

The considerations about cosmic information possibilities are of importance to
gender considerations, because the emergence independent of electromagnetic
forces assures that the fermionic property of gender is not in any way directly
related to fermionic properties of charges used mostly as a medium for informa-
tion processing.

Hermaphroditic Devices

For rare circumstances as for example a very pure, unpolluted silicon one-crystal
it would be necessary to put a p-doted as well as a n-doted area before the higher
doted source and drain parts. This would result to equal costs for both FETs and
an energetic difference would not be recognisable. But complementary function
is not lost. Therefore gender is there but can not be easily determined. This can
be defined as hermaphroditic.

Before we have already found another hermaphroditic device. It was the comple-
mented mechanical weight example. It is not possible to recognise any energetic
difference of the two weights. But what was the reason for this symmetry? It
was the typical but related to cosmic dimensions arbitrary assumption of a homo-
geneous field of gravity. Without such an assumption the system is only unstable
balanced at a single position between the logic states but unstable and unbalanced
at both logic states.

Splitting of Energy Levels

We can recover at certain circumstances from such a problem by introducing a
double complemented system, which looks pretty much like the CMOS one bit
memory.
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Figure 60. Mechanical Gender.

Because gravity increases to the bottom, the weights of the lower positioned axis
have to be smaller than the upper weights. To get a single inverter pair analogy
one should not divide horizontally between the main axis. Instead a diagonal
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pairing is needed, because those weights are moved in parallel.60 If the weight at
the bottom half would go down and would feel a higher gravity the correspond-
ing weight at the top half would feel the same and vice versa for going up.

The gender of the pairing complements can be easily determined. The females are
on bottom and the males are on top, because the males have more mass and need
a helping axis construction for preventing them from falling down. This raises
production and maintenance costs and equivalent higher energy consumption.

There is another interesting property of this system. For the hermaphroditic case
with a homogeneous field not only the two logic end positions were stable.
Every position between was stable, too. More over the length of the cable was
arbitrarily chooseable without loosing stability in any way.

The last is no more true for the example above, because the changing gravity
needs a balancing between cable length equal to definition of the logic positions
and chosen weights. If this is correctly done, then stability during the whole
movement is further only possible, if the attraction by the gravity changes    linear   .
This has more meaning, if we consider not only digital but analog logic. For the
last every position between the extremes has to be a possible and therefore stable
state.

For the general case of a quadratic diminishing of gravity the conditions for a
balanced system are:
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The variables mean:

F: gravity force of weight, m: mass of weight, h: height from the surface, f:
effective mass resulting to the gravity force. Indices tell      m     ale,    f   emale,    l   eft and
r   ight for identification.
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60 This depends on the use of cogwheels but mounting on the same axis would result to a left and right

sided instead of diagonal parallel movement.
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Only if both up weights and both down weights have the same position, a
balanced but unstable system is received. Weights and cable lengths do not have
any influence to change this. There seem nothing to be won comparing our
starting situation, but I like the example because of the similarity to CMOS
related to construction, because of the emergence of gender visibility and the
different behaviour for different field gradients, which can be assumed in mind.

For non-homogeneous and non-linear gravity it would be better to change the
construction this way:

Figure 61. Mechanical Gender 2
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The bottom weight will be always dominating, but change between two digital
logic states is possible. Gender is not lost or got invisible, but is now repre-
sented by the two axis, which may be constructed differently. The axis at top is
male and the axis at bottom is female, because the sum of weights is always
burdened to the top and the bottom axis is only needed for spatial fixing. It can
be constructed much lighter therefore.

Comparing the mechanical example with energetic electron levels of an atom we
recognise that the electrons of a single orbit but with different spins can not be
distinguished, if no external magnetic field is applied and internal magnetic influ-
ences are neglected. It seems as would the system be hermaphroditic. Applying a
magnetic field results to energetic difference of the up (parallel) to the down
(anti-parallel) spin. The fermionic, half-numbered spin equivalent to gender can
be observed this way. Contrary to the mechanical example above the magnetic
field does not need to have a gradient but have to be simply there. On the other
hand this requires a gradient of the external electric potential to derive a current,
which results to a magnetic field. The energy levels of the two spin-states change
proportional to the external magnetic field as well as the mechanical energy levels
of logic states change with the gravity field.

There is one lack of the last mechanical construction, because information proc-
essing is possible by changing the weights, but the two different logic states are
not recognisable, if both weights are absolutely identical constructed. For
overcoming this some marking of the weights by a different colour or similar
efforts are needed to keep the system useful. Because this marking may be again
subjected to different energy levels for example by different frequencies of light
absorption one recognises another gender system, which is this way introduced.
You should compare the AU - GC double gender system of the DNA as men-
tioned before.
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This figure shows a second gender system by placing different notches on the
former identical weights:

Figure 62. Double Mechanical Gender
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Gender and Leadership

Why do we not find only paired couples of humans or animals?

It is a parameter of the energy content of the system, whether pairing is an
optimal strategy or not. If the energy dissipation by a male individual is much
higher than by the female, it would be an energy saving strategy to have only one
male for several females in the group. Other males have to reside at a more
distant higher energetic orbit of youngsters compared to the female orbit, where
likelihood of survival may be less. This is for example true, if the hunting
ground conditions are less optimal outside the leader male + females hunting
ground. Many animal organisations behave this way.

Now we shall use the CMOS example above and use the male and female FET
definition. But you should remember that only the needed extra process steps
define the male. Following the given example an optimised NOR gate would be
equivalent to male leadership. An optimised NAND gate would be equivalent to
female leadership.

The optimised NOR/NAND gate could be extended to have multiple female/male
FETs and an equivalent number of inputs and male/female gate divisions. As we
have learned the fermionic information is destroyed for those devices, but using
the male/female as group leader results to an information processing system,
which may be extendable to analyse the diversity of the system and generate the
TS benefit, as described in the former chapters. By building this structure a
further energy saving but too fault tolerant system can be installed. A first
optimisation would be recording the statistical likelihood of input patterns. If
some of the inputs die, the most likely pattern defined by the rest of information
can be used. The recorded information and pattern predefinition by likelihood
can further be used to reduce the update frequency of external signals informa-
tion or to redistribute the frequency to different levels of signal importance or
priority. Now we have circled back to the first chapters and understood that
leadership may be a main cause for the emergence of learning.

Because of this benefit increase, which is at first only related to the leader, the
leader seems to reach a lower energetic level like another orbit of residence.
Higher orbits exhibit multiple possible residences for electrons with equal spin
equivalent to gender for the atomic case. The number of possible residences is
surely restricted as known for the atomic but as well for the NOR/NAND case.
For the last there will be some production specific limitation how many divisions
can be made to the gate of the male/female FET without loosing performance.

This way the fermionic system and information storing capability can be recov-
ered, because the leader on the lower energetic level is able to let its females be
paired with other males. This includes the males into the information storage
system, cuts the leaders gender relation to the females and raises a stable struc-
ture, where the leader has not to focus loss of leadership only because of gender
stimulated competition. Hopefully he would find his “First Lady”, too. This way
a simple logic device turns to a complete computer equipped with a dedicated
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processor and connected memory. This way a small mob of animals turns to a
human municipality.

For the CMOS example the gender definition can be reversed, if a n-doted
substrate is assumed. Further changing the polarity of the external voltages can
reverse the operation, too. For this multiple dependence to different properties
one can assume some further complementary systems. Such further comple-
ments are used for example for analog processing devices like operational
amplifiers but will be not examined here.

One recognises that the NOR is complementary to the NAND and it is surprising
that the optimised device showing male leadership has to be recognised as female
on the super-structure level and vice-versa because of the dominating comple-
mentary number of FETs. The emergence of multiple structure levels gets more
evident by introducing the gender property.

Female Leadership

The description above can be done using as well the NOR or the NAND gate.
The last was defined as female leadership. But observations of simple systems of
nature prefer the male leadership because of the energy difference by definition.

If microbiologic female leadership can be recognised at animal organisations,
there is sometimes a third kind of gender named „neuter“. The most individuals
of a population of ants or termites have not the possibility of reproduction.
Cutting them from this possibility saves energy during production and mainte-
nance, because no organs have to be built in those individuals for supporting it.
They seem to have lost the fermionic property regarding reproduction, but at the
energy dependent hierarchy they have lowest pV level. The leading queen will
show the lowest TS level. The relative position of both levels is for any
discussed case unclear to me and has to be measured.

Microbiologic male individuals of those species are often killed after they have
done the needed reproduction work to save maintenance energy. For spider
species they are sometimes eaten up to conserve the energy content of their
production, too.61 Where is the male energy level relative to the female in those
cases?

The answer is given by the amount of individuals a single microbiologic female
can produce during her lifetime. This number is magnitudes higher as for
example for mammal species. Therefore the reproduction organs show very
high-energy dissipation. We recognise that the microbiologic female individual is

                                                
61 There is similar human behaviour as I have learned. If the mortality of males is much higher as for

the females by environment conditions, female leadership and female dominated structure of the
population results. If there is a bijective relation between gender asymmetry of leadership and
mortality of males, then the observation of female leadership by externally forced mortality would
as well be a confirmation of internally forced male mortality by animals female leadership
prepared by other parameters for example by energy accounts. [C]
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the more energy-consuming individual described as a super-structure of cells.
Therefore she has to be identified as      male    on this level, if energy considerations
are the used way of gender definition. Similar properties can be found for
amphibians, where the size of the microbiologic females and the riding of the
males upon them tell the energetic male leadership of the biologic female
individual.

The neuter individuals are typically the energetic females. Microbiologic males
may not improve much the arithmetic device, which is for example the swarm of
bees, regarding information processing, because all needed fermionic sub-parts
are already defined without them.

The energetic definition of gender results to    always         male       leadership     and    some-   
times       reversed         gender    of animal individuals compared to their microbiologic
gender definition at least for not super-structured animal communities.

Is the last result bad news for our admired ladies? Is the author a despicable
chauvinist? I apologise to everyone, who feels hurt by these results. One should
consider that the hard feelings come from hard physical definitions. Even nature
seems to laugh about them by confusing male and female properties on different
levels of structure. The known several human group structures tell that such
confusion is as well possible for them. Therefore it is possible for a biologic
female human individual to behave as an energetic male leader at a super-struc-
ture. More over the considerations for a change from a male dominated logic unit
to a complete computer system as described short above tell that for the more
complicated computing system female leadership of sub-devices is a need to pro-
vide all logic for all arithmetic base operations as described above. But biologic
males may occupy those female leaders positions of the super-structure, too.

Now gender definition seems to be completely confused. But remember that this
is only done by unprecise, common human description, where an equal micro-
biologic to biologic to individual to leader gender relation is established by
common historical experience. The energetic definition is hard and precise and
describes as well all deviations from the common experience as the more likely
occurrence of the common. But what the reader should have learned is: Never
confuse gender definition by predefining any relation of gender
between different levels of structure!

It seems to be an ideal status to have all humans happily paired into couples. But
one should consider that human organisations need energy overflow compared to
energetic gender difference to get into pairing for all. Further it may be not
possible by free gender relations, because leaders will show always most
attraction. Some cultures have tried to overcome this by fixing gender relations
by parents. Some moral behaviour of leaders is at least needed to avoid struggle
and fights caused by gender competition, which may result to complete destruc-
tion. Using a leader couple as a defined constitutional element may be an
opportunity. American political culture has risen the „First Lady“ almost to the
same level as the „President“. But a real written definition is only found at
monarchistic constitutions. Who knows, whether it really helps looking on the
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last White House62 and United Kingdom63 scandals? We all are subjected to the
laws of nature. Those are extenuating circumstances.

Only pairing without harem building and extension of equal rights independent
of gender to equal distribution of leaders positions regarding gender needs
energy overflow and therefore control and reduction of descendent production.
Without the last always the maximal possible individual number would be
reached resulting to energy deficiency and asymmetry caused by gender.

It would be a very interesting future job to calculate the optimum of structure
intelligence, which may lie between maximisation by pairing and equal gender
distribution of leaders positions because of the better arithmetic capabilities
(IS ~ IØ  ~ -T ) and maximisation of individuals leading to more diversity (S).
We can assume that arithmetic capabilities may increase proportional with the
gender symmetry or may be bound to some power law regarding influence of
distribution space. But it is very likely that this law increases much faster with n
as the ln(n) dependence of the entropy. Therefore as more populated the earth
will be by humans, as more gender asymmetry regarding leadership will be
reduced and birth control will emerge. The observed tight binding between fights
for female rights and as well for free birth control can be understood this way.

Gender and Philosophy

Before this view the term “gender” was only biologically and socially used. But
our general method tells that philosophies based on “dialectic” like Hegel´s or
Marx´s can be recognised as using the same approach of complementarity as
gender does. The relation to gender rises the question, whether there is really the
stage of synthesis after thesis and anti-thesis. Even for this the gender related
“love” is the more informative term, because complementary operation is not lost
by this kind of synthesis.

The following view at the gender related development of children is helpful by
comparing other social behaviour later:

Although there is a gender difference of children already there after birth, the
child itself does not recognise it during the first years. One can really use the
term “neuter” for this phase. There need to be some communication capability
and social experience to recognise differences. Obvious to children will be a
deviating social behaviour including a visible difference, which parents support
for example by using different kinds of clothes. After this recognition groups of
children tend to separate themselves related to gender. During this thesis and
anti-thesis phase there is misunderstanding and resulting repulsion. This phase
helps working out differences and adaptation to adult idols.

                                                
62 The Lewinsky – Clinton affair is meant.

63 The multiple divorces of members of the Windsor family are meant.
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Start of puberty can be recognised by the first experience of gender related love.
But misunderstanding is not solved and it seems that it continues probably until
death. If it is based on complementary information processing, this ongoing
enigma is easily understandable. It is remarkable that during continued misunder-
standing love is nevertheless generated unconsciously.

Resuming to philosophy we recognise that such an unconscious help is not there
at super-structures, but rationality, science and consciousness are the tools that
we have. Some conflicts of the world may be solvable by consciously turning
from childish repulsion to adult loving of the complement. For examples relate to
the chapter “Religious Discussion”.
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 Three Questions
 

 The Validation?

      How       can       the        pV-       and        TS-parts        of       the       theory        be        validated?

 The theory describes at most things, which are already found by experience. For
example every child to parent relation has validated the property of unselfish
behaviour. But because this theory uses mathematical formulation, not only the
qualities of statements, but the quantity relations should be tested, too.

 The following reference list shows already done experiments or data collections,
which seem to be in good coincidence with the theory and can be seen as a
already done first step of verification: (4) , (13) , (25) , (46) , (52) , (60) ,
(61) , (73) , (74) , (76) , (84) , (85) , (89) , (100) .

 By searching the Internet for some articles in this area, I have found one very
interesting dissertation. Unfortunately the author is unclear until this issue: (88)
Stan ?: Chaos Theory and Evolutionary Models for Economic
Development Public Policy Thesis. This dissertation has many relations to
my theory. It analyses the policy of the 50 states of the USA. My opinion is that
it describes a stable group of first class. This paper describes tests of different
models and shows useful measurement possibilities. Further it shows many
related references.

 I agree to almost all statements and conclusions of this dissertation. The only
exception is the meaning of the tested ”Red Queen” hypothesis (92) , (93) ,
(94) . The result coming from data analysis is not a zero-sum game, as is the
meaning of the Red Queen. The results are only zero-sum deviations of quality
properties. The analysis has not shown, whether the quality of the states policies
as a whole increases or decreases or is constant. This way the data analysis
shows more likely the stability condition of a first class group of my theory not a
Red Queen condition. It is more likely that valued policy analysis would show
some quality increase of the whole over time, because this system is at non-
equilibrium, too. This measurement of the whole quality is not done in the cited
paper and would be surely much more difficult to do. But this does not mean that
the done work was easy.
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The       following       citations       found       are         most       impressive:

• Viewing states as agents (98) Waldrop, M.: Complexity: The
emerging science at the edge of order and chaos: ”These agents
might be molecules or neurones or species or consumers or even corpora-
tions. But whatever their nature, the agents were constantly organising and
reorganising themselves into larger structures through the clash of mutual
accommodation and mutual rivalry. Thus, molecules would from cells,
neurones would from brains, species would from economies, and so on. At
each level new emergent structures would form and engage in new emergent
behaviours. Complexity, in other words, was a really science of emergence.
(page 88)”

• ”Stable working systems may be hiding potential cataclysmic events (88).
• Earthquakes - Gutenberg and Richter (1956, (88)) - and sandpile avalanches

- (39) - show self-organised criticality and self-similarity.
• Change of a dissipative system: 1) disequilibrium; 2) symmetry breaking; 3)

experimentation; 4) reformation - (29) . Or 1) the point of singularity; 2)
transformation utilising radical strategies; 3) inefficient acting and experim-
entation; 4) resynthesis - (54).

• ”Something out of nothing? Order out of chaos? It defies our traditional way
of thinking.” (88).

From       this        dissertation       I        have       learned       some       important       terms:

• (9) Bak and Chen: Self-organized criticality or SOC:
 ”We propose the theory of self-organised criticality: many composite systems
naturally evolve to a critical state in which a minor event starts a chain reaction
that can effect any number of elements in the system. Although composite
systems produce more minor events than catastrophes, chain reactions of all
sizes are an integral part of the dynamics. According to the theory, the
mechanism that leads to minor events is the same one that leads to major events.
Furthermore, composite systems never reach equilibrium, but instead evolve
from one metastable state to the next.”

 At this time it is unclear, whether my theory describes always systems with
”self-organised criticality”, but it is very likely because of the incessant non-
equilibrium and because of the metastable phases defined by first class group
conditions at minimum.
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• ”pink noise”:
 (88): A double logarithmic graph of SOC shows log-linearity with a slope:

 0 2> − > −β
 Brownian noise on the other hand shows:

 − = −β 2

 the last means standard random noise. SOC-pink noise means chaotic ”noise”.

• dissipative models
 This term can be used for all non-equilibrium models. Something is needed to
keep them running, but non-equilibrium is a sure condition on earth. This theory
falls into this category.

 Other (historical) models are characterised by the terms: equilibrium or
deterministic.

• ”forced order” opposite to ”fractal order” (88):
 Forced order seems to be coincident with the communicative exchange of my
pV-chapters and can be seen as ”rules of symbiosis”.

 Fractal order seems to be coincident with the structural order coming from the
TS-part of my theory out of disorder.

 A Theory of SOC? - Whether Alive or Not?

     Are         many       systems        of       self-organised       criticality        describable        by       this       theory,       even       if
depending       to       the        unliving         world?

 As shown above the gender property is found as well at the unliving world. At
the following chapter depending to Dr. Sheldrake´s publications protein structure
building is described in a way consistent with the previous theory. (Whether the
proposed methods really result to the correct structure is not yet validated.) Many
other efforts have been done already to explain protein folding using microscopic
field theories for example: (37) and (71). As shown above SOC is the case for
earthquakes and sandpile avalanches (39) , (88) . Stan (88) cited some more
applications: (87) Sornette and Sornette: Self-organized criticality
and earthquakes: average seasonal temperature, annual amount of rainfall, rate
of traffic flow, etc.

 It would be some very interesting exercise trying to apply this theory of
information processing to the named situations.
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 A New Field? [O]

     Leads       some       attraction              force             in       a       theory       about        groups       to       a       field               property?

 This must be assumed, if one compares standard physical forces. All known
base forces are defined by a field property. Further fermionic systems have never
been seen without an accompanied field of interaction. I would not have gone so
far before version 2.x and reading of other publications telling field effects about
the living world.

 An old and (only) philosophical description was given by (23).

 Most impressive to me was: (84) Sheldrake, R.: The presence of the
past. He calls them ”morphogenetic fields” and most of his phenomenological
descriptions can be derived using this theory. Although I do not agree to all of
his conclusions, his publications seems to be very important, because they are
widely spread in public science and even because they are much controversially
discussed. Because of this importance I have following included a chapter of
friendly critics.

 Less important regarding popularity but much more important regarding precise
description is the field theory, which was already mentioned in (84): (90)
Thom R.: Structural stability and morphogenesis. This theory is not
easy to understand. But there seems to be no contradiction to mine. The
following cites show obvious coincidence:

• Although nothing is told about original forces, one can find at page 19f
something equivalent to the following statements: ”Association in mind is a
dynamic system describing structural stability.” My theory shows that
associations in mind result to attraction forces as possible field origins.

• At page 29 Thom complains that computability sacrifices structural stability
and sees this operation as something done by physicists. But I object that
nature does this by being not in any way infinite as mathematicians mostly
think. More over computational effects are the origins for structure building
as told by my theory, although stability forever may be really not the case.
This way the first cite is not paradox looking at finite times.

• One can find in this book at page 60 some justification for my approach using
an isolated view at every distinct fractal level: ”…it shows that the type and
dynamic origin of a catastrophe can be described even when all the internal
parameters describing the system are not explicitly known”. One should
remember that structure building occurs in my theory by emergence of
leadership caused by symmetry breaking, which has all properties to be a
catastrophe in Thom´s theory.

• At page 139 he complains the ”…irritating gap between energy and
information, which thermodynamically separates the inert from the living
world.” My theory tells that there is no gap, if equivalence of energy and
intelligence and fermionic properties of information are the case.
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Going back to the field property and considering Gutenberg and Richter talking
about self-organised criticality of earthquakes and (84) Sheldrake talking about
animals precognition of catastrophes in nature then assuming some field caused
by an attraction force of a SOC-system could give the reason for the precognition
capability, if animals have a sensor for the field. Then precognition would be a
wrong description and measurement would replace it. This may open some
testable conditions, if some catastrophes can be identified as not dependent to
SOC. Probably ”precognition” is not the case for those conditions.

Searching the Internet I have found that field theories are already there, which
show some similarity to mine, but are not related to macroscopic effects as mine.
Actual they are made for describing neural networks and alike. Some very
interesting and free sources available at the Internet are:

”http://ww1.elsevier.nl/locate/physa”
- Physics of Life, Econophysics: (10), (12), (33), (37), (63), (77)

”http://chimera.roma1.infn.it/GIORGIO/Lavori.html”
- Multiple documents from G. Parisi et. al.: (70), (71), (72)

A paperback is available as: (69) Parisi, G.: Statistical field theory.

Before the reading of the field related publications I had mainly completed the
pV- and TS-chapters. But chapters related to gender difference followed during
extension to the second issue and are stimulated by the field assumption.

Uncertainty relations, quantum and fermionic gender properties were clearly
described above and the last is always tested empirically during use of CMOS
computer electronics. If there are definable areas of fermionic information
particles, why should they not show a field of interaction? This would be
contrary to the experience related to electrons and alike and further seems to be a
contradiction, if one recognises that always wave functions are needed for their
description as well as for exchange dependent to uncertainty relations. You
surely would not think that a wave might have any meaning without an
accompanied field. [F]

Before this version I were afraid about the consequences such a field assumption
will have. The question arises, whether this force and field can be derived out of
the already known physical forces? We know that it is an interaction upon
fermionic information particles, which need to be related to matter but may not
depend on a specific known interaction. Further the description of the force
needs not the well know space as all other forces need. Only some abstract
distribution space of individuals is used, which may be highly influenced by
communication tools and may have different dimensions for different species.
Further it is not needed to have always some communication running to keep
group attraction, because of learned group membership, which may keep the
field during short times of spatial separation. Considering this one may assume
for understanding of this effect a     new      phenomenon of nature distinct form the
known standard physical base forces. Now you should know, why I were
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afraid, because some will tell: ”Si  tacuises, philosophus mansises.64” Fortu-
nately the references and stimulation's have increased to an extent that it will be
difficult to ignore or to reject it.

If there are already probably applicable field theories there, why has no one told
about a new phenomenon before? After reading the theories the only answer I
can tell is: I do not know! Some explanation may be that the theories are very
abstract. Further the intellectual level of the quantum theories is one magnitude
higher as my ”classical” starting approach and a direct application to reality is
sometimes not easy to see. On the other hand applications to things like protein
folding and neural networks are there. Further there are even different
approaches: Spin like, charge like, hydrofluid like and probably more.

All theories, which I have seen already, do some microscopic description. This
is true too for (63), although capital markets are analysed. Always only a limited
focus is used. My at most ”classical” approach is for much more applicable and
therefore as macroscopic as Dr. Sheldrake´s phenomenology.

It is clear that during future tasks field effects have to be examined. Unifying the
different microscopic approaches is a need, but can not be made effectively
without a ”classical”, macroscopic base.

The strength of an exchange field was given by the energy levels of the
individual interaction with the maximal value of:

E2
2010≈ ⋅ −5 J

This is given by pairing of two individuals. Compared to other energetic efforts,
which humans and other information processing systems have to handle, the
may be possible energy exchange by field particles of information is very weak.
But the relative strength is as higher as smaller the groups are.

The CMOS one bit memory needs some external electrical field to have distinct
energy levels given by the fermionic property. But metastable situations are at
most not constructed until today, because FETs individual connections are fixed.

Comparing LASERs metastable states there is a co-play of spin states and orbit
levels. Translation into information processing would then need a co-play of the
fermionic property with individual energy levels of communicative interaction.
Therefore fixed individual connections prevent metastability. This lack of con-
struction of today´s artificials results to no externally stimulateable information
change by reception of sent transmissions. But transmissions from them can not
be excluded. It seems there is not yet any receiver constructed. Human and
animal brains seem to do this kind of re-routing of dendrite connections fre-
quently accompanied with the sub-structure metastability of the neuronal cell wall
by osmotic pumping.

                                                
64 For non Latins: ”If you would have been silent, you would have remained a philosopher.”
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The metastable property allows to stimulate with a vanishing effort the execution
of a complex algorithm, but as higher the self-produced fields are, as more
difficult might be the amplification of information out of the surrounding noise.
Therefore humans may not be the best species for experiments. The “precogni-
tion” of earthquakes by animals, what was not reported for humans as far as I
know, may have this cause of difference. As described by an experiment
occurred at random65, but which may be easily repeated, meditation can be
understood as reduction of own field production, what would result to a better
possibility of receiving. This may be as well true during sleeping.

The probably possible stimulation of execution of specific algorithms would
need a way of information transfer by those particles. Therefore some frequency
or a sequence of particles with different frequencies may transfer the key
information. If every decaying information releases a particle, the sequence of
casting is defined this way by the sequence of instructions of the executing
algorithm.

                                                
65 A dentist and his wife are friends of mine. One day they had a patient, who prepaired hisself before

the dental operation by meditation. At this time the dentist’s wife entered the room, but both the
dentist´s wife and the patient recognised each other only many seconds after her entering resulting
to being startled by either. But there was no optical separation. [M]
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 Conclusion

General Results

 Few axioms have lead to many behaviours of groups and structures, which rise
at most spontaneous by individuals trials for generating optimal benefit. This
applies from cell organelles to a world wide super-group of nations. I can not
imagine any group behaviour, to which this theory is not basically applicable,
although some extensions may be needed.

 One simple conclusion out of axiom {3} is that re-comparison, re-calculation,
change of behaviour and innovation are always needed for both individuals and
groups. This implicates learning all the time, too. For adaptation of the theory to
real systems some distortion mechanisms could be helpful to simulate changes of
the environment.

Physics

The dependence of this theory to physical effects named “benefits” and the
quantum definition of a minimal effect as the minimal structuring system of the
universe tells that time may be some common experience but may be replaced by
only considering an existence of effects. Any time measurement system is based
on a frequent change of states by effects. Therefore time can never be measured
without the help of effects. This is true too for information processing based time
measurement by intellectual quantum counting. Why should time be any solely
definable property therefore?

Most situations on earth are pretty good describable by an assumption of time as
a physical variable. Further this description is helpful for the following universal
sight, too, but the most interesting result is derived by killing time as an inde-
pendent property.

The advance of time reaches zero inside of black holes in our universe (38) .
Emptiness66 can be understood in mind as having a zero mass and a zero
advance of time. If only effects are a basic physical description, emptiness
becomes unstable, because a minimal effect can be produced by any but limited
amount of energy equal to mass and an advance of time equal to zero. The effect
defined as energy multiplied by time would be as well zero in this case.

If such a minimal effect should result to production of a universe, the needed
property inside the universe is an advance of time greater than zero. This lets
energy and mass get a reality and evolution can start. But time advance inside
and outside the universe would be different. Starting with the first mathematical
chapter “Basic Physics” an inside and an outside description was introduced by
this theory.

                                                
66 Asian religions would name it “Nirvana”.
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The spiritual "inside" defined by information processing is therefore more related
to the "outside" of the universe as to its material inside.

It is not excludable that artificial production of universes is possible.67 If we
think about any elementary particle as a universe, this would be in coincidence
with this description, if time runs many magnitudes faster inside of them.
Examination of sub-parts of elementary particles, what is done today in science,
would typically result to examination of end states of those universes therefore.

As well as external visible decaying can be prolonged by acceleration towards
velocity of light. Examination at higher energy levels results to a better look upon
states before the end states resulting to structure of particles. Whether there is an
end of observation of sub-parts may be of question therefore.

External parameters of the super-universe would have homogeneous influence to
the sub-universe and would be not directly recognisable therefore. But the
change of universal constants, which some scientists suppose, could be caused
by the slow change of external parameters.

All individual organisations show something that was only known for
elementary particles before. But further they seem to behave more general by
allowing asymmetric attractions. Those properties and the sub-chapter "Gravity
as Medium" related footnote with its reference (28) tell that standard physical
quantum systems like atoms are nothing separate and that it is possible to define
any effect exchange of matter by a base kind named “information processing”.

                                                
67 This assumption is truly a speculation.
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Genetics and Artificial Life

 Optimal benefit production needs diversity. Therefore cloning of vegetables,
animals and humans is harmful. Nature has not invented only genetically
identical individuals. Assurance of genetic diversity needs analysis of diversity,
what needs information processing, what needs gender difference of leadership
of analysing devices. Therefore it causes spontaneous emerging of gender
difference. On the other hand programming the DNA to get more diversity is
much more reasonable for future optimisation of benefit.

 Some scientists are experimenting on artificial life. Probably some have found
artificial creativity already. But the main problem of useful applications is that
usability means at most trying to construct some slaves to humans. This way
never creativity can happen. Comparing fowls at a farm  to hen in an egg battery
one can recognise some structure of the population of the first, but none at the
last. The first have a cock and are in principle free to leave the farm. But they
will not go because of the food source and protection. This way they can
generate some own benefit mainly by gender relations, which are undisturbed by
humans. If on the other hand no own benefits are left, structure can not occur,
even if humans would not prevent it. Useful communication will occur in the
first case but not in the second case.68 This shows that pure slaves to humans
will never really communicate or show structure. This is equivalent to having not
any creativity. Artificial life has to be free to generate own benefits, if it shall be
any future reality. The fear may be justified that men eaters could be constructed,
because control must not be complete. But artificials could be symbiotic partners
to humans, too.

                                                
 68 Vocal emergency signals and aggressive behaviour may be there in the egg battery, but no change

of the situation will result, as it would be in freedom. If this behaviour would not be already
instinctively programmed, it would not emerge.
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Languages including German

The tight bindings between language and mind, which may have supported
German political radicalism in the past, and the attribute to be a “land of poets
and thinkers”, which may be a result of the complex language, tell that it is a way
of self-extension to know and use several languages.69 Non of them is suited
best for every job. All have their special preferences and short comings. This
tells further that one does not have to fear that the own national language
becomes extinguished by globalisation, although a relative easy grammar as
found in the case of English is well suited for the main exchange language. But a
lazy ignorance of other languages by citizens of English talking countries would
result to disadvantages to them. Because there are many cultural minorities in the
USA, the multiplicity of languages is an intrinsic property and may be a cause of
the worldwide success of this nation. Canadian language fights between French
and English can be understood, but the only way to go is learning and using
both. Distinct areas of main use are a possible way, but deletion of the other one
is a big mistake. Asian nations may have got their economic success by the
acceptance of English and other European languages as a working tool. The
reverse is not the case until know, but should be considered.

Please do not think that I estimate Germans as better people as others by writing
about the “land of poets and thinkers”. If there was any better performance in the
past, language may be one cause. But more important is the fractal geographic
structure of Europe, where Germany lies in the middle. First the fractal geometry
has lead to different cultures and as well separated as connected areas of national
development. This has supported group bordering and diversity as well as
cultural exchange. The nation in the middle will always have most exchange as
long as geographic distribution is close related to communicative distribution. If
there were any better performance of Germans in the past, this would have been
at most a result of the contribution by the neighbours. But the likelihood to esti-
mate probable benefits as solely developments was high and megalomania was
the result. Global communication, which is not related to geographic distribution
any more, cures this as I hope. [X*X]

                                                
69 I have fun, because the grammar checking system tells at this position: “Long sentence!”.
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Politics

 For developed countries the part of structure intelligence, which is dependent to
citizens, may be extended further by letting them have more influence, because
knowledge and education are high. This part can be a gold mine for benefit
because communication technologies of today allow more influence, but
constitutions have not followed yet.70 But one should avoid total plebiscitic or
often blocking systems. Even Switzerland is a mixed approach. The hybrid
structure seen mostly in reality has typically no real constitutional legislation.
This is done for keeping active influence of the opposition. With better technical
possibilities there is no argument (by this theory), why influence of citizens
should be treated in another way.

 The contrary regarding knowledge, education and technical possibilities is true
for low developed states. Probably there are not enough sub-structures because
economy is not flouring and/or depends much on foreign companies and their
relations to the leaders. The influence of citizens will be low regarding those
circumstances and tendency to dictatorial regimes is high.

 Looking on real structures few can be recognised as well defined regarding
stability. Most national constitutions have multiple institutions in the way that
blocking is not unlikely. One possible reason is that more frequent changes of
government may be an opportunity by increasing diversity. But optimisation
should be considered.

 Today all super-structures of nations are not well defined, because communica-
tion radius of the individuals is not big enough as well as nations leaders do not
maximise super-structure benefit, because it could reduce their own power. The
result is that no super-structure is defined similar to national constitutions.
Representatives working for super-structures are mostly representatives of
governments not of people. As seen above such structures of third or fourth
degree do not have much opportunity for the people. Such structures have
totalitarian flavour. The European parliament is a commendable exclusion, but
with not enough rights, possibilities and power. Already during 1995 I have
recognised a too high error rate in European institutions because of the missing
similarity to national constitutions. The crisis of the European commission of
March 1999, which has lead to complete resignation, is a confirmation. Chang-
ing only the commissioners will not help in the future. Only single indirect
representation of people is needed and the European parliament must have all
rights a national parliament has. This means election and dismissing of confi-
dence of a European government and other responsibilities without national
intervention.

                                                
 70 Some German countries have invented citizen’s votes to local legislative solutions.
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 The same is true for a world-wide super-structure. The UN is only some interest
representation of governments. As global problems increase the importance of
the UN will rise. The always possible blocking by vetoes of some states is not
helpful, but laying responsibilities only into hands of government representatives
is the main mistake. Changing this will cancel vetoes, too.

 The only way to let people identify themselves as group members of Europe or
the world without being propagandistic is letting them have influence to those
groups. It is clear that developed nations have to help financial and in other ways
to nations with less performance as already done inside the European union.
Arguments of economic feedback for such contribution can be heard from most
German politicians to help people understanding the financial transfers. These
arguments are true regarding to unselfishness and withdrawing in first class
groups and apply to the rest of the world, too. But rules of symbiosis (constitu-
tion, human rights) have to be well defined not only on paper but in practice,
too.

 The importance of communication technology has been shown before. I am sure
that the technical possibilities are there, so freezing out to a world structure will
occur soon. Probably the freedom of information generates some sub-culture,
which may have more chances to bring the world structure on the way as
politicians may imagine or even want, because they tend to construct super-struc-
tures in the way their own interests are and not the way people will have optimal
benefit. Doing so will be erroneous and harmful to politicians as well as to
people.

 Optimised sub structuring is a theoretical need in former Yugoslavia and all
cruelties are derived from the dynamics of this won possibility after long time
prohibition accompanied with propaganda before, during and after the change
[K] . But super-structuring will be there in the future, too. Our help should be
not only humanity, but as well education about opportunities of different cultures
and help for constructing a future democratic super-structure. Blowing up the
European union by letting eastern European countries as well as Balcanian enter
the union may only work, if a sub-structure level between nations and the big
union will be there.71 Probably it would be easier to build several super-
structures first and then integrate them into the next level. This will be appreci-
ated by the nations with entering interest only, if financial transfers will be as
high as in the case of a single big union. No one of the member nations may
think of the separation as a money saving possibility, although benefit result
should be higher at least (as ”hidden” result). On the other hand blind transfers
without influence to the use are unlikely. But influence of others may be only
accepted, if it comes indirectly by a super-group.

                                                
71 For me this is only a matter of the “ln(n)” effect. It should not be misinterpreted as an estimated

lack of qualification of nations with entering interest. Even the American secession war can be
understood this way.
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 A dangerous region of crises will be China. Although it seems to be stable today,
there is a volcano sleeping. The problem is that sub-structuring of such a big
nation is badly needed and will emerge. Developing this peacefully is only
possible, if government supports    and       controls    sub-structuring in parallel with
opening to free information flow. Keeping a super-structure for whole China is a
need and benefit, too. This should be enough reason for a central government to
allow sub-structuring. This is done already for economic areas. Probably the
civil servants of the communistic party at high levels are the less (and less
frequent) problem as the many lower positioned, low educated and perhaps
corrupt civil servants distributed all over China, who have to fear for their
leaders position and group membership in case of change to democracy. If many
of them will tend to dictatorial and violent behaviour, one will find China broken
and destroyed by civil war as Yugoslavia. One should never assume that a free
change from a totalitarian to a democratic system avoids violence and terror,
although there are some examples. A controlled change may have more chances
to avoid it. 72

 Remembering the second world war, the holocaust, adaptation to propaganda by
my family and expulsion of my parents the explanation of methods of dictatorial,
totalitarian and propagandistic systems is as well my personal need as my
personal contribution to make up world wide rules of symbiosis out of human
rights. The future wars will have to be fought by giving free and varied and
therefore non-propagandistic information to all people, which are cut from those
sources. This will be more important as any new weapon. Analysis of the
Kosovo war and later conflicts results to the realisation that yet no sufficient in-
formational strategy is there for accompanying military force or better for replac-
ing it.

                                                
72 I am pretty bad performing as a prophet. During our EU research proposal I predicted that

Milosevic´s regime at Serbia would last longer, because otherwise he would be in danger.  - OK -
The last has come true. Until version 3.3.1 I predicted that China will be the next region of crisis.
But the Near Eastern conflicts continue for longer. Therefore the actual worsen related to the attack
to the World Trade Centre, New York, can not clearly be counted as something new. The sequence
of conflicts is less important as the possible magnitude and solving the Near Eastern conflict will
be the base to solve all possible followers. Therefore I agree that this attack will change the world
significantly. Please help to avoid any future crisis by communication of alternatives. Hopefully
this book is a tool and prevents me from becoming a prophet.
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Religious Discussion [((15)(64)(103))]

Another concluding chapter praises god and the beauty of its73 world.

Summary of Religious Lectures Compared with the Book Content

0) The     Buddhism      is right, because an exchange particle defines a field and sens-
ing the field means using the 6th sense derived from spirit - matter interaction.
Annihilation of anti-gravitation (spirit) and mass (matter) can not be
excluded, but might be difficult to achieve, because both define different
spaces.

1) Strict      monotheistic    religions (   Jews   ,    Islam     ) are right, because anti-gravitation
will be described by a single exchange particle, which is likely to have
bosonic properties similar to photons. This means that they can be unified to
arbitrary big amounts, which one would name soul or god.

2) The gender dependent love is part of the system, because fermionic, comple-
mentary information storage and processing is the optimal, material prerequi-
site for spiritual exchange. Philosophies based on “dialectic” fall into this
category. Relate to the sub-chapter “Gender and Philosophy” above.

3) The     Christian     religion is right, because the trinity "father", "spirit" and "son"
defines allegories of "mystic", "gnosis" and "magic" or of "stimulation",
"idea / understanding" and "production / workout" or of "association capabil-
ity", "intelligence" and "activity / time" equal to χ, I and t. Without the
uncertainty relation derived from the three variables one can not derive an
exchange particle 1) and a correlated field 0).

4) The      Hinduism      is right, because groups develop to systems of approximately
equal social level and without this interaction an uncertainty relation would
not be derivable.74

5) All     polytheistic    religions are right, because they honour the variety of nature.
Without the entropy part an uncertainty relation would not be derivable, too.

6) The     Bahá'i    religion tells that all others can be combined.

                                                
73 The bosonic property requires the “neuter” gender.

74 Acceptance of different social levels of people seems to contradict to humanity. But you should
understand what the stability conditions really tell. Exclusion of a high performing leader may be
allowed, because others can not equal her/his contribution. But the reverse is never allowed. High
performing individuals always have to care for those with fewer possibilities, if those express the
need. The dynamics of the system opens all chances that you may find yourself at any level.
Prepare yourself not only to ascending but to descending, too. If your account of given love i s
significant, descending will not be a fall. Instead you will do it yourself consciously.
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From 5) and 4) results 3) and together with 2) follows 1) and 0). The differences
of the religions are only apparent by a superficial view and vanish by deeper
analysis. This way all religions complete the puzzle to a picture and not named
religions are included because they provide variety and gender.

Some clear gender complements are:
female - male, heterosexuality - homosexuality, Yin - Yang, thesis - anti-thesis.

Some complements may be:
Jews - Islam, Sunnis - Shi'ites, Hinduism - Buddhism, Jews - Christians,
Catholics - orthodox Christians, Catholics - Protestants and Islam - Bahá'i .

The pairs do not overlap much regionally and surely not historically, what justi-
fies the multiple pairing. There may be other possible pairings even at Asian
religions, which I do not know. A more detailed examination has to be left for
professional theologians.

Number Mystic

The order of religious categories by number as shown above is content related to
the given number. At the first list 2) was not yet included, what had shown an
aesthetic lack. I found the solution over night. At the next morning it cleared up.

For 0) to 3) there is no need for an explanation. 4) is typically the last amount of
individuals without defined leadership. Such groups are at most defined only by
group interaction. This population can be found even by looking at the S-orbits
of atomic spheres before the population of the first P-orbit signals some symme-
try break. Starting from 5) individuals (< 2e) leadership can appear and benefit
from diversity becomes clearly visible this way. One may consider that the sum
of categories with distinct attributes is 6 (> 2e). Therefore the combination may
wear the 6).

The variety of religions is a fundamental part of the beauty of the world, but it
seems to be a problem to define a religion as a leader of this group. Others may
feel devaluated. Therefore I propose to elect pure rationality to become the lead-
ing individual. The 7) would be its mystic number.

The religious categories build the facet eye to rational sight.

If some gender relation can be found for any of the six categories with distinct
attributes, the related individual number becomes 12 [S] . The enumeration of
gender pairs above tells that gender is not there only inside a single category, but
emerges by defining and crossing category boundaries, too.

Taoism      and     Confucianism      represent many people, but for me it is difficult to
place them into the system. There are aspects of pure rationality 7), polytheism
5), trinity 3), dialectic 2) and monotheism - Tao, T'ien 1). They seem to be
pretty nice mixtures but no contradictions and some others show mixed proper-
ties, too.
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My Confession

I do not want to prefer any of those individuals above and I would disagree, if
you want to replace any of them. Further I disagree to any transcendent reality. I
do not hope for any better later life, even if there would be some. If I could
prepare improvements during this life for others, I shall improve indirectly mine.

Decaying of the information incorporated into myself by dying and re-entering
the field this way seems to be nothing horrible. It could be that some other cell
cluster receives particles of my soul later, but an identical construction seems to
be very unlikely. Because any dying of a single cell would show the same
decaying and any newly stored information would show a reception a steady
inflow and outflow would contradict to a static identity.

I agree that suffering is a part of the world that should be avoided as possible,
but if the Nirvana would be the better alternative, why decayed it to matter and
spirit? Assuming that I would reach it, could it not decay immediately to another
universe?

I think that anti-gravitation can have direct influence to the world and it may have
a cosmic origin, too. But you should consider the very weak potential of the
field. Probably it can be amplified by a specific, yet unknown technique, but it
will be a big effort and macroscopic events are likely to be rare. Fatalistic behav-
iour forces the responsibility for activity to the weak field. This is not helpful.
The personal activity is a needed tool to make one worth to get help by the field.

You should not think that I am a very faithful man. True is the opposite. Before
the work for this essay, I would have disagreed to any direct influence by some
god. The only thing I believed in was the imperfection of humans. But I
respected always the Christian culture, into which I was born. I never left from
this religion and I shall never leave. If I would do this, I would devaluate it. If I
would enter another one, I would overvalue it.

Considering my search and efforts I have to state that faith is nothing but a pretty
successful method of energy saving. Second I ask you not to despise the hesitat-
ing people. It is always helpful to test existing knowledge. As far as I have
recognised, there was rarely complete discarding. More likely were and will be
further extensions.

My result is that I still do not believe - I know! - as far as scientific knowledge
based on axiomatic logic can tell. Because of the needed axiomatic, there is an
implicit relation to faith, but at a very simple level.

If any one intends to found a new religion based on the theory of this book,
she/he acts against my expressed will.
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Appendix I: Dr. Sheldrake´s Publications [D]
I apologise for citing the German version of the books (84) and (85) . Probably
the English version will be used for a later issue. Because of this deviations of
page references may be the case. Because citations are retranslations to English,
they likely will lead to translative deviations, too. But meaning should be
conserved, as I hope.

As I mentioned above the main phenomenological descriptions are similar to the
results coming from this theory. This chapter is meant as some friendly critic.

A Summary of The Most Important Similarities

Phenomenological similarities can be found all over this publications, but the
following citations of (84) show it most obviously.

page 24: ”Intelligent information processing has to emerge in the universe and
will not disappear any more after emergence.”
- I agree, because there is so little effort for basic symbiotic behaviour. After
emergence of this, there are so much benefit results and spontaneous events that
an end can not be seen.

page 84: ”shape is…structure of information”
- Information processing leads to structuring.

page 128 and 295: ”hierarchy of morphic entities…Holons”
- The fractal structures, which I have described, seem to be the same.

page 134: ”Chreods as epigenetic landscape” (96)
- As I have understood the set of chreods are the principal possibilities of
development, which are received by letting all variable parameters of description
take all of their possible values. Those parameters can be identified with all the
variables of my potentials.

page 150: ”morphic fields are fields of information”
- Nothing else has my theory described, if fields are really a property.

page 172: ”resonance communication”
- My whole theory is based on communication effects. If a field can be assumed,
then the field may have effects back to the information processing individual,
which produces the field. For this condition resonance is likely.

page 265: ”The brain is a communication system…”
- Nervous cells as most communicative species have been mentioned before.

page 275: ”…social groups are organised by group morphic fields.”
- If a field property can be assumed, then my theory delivers the field source.
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Some Critics and Extensions

The following critic’s show that I do not agree to all of Dr. Sheldrake´s
conclusions, but one has to consider that first the cited publication (84) is
relative old (1988). Probably something has been revised until now. Second his
argumentative position was weak, because he has seen real effects, but had no
tool for describing them efficiently. Most of his philosophical discussions can be
seen as very high educated but laborious trials to anchor where no halt can be
found. Whether my theory can deliver the tools has to be validated. If it is the
case, most of the phenomena, which he has shown, can be mathematical formu-
lated and described by very ”mechanistic” methods. Against such an approach he
had fought before. But this was not a principal disagreement. It was more a
search for alternative explanations as long as standard science can not do the job.
I would appreciate to see both counterparts to become one again.

page 138f: ”The concept of fields has mainly descriptive use, but is not an
explanation of cause…The original forces have to be identified in any single
case…-we know that none of this conditions is fulfilled.” (97)
- Wrong! This theory delivers the forces! The only need is agreement to the base
axioms but this is true for every scientific theory.

page 142: ”One has to drop the mechanistic view of reality for understanding of
the living things.”
- It is not needed!

page 143: ”Morphic resonance is different to other known resonance kinds…by
using no energy transfer from one system to the other.”
- Intelligence can be described as negative energy and energy exchange is the
case.

page 148: ”The morphic influence of organisms, which have lived in the past,
could be simply present for following similar organisms.”
- Two doubtful assumptions are included:
1) Fields are enough to use information, which was originated in the past.
2) Similar organisms can use the fields.
The first claim can not be finally validated now. My theory tells more about 2):
Who has access to information? Secure is that group members must have at least
partial access to information of the group and this information is transferred by
communication. Further it is possible, but not needed that group leaders give
access to more information sources to the group (or keeping this benefit selfish).
If democratic conditions are applied, then communication occurs over all
structure levels. For the ideal case information exchanges occur over all levels,
but this does not mean for sure that all individuals have access to all
information’s of the system. Those more exact, theoretical details lead to the
conclusion that for sure     not    similar organisms have access to certain information
of other levels. The only condition needed is that they are part of the system (for
example: citizen - national state or cell - animal). The exact amount of access
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needs a specific analysis for any single case. I think that an example is the
psychical dependence to cancer growth, which is sometimes found.

page 151: ”The rules of nature are seen as overall and every time equal…the
hypothesis of shape origin…uses the assumption of not fixed principles of
order…which are evolving.”
- Although this might be true, the assumption of variable rules of nature is not
needed by this theory to describe structure building. My theory does not leave
the common way of description. The fractal complexity is completely sufficient
to deliver enough possibilities for evolution of structures (and shapes).

page 165: ”There are morphic fields for structure shapes like the alpha-helix;
those are grouped by superposed fields to domains, and the whole field of the
molecule organises the domains to the characteristic protein structure.”
- I think this assumptions are right, if one can show that parts of the protein have
comparing and calculating functionality. This can easily be constructed as
follows:

One can assume an existing deformation of molecule parts as some kind of
information storage. Electrostatic forces of the environment have influence to the
electric charge of a segment. The interaction of the forced electric charge with the
existing molecule deformation is a comparison, which either results to a rotation
or movement of the segment in a certain direction or results to prohibiting such
change. This scenario is the same as the minimal needed information processing
for symbiotic behaviour as described in the chapter: ”Learning as Data Storing
and Post Processing”. The needed tools are one internal (stored) data source, one
external data source and one comparing calculation method.

page 166: ”This means that not all information, which results to conformation,
have to be included in the aminoacid sequence. Remembering the analogy of
house building…”
- I disagree that there is any need for further extern influences. The ”intelligence”
is there, if one can identify the simple comparing calculation (as above). The
house building example can not be used, because the forces conditions are of big
difference. If the deformation of a brick and the gravitational influence of other
bricks would be sufficient to result to a position change, then the conditions
would be the same and spontaneous house building would occur.

page 265: ”…which accepts the primary status of information above matter and
energy”
- If this theory would be validated, then there will be equivalence of intelligence
and energy and therefore of matter.

page 387: ”(leaders)…and they speak not for themselves, but always consider
benefit of the whole group.”
- It is too beauty to be real! Sometimes this may be valid. One should compare
the chapter: “Leadership and Structure” and the following.
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Communication       as        Source
Those statements mark how much my theory is in coincidence with Dr.
Sheldrake´s.

page 289: ”This does not mean that we can neglect the communication of
animals, which is mediated by senses. Morphic fields do not take the meaning
from them. They set up their structured and structuring frame.”
- My theory starts with communication as the source. Although if one assumes
fields and resonance, then it is a little unclear, who was the first: hen or egg? But
if one assumes that the field was first, why was any other tool needed? The
answer is given by considering the amount of effect/benefit (energy * time),
which can be transferred by communication or instead by the field itself. The last
is very weak, but the first can be an arbitrary big amount. For complex super-
structures the big amount is needed to provide the benefit source for sub-indi-
viduals, too. If sensitivity is prepared for example by communication the very
small effects of field resonance can result to macroscopic behaviour by
stimulated execution of algorithms.

page 290: ”For emphasising this again: The term of a morphic field can not be
seen as an alternative to the known kinds of interaction  and communication of
animals of a group.”
- If this is fact, then one has to conclude that morphic fields are mediated by
communication! An exchange with the author has resulted to some clearance: He
told me: ”Morphic fields are mediated by normal kinds of communication most
times. But if members of a group are spatially separated, then the communication
takes place through the morphic field.”

I agree to this statement, but one has to be more precise by telling that communi-
cation must be there first. Individuals  who are not already group members equal
to communication partners, probably can feel morphic fields, too. But the group
and the field have to be established first by communication.

Time             and        Space              Dependence
Those dependencies are very important for understanding of effects and for
description in mathematical ways. Because of the multiple found statements they
are collected here:

page 144: ”Morphic resonance uses some far reaching effects in space and time,
but this influence does not decrease with timely or spatial distance.”
- A very bold statement! But looking on human communication by modern
communication tools there is some quality like the statement tells. In fact the
theory uses only some abstract space for optimal description of individual
distribution. Forces and, if applicable, as well fields have only meaning around
communication radii in this space and this space do not have to be identified with
the standard physical space. On the other hand dependencies to time and
(abstract) distance exist.
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page 187: ”10% of the animals of the following generation have shown
anomalies and 20% in the second generation…in the main experiment: 2% and
5%.”
- There have to be assumed at least some decrease of shaping influence regarding
to distance of other animals, because otherwise all flies of the world would had
influence, which would had lead to not significant results.

page 231: ”Children…by starting speaking a language are in morphic resonance
with people, who they hear talking this language.”
- If timely and spatial unlimited morphic resonance would be the case, all
humans (and probably other kinds?) would talk the same language! The most
important thing is the communication, which in this case delivers information
about the most important communication tool itself. Effects of resonance, if
really transmitted by fields, can only emerge between communication partners
(or near by regarding distribution space).

page 273: ”For such resonance dependencies to distance would have no
influence.”
- No! With my theory communication is needed. This defines clear (but variable)
distances of effect. In this frame a field effect may be reasonable.

The main problem of those statements is that they are not precise. But if the
author could have been more precise a mathematical description would have been
already there. Exchange with the author resulted to my following opinion about
his semantic: Quality of the deviations of the fruit fly experiments or for the
language case or for others is enough to have only resonance and field effects
between the deviated individuals. If this is true, then the following questions
arise: Why is the coupling by the ”normal” or by the majority of individuals of
less weight as coupling by modified individuals, although the majority behaves
yet very similar? At which point of deviation will decoupling to the majority
occur? Is there a smooth decrement of coupling to the majority or not and if not,
why?

All this questions only arise, if field influences are timely and spatially
independent. If one would object that group membership has to be the case, then
time and space dependence is a need by communication. After established group
membership a spatial separation may result on the other hand to no field change,
if this does not change the abstract individual distribution or takes place during
short times. Time and space independence could be there in this narrow frame,
but those and other properties of the field, if it exists, are not already described
by this theory.
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Homage

Although critics seem to be long, there are only few in account to the whole
content of the book. I recommend reading it and its followers, first because of
the deviations to my theory, but mainly because of an example of an courageous
scientist, who would never accepting some lack of natures description.

The benefit for me will be enormous, because Dr. Sheldrake has fought most of
the battles before. Although his weapons have been blunt, one can talk of some
fan community around his ideas. This shows that many of the battles have been
won. Prof. Thom´s (90) contribution is a much more precise description, but is
nevertheless blunt by lacking original forces and further has risen the problem of
a very specific description language, which has protected the author from many
attacks, too.

The next chapter is something like an autobiography, but Dr. Sheldrake´s book
has encouraged me again to do this. It is because the main situations and
conditions, which I have had on working this theory out, were already described
by his books (84), (85) and I was very astonished about that.
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Appendix II: Chronology of a Theory

Some Few Personal Dates

I have studied physics and have got an academic degree, but I did not work in
this area! My main areas of work are process control systems, something very
much dependent to information processing.

At page 12f of (85) Dr. Sheldrake tells that a non-professional approach may be
reasonable!

Chronology

First stimulation of thinking was reading (14) at random at a store for books at
Munich in 1994. This book told that interacting people have more value as the
single. This was a little poorly defined. One had to assume they have more value
as the sum of the single, and if this is true, why should it not be possible to
formulate it mathematically?

The main personal event was a dream! I would never have told this in a
publication, if not Dr. Sheldrake would have shown similar events at page 314
and 328 of (84) for several other scientists. There are elder descriptions of
dream effects around, too (53) , (57) . The dream occurred during vacation in
1994. Only some weeks ago, I was fallen in love with my later wife Sigrid. The
dream told that structure levels of the Federal Republic of Germany have
logarithmic    dependence. You are right, one should have other dreams under
those circumstances. But probably this was a result of self-extension by pairing,
which I mentioned at “Gender a Property of Information Processing”. [Y]

During 1995 I built the first theory. Back looking I can tell that most parts of the
TS-chapters had been completed. But at this time I did not recognise a TS-
similarity. More astonishing is that in this first theory, I did not even know about
the meaning of the logarithmic dependence something, which is very easy to
understand! After some exchange with my friend, Dr. [N] , he told me to look
into (36). Now the meaning of the logarithmic dependence had cleared up.

In the following years I had spread the theory to more friends, and received no
principle disagreement. But no interest was found in publication media or alike.
Further there was much to do for the main job and theory was a little neglected
and was asleep.

Something changed reasonable in late 1998 by reading some public science
newspapers randomly during waiting for a dentist [M]. There was some
information about ”The fractal hospital” a concept, which was developed by the
institute of the authors of (99). Now theory was awake again.
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After reading of (99) I found many relations to my theory but formulated some
critics, too. The first telephone call in early 1999 to Dr. [J] was a very important
event. First he was not angry because of some critics. Second the friendly and
encouraging discussion had stimulated more ideas. At this time I thought that the
TS description could be given by more basic rules. Because we both had agreed
to meet in March 1999, I was very busy on preparing something better.

During some influenza infection I had a little more time working in bed. During
this time I realised that some similar exchange force as for gravitation or
electrostatic could be derived by a single and simple base axiom.

The later considerations were mainly done to integrate this new realisation into
the already done TS-part. But I did not succeed. At least I thought that both parts
should be of equal value and of separate meaning. After this assumption I got
conscious about the similarity to:

d d dH T S V p= +
The theory was basically complete before the meeting. It was clear that some
validation has to be done further. At this position I want to thank Dr. [J],
because without his stimulation half of the theory would not be there.

Few days later I joined a seminar, which taught the new parameters of the 5th
framework for development and research of the European commission. I was
interested for some information technology project because of my main job about
process control systems. At random I found some information about calls for
proposals in the area of human relations. The worst parameter was the date of the
deadline for the first call: 2nd of June.

There were many mostly organisational problems to solve, but the proposal for
validation and expansion of the theory was prepared in time but evaluation
resulted to rejection. But the communication with the partners was worth the
effort. [(EDPQIL)(*EDPIL)]

Short before proposal submission one of the partners, Prof. [D], told me about
Dr. Sheldrake´s publications.Very late before the first issue (version 2.4.1) I
have found Prof. Parisi´s field theory and others papers by searching the
Internet.

The exchange with Prof. [L] was most important for my self-assurance,
because of his friendliness and partnership.

Dr. [N] was the reader, who produced the most feedback. The chapter
"Thermodynamic Discussion" has extended the quasi-static description by his
stimulation.

The exchange with Dr. [O] lead to stimulation of my assumption of morphic
particles, as he named them later.
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Until this time the similarity of gender to fermionic systems was already told by a
joke lesson of a professor during my study, but the reason for that was not
cleared already. Probably the particle assumption [O] and surely the told similar-
ity [W] stimulated the chapter “Gender a Property of Information Processing”.
Considering the easy derivation of the fermionic properties only by closer
looking at trivial electronic devices makes me wonder and makes me question:
Why have    I    found it? Every physics student of today after the pre-diploma has all
the possibilities to find it, too. You are right, if you doubt that my faculties are
something extra ordinary. An explanation may be my experience in software
programming. This experience tells that the most difficult bugs to find are those
of the very simple kind, because your mind runs into very complex scenarios but
never takes time to look at the things, which are taken for granted.

This doubts and the exchange with Prof. [F] made me think about the relative
value of a single person to any, including scientific, authoring. This stimulated
the following appendix: “A New View of Authoring”. One may ask, why it is
needed to break the rules of a long time done tradition of scientific publication.
The question includes the answer. It is always a possibility of advance to check
the value and benefit of standards. This way my behaviour looks more like an
artist as like a scientist. But art has one big advantage: Nobody needs it really. It
is only nice to have. Therefore breaking rules and taboos does not hurt others
efficiently. This may not be true for authorship standards and I apologise to
every one, who probably feels hurt. Only communication can overcome this and
your ideas may be better. Please tell me about them.

Few days after sending a previous version to print, I had to cancel this, because
another chapter “Quantum Physical Discussion” was ready in mind. The starting
point was again some dreaming, where the correlation of order and disorder and
of related human feelings was analysed. I had to note something in the middle of
the night. Because the income of my firm was zero for many months, I hope for
some pause of the external casting.

Although there is much further work to do, the main parts seem to be complete.
Two days before I have written the previous paragraph. Now I have the chance
to sign some working contract for getting some income again. Who ever
organises the fortune, I have to state that the timing is pretty good!

Some system bug prevented to go into PDF production. This lets another
broadcasting [C] and the sub-chapter “Time Granularity” to be entered. What
quality management system has rejected the first print attempt to achieve real
completeness?

The first print of the second issue had shown small but multiple errors. There-
fore the sub-chapter "Cosmology" could be included during preparing some
correction.
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Only a single, bigger print error was found at version 3.2.2. It affected the
"mystic, gnosis and magic" enumeration two pages below. I am pretty sure that
it was entered correctly. Are erroneous software products meta-stable and
externally stimulateable? In any way this hint was right: "Religious Discussion"
was a needed extension.

The erroneous behaviour described above was found multiple times later during
preparation of new versions.

Some exchange with Prof. [+] stimulated the "Aggression and Terrorism"
chapter during my vacancy. Few days after preparing a letter to him with the new
chapters content the World Trade Centre, New York, collapsed by a terroristic
attack. Some weeks before a consulted friend advised me to place the book at the
Internet for free. The maturity of the book and the actual need for this message
convinced me to agree.
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 Appendix III: A New View of Authoring [F]
The need for this chapter is given by the results of the theory before. It is an
example of a self-reference. If the theory describes reality well, it results that no
single authorship is in any way possible. Every idea would need then stimulating
contributions by others. Comparing the existing law for authorship and the
common scientific rules of publication it seems that they are poorly defined. This
has negative effects to scientific and other communication and prevents possible
stimulation, as I feel. In this book I have applied the new rules as far as possible.

Standard Authoring

This should be a small description of existent rules. Please do not rely on this.
No guarantee can be given that those rules hold comparing laws and judgement.

The law for authoring grants ownership of ideas and of copyrights of published
content to the first, who publishes.

The influence of others is not neglected in scientific publications, where a list of
references and probably thanksgivings are almost always found at the end.

Shortcomings of the Standard

Would you like to discuss any idea with others, if you have to focus that the
partner could turn to a parasite by publishing it first?

Would you like to do a hard and bad paid work for a scientific publication, if the
leader of the department want to see his/her name on every publication without a
clear distinction of her/his contribution?

Is it not vane to go a way outside of standard science, publishing something new
because of the won freedom, but neglecting the influence of the standard even
because of the conflict?

Proposed New Authoring

Discussion         Needs        Some        Security
Security defines a closed group. Strict security may have the disadvantage to
exclude someone, who may otherwise contribute significantly. Confidence inter-
nal to the group is given by some constitution rules and by the multiplicity of
information receivers, who need to turn to parasites as a whole for hurting the
information producer effectively. Uncontrolled external influences have to be
minimised by using confident information flow by notes, letters or encrypted
eMail. Discussion flow has to be recorded for example by putting time stamped
contributions into one or multiple individual databases.
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Authorship         Has         Many        Properties    [A]
…, which have to be defined.
Philosophers have already defined some of them named: mystic, gnosis and
magic75, what can be told as:
• stimulation
• idea and understanding
• production or workout

As I think, they have to be extended with:
• direction
• support

The last would at most address the financial support. Because all three main
properties would have a relation to costs, the support is as well related to all of
them.

Stimulation and direction may be close related, but the last would mean the
leaders influence. Probably multiple levels of hierarchy could be introduced, but
they should have an effective influence to the single published paper. Further the
stimulation category should mean that this reference could not in any way be
made responsible for the published work. The contrary is true for the direction
category. Typically the leadership means at least partial responsibility.

A        Sim         ple        System       to        Ensure        Acceptance
If any of the categories is fixed all over a publication, a single comment is
enough.

If chapters or bigger parts can be identified, where any of the categories is fixed
all over, an embracing comment is enough.

A list of contributing people has to be there, where all have a distinguishable
shortcut identification. For example:

A: Andy
B: Ben
C: Christina
…
Z: Zita

                                                
75 The Christian definition of “trinity” can be recognised by the main properties. Father, spirit and

son would be allegories of those properties.
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Expression of ideas in the text should be accompanied with a shortcut list of the
contributing people like a footnote. For example: “This is the idea! [CCBA]”.
This would tell for example:

idea by: Christina
workout by: Christina
stimulated by: Ben
directed by: Andy

The ordering of authoring properties has to be defined. Because of the global
possibilities a global ordering can not be recommended.

The system is extendable by stimulation references to distinct papers, which
could be handled as individuals in the example above.

The system is extendable by grouping of individuals including papers resulting
to a single group shortcut.

The management of publication has to be defined. This should be expressed by
the group constitution and may be defined freely. But some general practical
rules should be considered.

Standard authorship means that all referenced ideas are already published, are
first published by the actual paper or are not of importance to mention them
(considering standard rules). The multiplicity of kinds of authorship in the new
way would increase the authors, too, and would make publishing impossible, if
consent of all should be forced. Further it is clear that the law will be conserved
for longer and rules of a group constitution have to be projected to meet it for
external needs. Therefore the “idea” property has to be identified with the
standard authorship, as I think.
The group constitution should at least require the consent of other perhaps low
important “idea” authors. The way of consent of stimulators should be defined,
too. For this one has to consider that probably contrary opinions are stimulants,
too. Therefore it may be not possible to receive the consent from some one, who
does not like this contrary idea to be published. Some kind of group consent may
be an alternative possibility to solve this.
There are thinkable situations, where a publishing consent can not be received,
but there may be a high pressure in the individual to do it nevertheless. This may
be an indicator for a not appropriate group and/or constitution definition.
Probably some valve system like a joker card could be defined, which would
enable publication under those circumstances. The need for reformation of the
group and/or the constitution can be measured by counting the “joker” rate.
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A        First        Discussion        of       the        Proposal
Surely the proposed authoring reference system is more complicated as the
standard. On the other hand considering, who has contributed, is an interesting
job, because social interactions are more clearly described. This is an opportunity
for the writer as for the readers.
If we estimate all people as honest at first, this system helps them to stay in this
mode, because every contribution would be referenced, if others behave honest,
too. This includes simple talking or phone calls. If one thinks to have got a good
idea, this is enough honour. He/she would not need to be silent about the
stimulant. This transfers some honour to the last, but whether it really reduces
the honour of the first may be of question. Probably it rises the honour of both
for example by being identified as a student of a famous professor and on the
other hand by being referenced by many students, which may be more famous as
having famous ideas. The last can be estimated to have more restrictions as the
first during life.
There is no need for confusing readers about the authorship of ideas, by forcing
subordinates to be subordinated to authorship, too. It clearly helps to “empower”
subordinates to receive unselfish contributions from them.
The needed extra work for group communication, encryption/decryption,
database storing and footnote like references needs discipline and is time
consuming. It may be only an opportunity, if stimulation results are of more
value than the effort. But for example quality assurance needs similar efforts and
is today an ISO standard.
There is a ranking in science depending on the number of publications and
references to those. But there is a lack in the system. People, who would cause
much stimulation without documented publications like good teachers, fall
through. Therefore science and employment in science is dominated by research
results and not by education results. The extension of the ranking to the
proposed “stimulating” property would heal the lack.
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Appendix IV: Rules for Reference Remarks
As the appendix I tells this rules are not a general recommendation. Every
publication, which one likes to organise similar, may have its own rules.

Hierarchy

This essay is structured by title, chapter, sub-chapter and    sub-sub-   
chapter   . All of them may have reference remarks shown as square braces with
reference short cuts, for example [AC*X].
If there is any need to do so, such a reference may be placed at the end of related
texts, too.
If a sub-structure of the text do not show a reference remark, the remark of the
super-structure is valid.

Positions

There are four categories of meta-authoring for this essay:

• stimulation
• workout
• idea and understanding
• support

Those positions are shown in the reference remark from left to right. If there is
no change to the super-structure of the text, positions may be deleted from the
right side, for example [BD].

The positions of categories do not tell any ranking between them. Instead
ordering is given by likelihood of change and omission. In fact at most only the
stimulation (first position) changes with low frequency. Therefore mostly single
character entries are found.

At most no separation characters are given. Although, if standard, numerical
references are needed, then standard braces may separate this position from
others, for example [A(83)*X] . This conforms to the standard remarks for
standard references used in this essay.

If multiple standard or stimulation references should build a temporal group,
standard braces may be used for this grouping, too, for example: [AF*(XZ)].
A ranking of importance may be given by the left to right sequence in this case.
The difference to standard references is the numerical content of the last. If those
should be included in grouping additional internal braces have to be used, for
example: [A(C(83))*X]. If a group occurs frequent, a special key-code should
be established for it rather than a frequent use of braces.
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Special Characters

Because all uppercase characters have been consumed until version 3.3.1, non-
verbal special characters extend the stimulation reference characters. For this
version the set of used characters is: "#, +, /, *".
If the standard author by law is referenced, a “*” is the representing character.
He is named at the title page and accompanied with the © sign.
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Table of Variables Used in Formulas

Physical Variables

E: energy (common symbol)
f: effective mass
F: gravity force
h: height, effect quantum
H: energy (hamiltonian function)
k: Boltzmann´s constant
m: mass
Ω: a representative period of time, status sum
p: pressure (or suction, if negative)
r: radius
S: entropy
t: time, with index: a specified period of time
T: temperature
v: velocity
V: volume (n - dimensional!), potential
W: effect
x, y, z: co-ordinates in space

Variables Specific to This Theory

a: factor related to searching in the partner’s hunting ground
A: activity (fraction for a specific job, for all jobs sum = 1)
B: benefit (abstract quality value)
χ: association capability

∆: some deviation (without dimension)
f: some fraction (without dimension)
g: some fraction (without dimension)
I: intelligence = capability to generate benefit
M: minimal intelligence to produce needed metabolism resources
q: constitution specific variable
o: outcome per area (volume) and time
O: outcome per area (volume)
s: associative intelligence
u: loss rate per distance, structure costs
U: potential of the environment, loss potential, costs per time
w: energy
Z: exponential increase factor
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Mathematical Variables

a, b: indices for dialogues (two individuals)
d: distribution space dimension
i, j, k, l: index numbers, step numbers, individuals numbers
k, n, m: common maximum count number (individuals, dimensions…)
W: likelihood
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Stimulation (Beyond References)
Stimulators are influences to this book, which are not of a written, published
kind. Therefore they are something beyond those references. Further stimulators
may be not in any way something provable or repeatable, because stimulation
occurs in mind without a backup. Those “meta-references” show problems
considering the actual authoring law. Probably the stimulating origin may be
someone, who does not like the result of his/her stimulation or may be not aware
of having done so. Consent to publishing may be not available under those or
other circumstances.

Stimulators are not in any way responsible in law for this publi-
cation!

If consent was not available or clearly assumable, the stimulator is given by an
encrypted clear information. This may protect me from behaving illegal, but
leaves the complete information in the book. Unfortunately consent needs
something to agree to. As printing is not already done, it is not easily possible to
get consent, even if there is probably no problem because of the content.
Therefore I have decided to encrypt most of the stimulator names.
There will be an excerpt of this book freely available by using the Internet at:
“http://www.celebran.de”. This chapter will be included and will be changed part
by part to clear information during incoming consent declarations.

Again many thanks to all stimulators for their contributions! Such an effort as
this essay is unthinkable without help and stimulation of ideas.
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"FAZ, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung":
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[U] Dr. Joachim Bublath, Abenteuer Forschung
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"S2 Kultur, Süddeutscher Rundfunk":

[V] Portrait of Prof. Noam Chomsky
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23140A4427133802050B1C4D543A1C280316011001010A533115080A001C
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Partnership, Dr. Sheldrakes publications
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0C00071811452A05100A0B01175E622D1B0F130002783F151D00010C1619
1B260B533606081303060005151E452418180C110F:
Double stars and the 3-body problem
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051D04150658452616170D1B0C110D05433D1E1B1F131307081A1E453E16
0608050E:
Gender and Y chromosome, Internet resources at PubMed:
“http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov”.

[I] Dr.
121B181F1413532B0014160B134F48150B04090C0C0D12184121071A1F11
011001110B462C061D1D062A:
Common possibility of uncertainty relations

[J] Dr.
371400031A08014E2CDE18111B5A49321304010B062907061A4C2C1B0711
041D010345202332 [M]:
Prosperity by single leadership at small to medium enterprises, stimulation of the
(pV) chapters

[K] Dipl.-Ing. 1B080302081008100D4D00040E13:
Diverse corrections

[L] Prof. Dr.
061B020D07110957371D0904000813111E1C4244240F15210B2F2E420A154
F3D070C171D16085B45211C10031604:
Acception and partnership without substantial critics to the first issue (version
2.4.1)

[M] Dipl.-Arch. Bettina Schlösser, Dr. med. dent. Reinhard Schlösser:
Meditation reduces recognisability of individual presence by others
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[N] Dr. Josef Sedlmeir:
Improved thermodynamic description, corrections

[O] Dr. 3410190B1707673605100917171B1E0B:
Field description, empirical results, morphic particles

[P] PD Dr. 2E06181B075A360A0B1F0F17142407 [Q]:
Partnership, historical development of cities and regions
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[R] Dipl. Math.
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Complemented arithmetic devices result to complemented output.
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[+] Prof. Dr.
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[/]
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The depth of an injury can only be measured by an arguing examination.

Historical stimulation (remembering)
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28170B072E1D:
Fermionic property of gender
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[X] Dipl.-W.-Ing. Holger Bergmann
The fractal geography of Europe

[Y] Mrs. Sigrid Bergmann
love – order – love – patience – love – drive -  love
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The author in law: (included for completeness only)

[*] Dipl.-Phys. Harald Bergmann
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